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Abstract 

Given a known signal and perfect knowledge of the environment there exist few 

detection and estimation problems that cannot be solved.   Detection performance is 

limited by uncertainty in the signal, an imperfect model, uncertainty in environmental 

parameters, or noise.   Complex environments such as the ocean acoustic waveguide and 

the human anatomy are difficult to model exactly as they can differ, change with time, 

or are difficult to measure.  We address the uncertainty in the model or parameters by 

incorporating their possibilities in our detection algorithm.  Noise in the signal is not so 

easily dismissed and we set out to provide cases in which what is frequently termed a 

nuisance parameter might increase detection performance.  If the signal and the noise 

component originate from the same system then it might be reasonable to assume that 

the noise contains information about the system as well. 

Because of the negative effects of ionizing radiation it is of interest to maximize 

the amount of diagnostic information obtained from a single exposure.  Scattered 

radiation is typically considered image degrading noise. However it is also dependent 

on the structure of the medium and can be estimated using stochastic simulation. We 

describe a novel Bayesian approach to signal detection that increases performance by 

including some of the characteristics of the scattered signal.  This dissertation examines 

medical imaging problems specific to mammography.  In order to model environmental 
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uncertainty we have written software to produce realistic voxel phantoms of the breast.  

The software includes a novel algorithm for producing three dimensional distributions 

of fat and glandular tissue as well as a stochastic ductal branching model.  

The image produced by a radiographic system cannot be determined analytically 

since the interactions of particles are a random process.  We have developed a particle 

transport software package to model a complete radiographic system including a 

realistic x-ray spectrum model, an arbitrary voxel-based medium, and an accurate 

material library.  Novel features include an efficient voxel ray tracing algorithm that 

reflects the true statistics of the system as well as the ability to produce separable images 

of scattered and direct radiation. 

Similarly, the ocean environment includes a high degree of uncertainty.   A 

pressure wave propagating through a channel produces a measurable collection of 

multipath arrivals.  By modeling changes in the pressure wave front we can estimate the 

expected pattern that appears at a given location.  For this purpose we have created an 

ocean acoustic ray tracing code that produces time-domain multipath arrival patterns 

for arbitrary 3-dimensional environments.  This iterative algorithm is based on a 

generalized recursive ray acoustics algorithm.  To produce a significant gain in 

computation speed we model the ocean channel as a linear, time invariant system.  It 

differs from other ocean propagation codes in that it uses time as the dependent variable 
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and can compute sound pressure levels along a ray path effectively measuring the 

spatial impulse response of the ocean medium.   

This dissertation also investigates Bayesian approaches to source localization in a 

3-D uncertain ocean environment. A time-domain-based optimal a posteriori probability 

bistatic source localization method is presented.  This algorithm uses a collection of 

acoustic time arrival patterns that have been propagated through a 3-D acoustic model 

as the observable data.  These replica patterns are collected for a possible range of 

unknown environmental parameters.  Receiver operating characteristics for a bistatic 

detection problem are presented using both simulated and measured data.  
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1. Introduction 

Despite the introduction of new medical imaging modalities the x-ray image has 

been for 100 years the most commonly used diagnostic tool.  The advantages include 

low cost, portability, low radiation dose, and large information content.  New digital 

radiograph systems, dual energy subtraction techniques, and computer aided diagnosis 

have helped keep the x-ray system up to date.  Unfortunately diagnostic x- rays are also 

the largest source of man-made radiation exposure for the average person.   Thus it is of 

interest to maximize the amount of diagnostic information obtained from a single 

exposure and at the same time minimize the radiation exposure. 

1.1 Scattered Radiation in Radiographic Imaging 

The conventional radiographic imaging technique relies on the ability of x-ray 

radiation to cast shadows.  An x-ray image is simply a projection image through an 

object that reveals contrast based on the attenuating properties of tissues. Of the possible 

interactions of x-ray energy with matter, incoherent scattering is the most likely to occur 

at diagnostic energy ranges and is a significant component of any radiographic image.  

The ratio of scattered to primary photons that are detected can be as high as 4 to 1, 

meaning that only 20% of the detected photons are the result of direct transmission 

through the volume.   
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 The physics of this type of interaction can be completely described 

mathematically.  Just as in typical rectilinear x-ray propagation, there is a direct 

relationship between the geometry and density of the medium and the direction and 

intensity of outgoing particles.  Scattered photons also provide insight into the 

composition of the material.  The interaction probability for a Compton event is directly 

proportional to the density of the material.  Because of this, it is possible to locate objects 

of differential density that might otherwise be obscured. 

 
Figure 1: X-Ray image of a lesion obscured by structure in the medium. 
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1.1.1 Treatment of Scatter in Diagnostic Radiography 

Typically Compton scatter is treated as image degrading noise that must be 

prevented or removed.  Anti-scatter grids have mostly accomplished this goal but have 

the negative effect of requiring increased exposure energy to compensate for reduced 

transmission of energy to the detector.  It could be argued that the use of scattered 

information is intrinsic to the human vision process since the majority of light reaching 

the eye has scattered from a surface.  However, interpreting scattered light with the 

naked eye is a complex process in the brain and the ability is formed in early 

development.   Also, unlike light which is reflected off just the surface of objects, 

radiation can be scattered from any point within the medium.   Further complicating 

matters, the signal to noise ratio of the scattered signal can be extremely low.  

An ideal image would have clearly defined boundaries between two materials.  

Scattered radiation reduces the overall contrast of a projection image. As seen in Figure 2 

Examining the radiograph of two distinct materials in Figure 2  it is clear that scattered 

radiation obscures the exact location of the boundary between the two materials.    Some 

effort has been made to define the exact statistical nature of the noise and thus provide 

an easy means of removal.  However, a sample of a random process in time (the image) 

is still a random process which makes an analytical solution of the noise function 

difficult if not impossible. 
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Figure 2: The effect of scattered radiation on image formation. a) Image produced 
from primary radiation only b) Image including scattered radiation c) Image with 

scattered radiation as well as detector noise.[1] 

1.1.2 Information Content of X-Ray Scatter 

Direct transmission imaging produces essential a shadow image of the volume. 

Information about the location and density of materials is present in these images.   Each 

point in the projection image represents the result of integrating the linear attenuation 

coefficient along a straight line between the source and the detector.   Unlike the 

projection image the scattered image is impossible to determine analytically even if the 

source and volume are known exactly.   

Scattered photons also provide insight into the composition of the material.  The 

interaction probability for a Compton event is directly proportional to the density of the 

material.  Because of this, it is possible to locate objects of differential density that might 

otherwise be obscured.  Volumes of two materials that are identical in size and density 

could produce exactly the same projection image but a different scattered image. 
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The scattered image can also be used to increase the knowledge of the 3- 

dimensional properties of the volume.  A projection image provides only a 2 

dimensional result.  Scattered radiation can travel in every direction and exhibits some 

properties of symmetry.   It is theoretically possible to combine the information 

contained in both images to estimate the 3-dimensional volume.  An added benefit of 

this approach is that the scattered image can be detected at the same time as the 

projection image and with no additional radiation exposure. 

1.1.3 Applications for X-Ray Scatter 

It has been known for the last 30 years that useful diagnostic information can be 

obtained from the study of scattered radiation. Early applications included the use of a 

narrow beam of radiation to measure the mineral density in bone[2].  Recently a 

coherent scatter computed tomography system has been developed to perform 

automated bone density and composition scans[3].  X-ray diffraction computed 

tomography, introduced by Harding[4], can create a cross-sectional image of an object 

by collecting the low angle scatter from a series of detectors at different angles. Grant et 

al[5] developed a table top x-ray diffraction microtomography system for collecting 

images of the internal structure of low density objects.  X-Ray microtomography is a 

type of microscopy that uses highly focused radiation from a synchrotron to create an 

image. 
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There are several devices available that perform scatter imaging. Two devices, 

the Comscan and Aides work through limiting the incident beam of radiation.  The 

image of a single volume element is formed from by intersection of the confined beam 

and the detector view.   Thus the information within the image is derived directly from 

the scattered photons as the the incident radiation beam interacts within the voxel and 

travels towards the detector. This imaging approach is in essence based on a single 

scattering event.   

The Comscan system uses an array of detectors where each detector’s field of 

view is defined by a small voxel on the surface of the object upon intersection with an 

incident x-ray beam. The intensity of the scattered radiation forms the image with higher 

intensity indicating higher material-density and vice versa. Another Compton scatter 

imaging system, called AIDES (Automated Inspection Device for Explosive Charges in 

Shells) was used as the name applies for imaging shells to detect porosity. The system 

employed a collimated bremsstrahlung beam (using a 5.6 MeV linear electron 

accelerator), and six collimated detectors for pointwise imaging of the shell. 

Another variation of scatter imaging systems relies on detecting photons that 

migrated away from the source beam of radiation. For homogeneous materials these 

migrated photons form a diffuse pattern of radiation from which photons scatter 

towards detectors. The distribution of this pattern is disrupted by the presence of 

abnormalities and a detector can measure the degree of variation as a material 
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mismatch. One version of this imaging process is the lateral migration radiography 

system designed for landmine detection.  In this system, a collimated beam of x-rays is 

directed towards the ground and a set of collimated and uncollimated detectors are used 

to monitor photons that are laterally migrated away from the source beam. The wide 

field of view of the uncollimated detectors makes their response dominated by the flux 

of highest strength, which is that of photons near the surface. With collimated detectors, 

the effect of photons scattered from the ground surface is less dominant, thus they are 

sensitive to photons emerging from both the surface and depth of the ground.  The 

images produced by these detectors are in effect contours of the detector counts, from 

which the presence of an anomaly can be identified.   

1.2 Monte Carlo Computer Codes 

Developments in nuclear imaging and the availability of multiple-processor 

computers have spread the use of computer simulation for refining imaging systems. 

Medical imaging systems are difficult to model analytically because of the stochastic 

nature of radiation emission and transport.  Recently, Monte Carlo methods have been 

used extensively for modeling medical imaging detectors and collimators as well as for 

scatter correction and image reconstruction. An excellent survey by Zaidi[6] exists on the 

uses of Monte Carlo techniques as applied to nuclear imaging. 

Monte Carlo techniques in the field of radiographic imaging have been devoted 

primarily to dosimetry and treatment planning[7] The majority of projects simulating x-
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ray systems use simplistic phantoms or generalized models of x-ray production and 

detection. The goal of this project is to develop a robust Monte Carlo simulation tool for 

an x-ray system that is easily customizable for a variety of applications. 

1.2.1 Existing Monte Carlo Codes for Particle Transport 

There are many computer software packages available (some in the public 

domain) for performing Monte Carlo simulations of radiation transport. The present 

choices of the research community include EGS4 (Electron-Gamma Shower) by Nelson 

et al. [8], MCNP (A General Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code) [9]and VMC : The 

Voxel Monte Carlo model[10].  The packages provide the algorithms needed for 

radiation transport simulation.   EGS4 and MCNP are general purpose codes that can be 

used for any radiation transport problem.  Dedicated codes for simulating SPECT 

imaging include SIMIND, SimSpect, and MCMATV.  There are also dedicated codes for 

PET imaging which include PETSIM, EIDOLON, and PET-EGS.  The Simset package 

was designed for both PET and SPECT. 

1.2.2 EGS4 

EGS4 is a package of computer codes that allow the user to simulate the coupled 

transport of photons, electrons and positrons in an arbitrary geometry for a large range 

of energies from a few keV up to several TeV[11]. This code was originally developed at 
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the Stanford-Linear Accelerator Centre (SLAC) by Ford and Nelson.  The usage of this 

code for medical imaging applications is referenced in the literature[12, 13]  

The code is written in the structured language that is an extension of FORTRAN.  

The EGS4 code system is available for free from the EGS4 website 

(http://www.slac.stanford.edu/egs/). Some have referred to the EGS code as the de facto 

gold standard for clinical radiation dosimetry.[11]  Code required to simulate imaging 

systems is not included. 

1.2.3 MCNP 

MCNP[9] is a general-purpose Monte Carlo neutron, photon, and electron 

transport code. It has continuous-energy physics and is time-dependent. The geometry 

is any arbitrary configuration of 3 dimensional surfaces. It is used for radiation 

shielding, criticality safety, nuclear design, aerospace, medical, nonproliferation, 

radiation dose and other applications by several thousand users worldwide.  

1.2.4 Eidolon 

The Eidolon Monte Carlo simulation package was developed in 1999 to simulate 

cylindrical 3D positron tomographs [14].  The algorithm is used to model the spatial 

distribution of detected events in the case of simple geometries as well as real and 

complex patterns of radioactivity distribution.  Voxel based distributions are allowed 

however the simulation is specific to positron emission tomography. 
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1.2.5 Geant4 

Geant4 is a general purpose particle physical toolkit for the simulation of the 

passage of particles through matter[15]. This package is well established and is 

maintained by an international collaboration that includes ESA, Cern, and other 

universities.  The Monte Carlo code can track individual particles through an advanced 

3-D geometry.   It includes tools for recording the detector response as well as the total 

deposited energy.  The Geant4 code does not allow for the input of an arbitrary voxel 

phantom. 

1.2.6 Limitations of Existing Codes 

All these codes include the basic components of a Monte Carlo simulator such as 

a random number generator, the relevant physical distributions to sample, and libraries 

of material constants.  The differences in these codes and their relevance to a particular 

application depend on the accuracy of the transport equations, the modeling of the 

important physical parameters, and the flexibility of the code for change.   For example 

coherent scattering is not modeled in all codes and some codes have a limited choice of 

detector or source configurations.  

The general limiting factor of these codes when evaluated against our research 

goals was the inability to specify an arbitrary medium.  Most codes use a geometry 

based method of describing the medium.  Objects in the three-dimensional space are 
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described by the analytical functions for spheres, cylinders, cubes, etc.  This method 

gives a significant computation advantage since the intersection of particles with these 

objects along a path can be calculated analytically without the need for an expensive 

step-wise transport code. 

After a survey of the available codes for particle transport we were unable to find 

a Monte Carlo transport code that could model a simple radiographic imaging system 

for an arbitrary voxel geometry that also includes separable calculations for scattering 

and detailed material libraries. 

1.3 Detection and Recognition 

The cognitive task that is performed by a radiologist as he or she examines a 

radiograph is essentially a detection or recognition task.  Detection can refer to 

identifying the important components of a particular object within an image or simply 

determining that the image contains something not expected. Recognition involves the 

classification of objects among a set of objects or a subclass of objects. 

Detection is frequently a recognition problem as well when there a collection of 

identifiable shapes present.  Frequently the objects of interest have a known shape and 

can be modeled by a deformable template pattern.  Each template is defined by a set of 

points on a reference grid and a set of allowed variations or deformations of the 

template is created.  A mathematical solution is to create a Bayesian framework and 

attempt to calculate the a posteriori available deformations. 
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1.4 Overview and Discussion 

It might be reasonable to assume that because the scatter image is dependent on 

the structure of the tissue that it contains information about the image.  The difficulty is 

using this information is that there is no closed form solution for the calculation of the 

image.  The scattered image is a sampling of random events, namely the independent 

interactions of a large number of photons.   We do know however the probability 

distributions for each possible event and therefore can run a simulation to get solution. 

This document will describe and experimentally validate a new rapid Monte 

Carlo simulator for particle transport which combines several new acceleration 

techniques.  In chapter 2 we will outline the methods used to model each component of 

the complete radiographic system.  Chapter 3 discusses the physics of particle transport 

and the methods used by the simulator for efficient transport through a 3 dimensional 

volume.   We will also describe some specific algorithms used in developing the Monte 

Carlo transport software.  Bayesian detection methods specific to the problem of scatter 

in radiographic imaging are discussed in Chapter 4.  Specific experiments used to 

validate the accuracy of the simulation are presented in Chapter 5 as well as the first 

simulation results. Finally, the influence of scattered radiation on the quality of 

reconstructions is assessed by analyzing the phantom data and by simulating x-ray 

imaging of a mammographic phantom. 
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Chapter 6 describes a new software phantom used to create arbitrary voxel 

representations of the human breast.  In Chapter 7 we discuss our time-domain based 

ray tracing software for 3-dimensional ocean volumes.  In Chapter 8 we use the ray 

tracing software to test our algorithm for bistatic ocean acoustic source localization.  

Chapter 9 presents an estimation algorithm for predicting the depth of ocean acoustic 

sources.
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2. Modeling the Complete Radiographic System 

It is a useful endeavor to obtain an analytic solution for the output of a 

radiographic system.  The difficulty in obtaining the resulting images is due to the 

stochastic nature of x-ray transmission and scattering.  There is no closed form solution 

for the image formed.  The scattered portion of the image is a sampling of random 

events, namely the independent interactions of a large number of photons.   We do 

know however the probability distributions for each possible event and can perform a 

Monte Carlo simulation to arrive at a similar solution. 

This is similar to inversion problems that have been explored in underwater 

acoustics and optical tomography[16].  In these types of problems functions describing 

the medium and the transport equation are used to quantify various characteristics of 

the medium.  Rather than an inverse problem using a pre-aquired radiographic image 

we will approach this problem from the forward direction and compute the predicted 

images for a given scenario.  This is a different approach then most often taken in the 

literature.  

2.1 The Components of a X-Ray Imaging System 

The mechanical components of the simplest radiographic system consist of an x-

ray tube and a film detector.  Modern x-ray systems often include objects for patient 

positioning, radiographic grids and other filters, as well as an array of detector choices. 
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Proper physical modeling is important for simulating photon transport 

efficiently using a Monte Carlo method.  The major physical components of a 

radiographic imaging system include the x-ray source generally a standard x-ray tube, 

the air gap or other material surrounding the object being imaged, the object being 

imaging, the anti-scatter grid (if present), and a method of detecting the energy that has 

escaped the volume. 

 
There are unique difficulties in modeling each component.   An x-ray tube can 

produce a slightly unique spectrum every time and no modeling method can perfectly 

represent a complex 3-dimensional object.  The goal is to obtain realistic and easily 

customizable models of the major components and be aware of inconsistencies and their 

effects on the results. 
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Figure 3: Components used for modeling a radiographic system 
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2.2 Simulating Radiographic Sources 

The generation of individual particles is the starting point of any radiographic 

simulation.  The distribution of the beam of incident particles is unique to each system.  

The anode material, the angle and shape of the anode, the voltage applied to the 

filament, the focal spot size and shape, as well as the distribution of x-ray generation 

points inside the anode material all determine the spectral and spatial distribution of 

incident x-ray radiation. 

 

Figure 4: Operation of an x-ray tube. A voltage V is applied across the cathode and the 
anode. An electron e- is accelerated towards the anode producing photons of energy 

hν. 

Electromagnetic radiation is released when an atom or a nucleus undergoes a 

transition from and excited state to a more stable state.  The radiation that is emitted due 

to these atomic transitions is known as x-rays.  X-rays are an electromagnetic radiation 

having wavelengths that lie within a range of λ = 0.001 to 10 nm (nanometer), i.e. photon 

energies E = 120 eV to 1.2 MeV [17]. Higher energy photons are called γ-rays and have a 

shortly wavelength, and lower energy photons are called ultraviolet (UV) and have a 
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shorter wavelength.  The frequency is related to the energy, E, of a photon of radiation 

according to the equation E hv=  where h is Planck’s constant and v is the frequency. 

2.2.1 The X-ray tube 

Roentgen first announced discovery of x-ray radiation in 1895 during the course 

of experiments with cathode rays. As Roentgen was investigating the properties of x-

rays he found that x-rays are generated whenever cathode rays collide with a solid 

material and are stopped. X-rays can be reliably produced given a source of electrons, a 

target of the proper material, and a means of accelerating the electrons[18]. 

 

 
Electrons are generally used as the charged particles and are accelerated by a 

voltage ranging from a few hundred volts to hundreds of kilovolts. An electron beam is 

focused on a heavy target material that is typically composed of tungsten.  When 

accelerated electrons hit a target, the kinetic energy of those electrons is converted to 

Figure 5: The geometry of the x-ray source. The production of x-rays 
involves the acceleration of electrons towards a target material. 
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heat and x-rays.  The abrupt acceleration of the charged particles produces 

Bremsstrahlung photons, from the German for “braking radiation”, and refers to the 

actual stopping of accelerated particles.  Bremsstrahlung photons can have energy as 

high as that of the incident electrons.  This process produces a continuous spectrum of 

energies with varying numbers of photons produced at each energy level. 

The atomic number of the target material determines the quantity of 

Bremsstrahlung produced.  The higher the atomic number of the target the greater the 

amplitude of the continuous spectrum.  The intensity of Bremsstrahlung radiation is 

proportional to EZ 2 thus higher Z valued elements such as tungsten are often used as 

the target. 

2.2.2 The Model Spectrum 

While it is feasible for us to perform a Monte Carlo simulation of the true 

spectrum produced by an x-ray tube there have already been numerous studies on the 

subject[19] and we will use a mathematical model .   The shape of the spectrum depends 

mostly on the kinetic energy of the incident electrons and somewhat on the properties of 

the target. Birch and Marshall published a semi-empirical  of generating numerical x-ray 

spectra[20].  More recently Boone and Tucker expanded the model to depend on several 

parameters unique to each tube[21] 

The bremsstrahlung and characteristic components are generally calculated 

separately and then combined.  Factors that must be known to calculate the spectrum 

include the tube voltage, target material, and the filter material and thickness. The 
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voltage applied to the tube produces a poly-energetic spectrum that is approximately 

linear with the bulk of photons emitted at lower energies.  The discrete emission spectra 

are dependent on the Z value of the material.  The Z value influences the K-shell binding 

energy of the target atoms.  For tungsten targets, characteristic radiation is usually given 

off at energy of 69.5 keV.  Characteristic radiation is also produced when an L electron is 

removed from the atom. 

Filtration of the x-ray beam removes most of the low-energy ionizing radiation.  

The use of a single substance for filtration is effective because the attenuation coefficient 

of a substance varies with energy.  Aluminum, which is most often used as a filter has 

the linear attenuation coefficients given in Table 1. 

Table 1: Variation of the Linear Attenuation Coefficient with Photon Energy 
Photon Energy AL Linear Attenuation Coefficient  
10 keV 70.74 cm-1 

15 keV 21.33 cm-1 

20 keV 9.15 cm-1 

30 keV 3.02 cm-1 

40 keV 1.53 cm-1 

50 keV 0.99 cm-1 

 

Figure 4 shows the effectiveness of aluminum filtration.  The unfiltered beam 

represents emission from an x-ray tube target into a vacuum with no filtration.  Low 

energies dominate the spectrum.  The dotted line represents the output beam assuming 

1 millimeter of aluminum inherent filtration in the tube.  Most of the soft radiation is 
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absorbed by the first millimeter of aluminum.  If additional filtration is added more low 

energy photons are absorbed than those with higher energies.  The dashed line shows 

the resultant spectrum.   Many more low energy photons are absorbed.   The mean 

energy has shifted towards the higher energies.   For our calculations we will use a 

filtration of 1mm of aluminum. 

 
Figure 6: A typical diagnostic X-ray beam unfiltered and with 1mm AL filtration[22]. 

2.2.3 The Spectrum Algorithm  

We have generated our theoretical spectrum using the parametric equations 

employed by Tucker and Barnes[21] for molybdenum and tungsten targets. Empirical 

coefficients are used to make sure the calculated and experimental exposure values are 

in agreement.   A method of sampling the spectrum within the Monte Carlo transport 

code is used which minimizes memory usage and eliminates the need to recalculate the 

spectrum at each discrete energy value. 
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The algorithm produces a spectrum S represented by N values for discrete 

energy bins.  The size of the energy bin dictates the smoothness of the calculated 

spectrum.  Sampling from this discrete distribution will result in sampling errors so we 

have used a method of sampling to create a more continuous distribution.  Two random 

numbers 1 2,ξ ξ are chosen on the uniform interval [0, 1).  The energy E of the photon is 

obtained by a modified inversion method where F(i) is the set of all integers where the 

following relationship is true  

 0
1

0

( )
( )

( )

E

N

S i
F i

S i
ξ= <

∑

∑
 

And x is the maximum index in the set F(i), x=max(i).  Then the second random number 

2ξ is used to select a value on a linear slope between the chosen energy bin and the next 

 ( )( )2( ) ( 1) ( )E S x x S x S xξ= + − + − . 

2.2.4 Modeling the Source Distribution 

The energy E of the photon is sampled according to the method outlined above.  

The focal spot of the x-ray tube can be modeled as a point from which photons leave at a 

selected distribution of angles.  The distribution of angles depends on the particular 

source being modeled.  The source may also be modeled as a circular disc of a selected 

radius to more closely replicate the geometry of the tube.  Locations are selected 

uniformly on the surface of the disk from which the maximum exit angle may be 
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calculated.  To sample from the disc in Cartesian coordinates, choose two random 

numbers N1 and N2 and find the corresponding x and y coordinates. 

 
*(2* 1 1)
*(2* 2 1)

x R N
y R N

= −
= −

. 

If ( 2 2 2x y R+ < ) then this point is on the disk. 

If the source distribution is isotropic then it is equally probable for a particle to 

be emitted in all directions.  Simply choosing an elevation θ and azimuth φ by a uniform 

distribution will not produce the proper results.  Integrating over the solid angle must 

yield a value of 1.0 

 sin 1d dθ θ φ =∫ . 

The solution is to sample the value of cosθ from the interval (-1, 1) and then 

invert to find the value of the elevation θ.  The azimuth φ may then be chosen by 

sampling on the interval (0,2pi). 

2.2.5 Spatial Resolution  

  The spatial resolution of the x-ray system is limited by the geometry of the focal 

spot as well as the intensity distribution of the tube.   In general it is desirable to 

maintain a small focal spot to avoid shadowing effects and image blurring.   The photon 

flux from X-ray tubes is limited and a decrease in the beam size of the tube requires a 

corresponding increase in exposure time.  The photon flux of a typical x-ray tube is 107 

photons/mm2[23].  For all digital detector systems the resolution is limited by the Nyquist 
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frequency which is defined as ( ) 12p − when p is the pixel size of the detector[24].  The 

theoretical detector uses a binning method to collect incident photons into discrete 

pixels.  For Monte Carlo experiments performed in this report we will attempt to achieve 

a realistic photon flux of 107 photons/mm2 by distributing the photons over the number 

of the bins. 

 
6 2

2

10 photons mm NumBins Flux
mm bin

× × =
.
 

Our algorithm includes an adaptive method of achieving the appropriate photon flux.  

The number of photons propagated until the average of the total number of detected 

photons in each bin is the desired photon flux. 

2.3 Modeling Volumes and Objects 

The object model consists of a description of the geometry and material 

characteristics for an object.  The two methods used are shape-based modeling and 

voxel-based.  Shape-based modeling represents the boundaries of shapes by 

mathematical equations.   This method is most often used when the object is a regular 

shape such as a sphere or cylinder.  A set of equations governs the geometric location of 

the particle within the medium.   Shape-based modeling often decreases the complexity 

of computation because the equations governing particle transport are constant across 

the region.  Such simple geometries are useful in studying more fundamental issues of 

scatter and attenuation; but clinically realistic distributions cannot be adequately 

evaluated.  Complex shapes are difficult to describe mathematically as shown in Figure 
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7a where the shape of the hand must be represented by tessellated surfaces.  In order to 

transmit rays through such a surface the transport code must check for intersections 

which each and every surface. 

 
Figure 7: Methods of modeling objects. (A)An example of shape based modeling and 

(B) the same shape represented as voxels. 

The most common method of modeling complex shapes in CT, MRI, SPECT, and 

PET imaging modalities is a voxel-based distribution. A voxel-based distribution is 

described by a three-dimensional voxel matrix as shown in Figure 7b.  This method 

divides the object into cubes (voxels) of uniform size.   Within each voxel the 

characteristics of the material are uniform.   Voxel data can be obtained from a 3-

Dimensional array of pixel data through interpolation or other methods.  The resolution 

of objects within a 3-dimensional space depends on the size of the individual voxels. 

This data can be obtained from a volumetric MRI scan of the object or simulated, 

generally T1 or T2 relaxation times are used to determine the density within each voxel.   

For MRI the size of the voxel is limited by the resolution of the scan. This voxel data can 

be used to create complex images of internal structures.   There are currently several 
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groups involved in creating voxel data sets for the human body.   These data collections 

have voxel dimensions as small as 0.5 mm.   

There are some useful voxel-based phantoms of real anthropomorphic volumes.  

The Hoffman brain phantom[25] and the Zubal phantom[26] are frequently used in 

monte carlo simulations.  These phantoms are created by translating the result of a CT or 

MRI scan of an available subject into a collection of voxels that represent the density and 

material of each cross-sectional slice. 

2.3.1 Properties of Materials of Diagnostic Interest 

Each type of tissue in the human body is of variable composition and composed 

of many elements with different Z values.  To simulate the passing of particles through 

the medium it is necessary to approximate the electron density values for all the tissue 

types that might be encountered in diagnostic radiography.   The calculations used to 

estimate tissue densities and compositions are taken from the International Commission 

on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) Report No. 44[27] and report No. 46[27].  

This report gives the values of the photon mass attenuation coefficients for all the 

elements as well as 48 compounds encountered in radiography.   The tables also include 

complete data for calculating the photoelectric absorption edges. 

 The table below shows the atomic composition of various tissues broken into 

combinations of various elements.   The density value given is an average. 
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Table 2: Atomic Composition for various tissues 
Tissue H C N O Na S Cl P K Fe Ca 2( )g cmρ

Lung 10.3 11 3.1 74.9 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2   0.28 

Adipose 11.4 60 0.7 27.8 0.1 0.1 0.1     0.95 

Water 11.2   88.8        1.00 

Brain 10.7 15 2.2 72.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3   1.04 

Heart 10.3 12 3.2 73.4 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.1  1.06 

Cartilage 9.6 10 2.2 74.4 0.5 0.9 20.3 2.2    1.10 

Cortical Bone 3.4 16 4.2 43.5 0.1 0.3  10.3   22.5 1..92 

Of course these compositions are estimates taken from measurements of actual 

tissue samples.  The composition of any given tissue will vary within a single sample as 

well as between samples.  

2.3.2 The Mass attenuation coefficient 

The linear attenuation coefficient, μ , describes the probability that a photon will 

interact with a material.  The value of the coefficient depends on the atomic number Z of 

the material and the photon energy Ε .  The reaction cross section corresponds to an 

effective area that is exposed to incident particles.  We will express the coefficient in 

units of inverse centimeters.  Since the linear attenuation coefficient is dependent on the  

density of the absorber, it is frequently given as a mass attenuation coefficient with units 

[28, 29]of ( )2cm g .  It represents the probability of an interaction per ( )2/g cm  of 

material that is penetrated[7]. 

The mass attenuation coefficient is empirically calculated as the fraction intensity 

reduction of a beam of photons as it passes through a given material.   A photon beam of 
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intensity 0I  is transmitted through a material for a total distance t . The outgoing 

intensity ( )I x  of the beam is related to the mass attenuation coefficient, μ ρ  by: 

 ( ) 0 exp
t

o
xdxI Ix

μ
ρ

⎛ ⎞−= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
∫ . 

For a homogeneous material this formula reduces to Beer’s attenuation law 

 ( ) 0 exp xI Ix μ ρ−= . 

For materials that are represented by combinations of various materials, the mass 

attenuation coefficient can be calculated as a weighted sum of the each constituent.   

 i i

i i

fμ μ
ρ ρ

=∑  

where if  is the fractional weight of the i th−  component. Since it is difficult to estimate 

the fractional weight of various components, for example the ratio of lung tissue to air, 

this estimate is only accurate to within a few percent[30]. 

2.3.3 A Simple Voxel Model 

For simple simulations that don’t require exact anatomical representations we 

will use the geometrical models to create appropriate phantoms.  Our software provides 

several simple geometric shapes that can be combined to form complex structures 

within the voxel volume.    The available shapes include a sphere, cylinder, cone, and 

cube.   Note that these are not true geometric primitives in that the propagation code 

will still treat the medium as an array of voxels. 
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2.4 Modeling the Detector 

In order to produce a replica image from the collected particle information we 

must estimate the density from the collection of observed samples.  Given a collection of 

observed samples ix which are generated according to a non-parametric density 

function ( )p x , the goal is to reconstruct the multi-dimensional vector x over the entire 

domain xΩ . 

 

Figure 8: Modeling simple volumes. The user code provides methods for 
adding arbitrary 3-dimensional shapes to the voxel volume. 
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Figure 9: Geometry of the detector. The detector is modeled as a collection of bins 
defined relative to the voxel volume.  Incoming particles are mapped to a the 

appropriate bin of location (i,j). 

The detector plane is placed by default parallel to the lower plane of the voxel 

volume.  An arbitrary detector location can be achieved by rotating and padded the 

voxel volume. 

There are three important methods for performing density estimation.   These 

methods are described below. Each estimation method is available within our Monte 

Carlo transport code and may be selected by the user. 

The Histogram Method defines a fixed number of bins within xΩ and simply 

tabulates the number of samples within each bin.   If there are a total of N samples 

tabulated and each bin is of width ω  and contains iN samples then the density function 

( )p x  is approximated as 
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 ( ) ( )1
ip x N

Nω
= . 

This method results in a piece-wise estimate of the density function.  A larger bin 

size reduces the variance of the estimate but increases bias.   The histogram method is 

sensitive to placement of the bins especially if important features in the image span the 

border of a bin.  If shifting the bin locations results in a large difference between 

estimates then other methods need to be considered. 

The Normalized Mask Method creates a kernel function that is normalized and 

centered around the origin.  The kernel estimate is evaluated for every sample that falls 

within the distance ω  from each point within the domain xΩ to obtain a level of 

smoothing defined by the bandwidthω . 

 ( )
1

1 N
i

i

x xp x
Nω ω=

−⎛ ⎞= Κ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∑ . 

This method is sensitive to variations in the number of samples collected at each 

location in the domain.  For example, a highly attenuating object in the medium might 

result in a few particles reaching the detector in certain areas. To provide an accurate 

estimate it is advisable to use a method that adjusts the bandwidth ω  for each point 

within the domain xΩ [31]. 

The Weighted Distance Method is an adaptive bandwidth method.   The distance 

is computed to each of the set of M nearest points around x and this value is used as a 

variable bandwidth estimate.  Thus 
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 ( )
1

1
( ) ( )

N
i

iM M

x xp x
Ndist x dist x=

⎛ ⎞−= Κ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∑  

where The value of M determines the level of smoothing and is dependent on the 

variance as well as the sampling density at location x.   

The last two methods introduce bias when computed near the boundaries of the 

domain.    Since there are no particles counted outside the domain the normalized mask 

kernel will underestimate the resultant value.  When using the weighted distance 

method the boundaries will force the algorithm to include a larger area when finding the 

M nearest neighbors.   A common method for dealing with this problem is to mirror the 

portion of the kernel that would be located outside of a boundary back into the domain. 

2.5 Geometry of the Physical System 

In order to transport photons through the system we must define the locations of 

the components of the imaging systems in relation to one another. The physical system 

consists of the detector, the source, and the object(s) being imaged. For simplicity in 

calculating coordinates we will define the origin ( , , 0)O x y= of the system as located on 

the detection plane.   

2.5.1 The Detector Plane 

The detector plane D is defined by a center point O and two orthogonal vectors 

a and b  that are aligned with the x and y axes and a vector c  that is perpendicular to 

the plane 
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 [ ]D a b c O= . 

Although the plane is infinite the detector has dimensions La x Lb and photon 

detections are restricted to this area.  This arrangement was chosen since x-ray systems 

generally have fixed detectors with the location of tubes, objects, and filters placed in 

relationship to the detector. 

 

Figure 10: The geometry of the detector plane. The detector plane is placed parallel to 
the x and y axes.  The source position is defined in relation to the detector plane. 

2.5.2 Source Position 

The source is defined by a single point ( , , )S x y z= in three dimensions. By 

default it is located at length Ls from the detector plane along vector c perpendicular to 
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the detection plane at the point is initialized as ( ), ,2 2
La Lb Ls .  For sources that are not 

located along vector c the direction of the source is defined by the angle θ between 

c and direction vector s .  The direction of the photons emitted from the source may be 

altered however to any desired angle.   Energy is emitted from the source in a 

symmetrical fashion around the vector s according to the given angle β.  The algorithm 

includes a means of altering the falloff of energy due to the anode heel effect. By default 

the number of photons emitted decreases as 1/d where d is the distance from the 

vector s . 

2.5.3 Volumes and Objects 

The volume to be imaged must be placed within the system much as an object 

would be positioned in a real radiographic system.   A voxel volume V is defined in 

three dimensions by the lengths of the sides (Vx,Vy,Vz).  For volumes where only the 

voxel size is given the boundaries are defined by  

 , ,Nx Ny NzV
voxSize voxSize voxSize

⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 

where Nx, Ny, and Nz are the number of voxels on each side.  The center of the bottom 

plane of the voxel volume is placed at O located on the detector plane.  If the voxel 

volume has dimensions smaller than the detection plane then it is assumed that the area 

surrounding the volume is composed of air.  

The distance of the source Ls from the closest plane of the voxel volume is likely 

greater than Vz.  The remaining voxels between the closest plane and the point S are 
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defined as an air gap volume A.  For ease of computation this air gap is considered a 

separate volume of only one voxel of variable size.  The dimensions of the air gap are 

related to the size of the detector by ( , , )A La Lb Ls Vz= −  in order to entirely fill the 

space not occupied by the volume. 

 
 

Figure 11: Location of the voxel volume. The voxel volume is placed within the system 
by defining its displacement from the detector in x,y, and z. 
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3. Stochastic Simulation of a Radiographic System 

Stochastic simulation is a method of estimation that forms solutions by 

performing random experiments.  The x-ray image produced on film is essentially the 

sampling of a random process.  Each particle that passes through the volume is 

independent from every other particle.  The image formed represents a histogram of the 

collective energy of millions of particles at each location.   In this sense the modeling of 

the system is well suited to Monte Carlo methods. 

The Monte Carlo method of stochastic simulation is ideal for modeling particle 

transport since the path of each individual photon is an independent event and the 

distributions defining particle behavior are well defined. The production of photons, the 

locations of all scattering events, and the outcomes of these scattering events are decided 

by sampling the appropriate distributions. The history of each particle is followed from 

the source to its death (absorption, escape, etc.). The outcomes of these random 

samplings, or trials, must be accumulated or tallied in an appropriate manner to 

produce the desired result. 

All particle transport problems can be thought of as a large branching random 

walk in which the configuration space will have more than three dimensions (location, 

energy, weight, history).  The positions of the nodes will be determined by stochastic 

transition probabilities and their complexity by the detailed physics of the underlying 

system.  The transition probabilities are calculated from the interaction cross-section 

data of the incoming particle and the composition of the medium and will have to be 
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sampled from the correct distributions.[32] Monte Carlo methods are easily adapted for 

parallel processing.  The events are independent and thus accuracy is a linear function of 

the number of events calculated. 

3.1 The Monte Carlo Method 

Simulation has often been viewed as the method of last resort for solving difficult 

problems after experimentation, mathematical assumptions, and intuition have failed.  

Recently, with advances in simulation software and methods it is often the first step for 

finding non-analytic mathematical solutions, simulating experimentally difficult 

problems, and verifying results and models.  The definition of simulation is broad and 

we are primarily concerned with stochastic simulation.  Stochastic simulation is defined 

as experimentation over time with a model and involves the use of random numbers to 

sample from pre-defined distributions.  The name Monte Carlo was given as a reference 

to the famed gambling city although simulating gambling was not the primary purpose 

of the method. 

The scientific application of the Monte Carlo method dates backs to the 

Manhattan project at Los Alamos during World War II (Monte Carlo was a code word 

for the research).  Von Neumann, Ulam and Fermi used the method to model neutron 

diffusion problems and later to obtain eigenvalue estimates of the Schrodinger equation. 

[33] Still, the Monte Carlo method is widely used for solving problems involving 

statistical processes and is very useful in medical physics due to the stochastic nature of 

radiation emission, transport and detection processes.   The application of Monte Carlo 
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methods in the research of medical imaging techniques have been numerous since that 

time[34].  

The Monte Carlo method does not solve an explicit equation, but rather obtains 

answers by simulating individual particles and recording some aspects (tallies) of their 

average behavior.  The average behavior of particles in the physical system is then 

inferred (using the central limit theorem) from the average behavior of the simulated 

particles.  The method is particularly useful for modeling the distribution in energy and 

space of compton scatter.  There is no deterministic method for computing the average 

behavior of a large group of photons and experimental measurements are often 

impractical or inaccurate. 

In the field of radiotherapy physics and radiation dosimetry, Monte Carlo 

methods have been used for modeling electron and photon interactions with matter for 

the past 30 years and a good review of the techniques and methods is given by 

Andreo[35]. 

A Monte Carlo particle transport simulation must include the following 

components: 

(1)Definition of the geometry of the problem and specification of the parameters of the 

source particle 

(2)A description of the Source Distribution 

(3)The physical system must be described by a set of probability distributions.  

Specification of cross-sections, multiplicity distributions, energy spectra, etc. 
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(4)Random number generator: a source of random numbers uniformly distributed on 

the unit interval must be available. 

(5)Algorithms for sampling from the probability distributions of the physical system 

Scoring: the outcomes must be accumulated into overall tallies or scores for the 

quantities of interest. 

(6)Error estimation: an estimate of the statistical error (variance) as a function of the 

number of trials and other quantities must be determined. 

(7)Variance reduction techniques that include methods for reducing the variance in the 

estimated solution.  These methods will reduce the computational time for Monte Carlo 

simulation. 

All of these components will be discussed here and in later chapters. 

3.1.1 Monte Carlo Integration 

The goal of Monte Carlo integration is to evaluate, using random sampling, the 

integral 

 ( ) ( )I f x x dxμ
Ω

= ∫  

This is accomplished by independently sampling N points 1 NX X  according to 

a given probability density function.  The result is random variable NF  for which its 

mathematical properties depend on the number of points chosen and the density 

function, ( )p x  
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( )
( )1

1 N i
N i

i

f X
F

N p X=
= ∑

 

Because this method is very general it can be used on a wide variety of problems, 

including difficult integrands with singularities or other ill-formed mathematical 

problems.   For excellent references on the Monte Carlo method we refer the reader to 

Rubinstein[36], Binder[37] and Lux[38]. 

3.1.2 Sampling Methods 

A real random variable x has a corresponding function called the cumulative 

distribution of x F(x).  For any real number c the cumulative distribution function of x is 

defined as 

 ( ) Pr( )F c x c= ≤ . 

This distribution can be used to determine the probability that a variable x lies 

between two values xmax and xmin 

 min max max minPr( ) ( ) ( )x x x F x F x< ≤ = − . 

For a discrete random variable there is no continuous function defining the 

derivative of F(x) and discontinuities exist at every point where the distribution function 

is defined.  The probability distribution function or PDF is defined as the derivative of 

the cumulative distribution function 

 
( )( ) dF xpr x
dx

= . 
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Thus the cumulative is described in terms of the PDF as 

 ( ) Pr( )
x

F x x dx
−∞

= ∫  

and for discrete variable the integral is expressed as a sum so that 

 
1

( ) Pr( )
n

i
i

F x x
=

=∑ . 

In order to sample this distribution we invert and map the resulting function to a 

uniform distribution over the range (0,1) so that 1( )x F t−= .  This inversion method is 

simple but requires the numerical integration of the CDF to be calculated which can be 

computationally expensive. 

3.1.3 Generating Discrete Random Variables 

If the purpose of Monte Carlo simulation is to estimate complex stochastic 

systems using random numbers then accurately estimating the underlying distributions 

is important. The underlying distributions that describe the physical system are sampled 

to determine how the system goes from the initial state to the final state. 

A random variable is considered discrete if it can represent any of a collection of 

discrete values 1 2, ,..., nz z z  with probability  1 2, ,..., np p p  .  A discrete random variable is 

then defined by the relation between the two sets 

 

1 1

n n

z p
Z

z p

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

…
∼

. 
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This table is called the distribution of the random variable Z.  For the distribution 

to be valid the following must be true:  all ip  must be positive and the sum of the 

probabilities 1 ...i np p p+ + + must equal zero. 

3.1.4 Accuracy of Monte Carlo methods 

The Monte Carlo method is attractive because it is easy to implement once the 

equations governing the system are clearly defined.  It is also flexible enough to model 

complex environments.  It is possible to obtain a solution via Monte Carlo of any desired 

accuracy.   A useful quantity to calculate in a Monte Carlo simulation is the error.  If the 

purpose of a Monte Carlo estimator is to calculate the estimate NF  of a function Q  then 

the error is defined as 

 nErr F Q= − . 

The expected value of the error is the bias 

 [ ]
NF NB E F Q= − . 

An estimator can be labeled unbiased if for all values of N the bias is equal to 

zero.  This type of estimator is useful since the mean squared error is equal to the 

variance 

 ( ) ( ) 2( ( ))n N N NMSE F Var F E F E F= = ⎡ ⎤−⎣ ⎦ .  

Thus the error of an unbiased estimator is directly proportional to 1 N and the error can 

be decreased simply by increasing the number of samples. 
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The goal of increasing efficiency is to find an estimator that minimizes the 

variance along with the running time 

 ( ) ( )
1

NF
N N

Eff
Var F Time F

=
. 

Even if the equations modeling a physical system are exact, a Monte Carlo 

simulation can accumulate error from the calculation process itself. 

3.2 Ray Tracing for Particle Transport  

The ray tracing method for particle transport includes the tasks of moving a 

particle through a 4 dimensional geometry (3-Dimensional Cartesian space, and density) 

as well as keeping track of the current state of the particle including its energy, direction 

and any constants required for variance reduction.  For the purposes of simulation the 

particle may be described by a collection of dynamic variables: 

 { }0 , , ,p x u E w= . 

This collection of dynamic variables describe the particle position x in reference 

to the predefined coordinate system and the direction of the particle u .  The phase space 

may also include the energy e of the particle and the weightw if a variance reduction 

method is being used in the simulation. 

3.2.1 System Geometry 

The position of the photon can be uniquely described by five variables: three 

spatial coordinates for the position and two directional angles for the direction of travel.   
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The particles position x  represents the 3-dimensional vector ( ), ,x x y z= .  Cylindrical 

coordinates are simple to use but this geometry has several special trigonometric cases, 

which complicates the computation of photon travel.   The required formulas are 

simpler when the photon’s spatial position is designated with three Cartesian 

coordinates and the direction of travel with three direction cosines ( ), ,x y zu u u u= .  The 

direction cosines are specified by taking the cosine of the angle that the photon’s 

direction makes with each axis. These are specified by xu yu , and zu corresponding to 

each of the x, y, and z-axes respectively 

 (sin cos ,sin sin ,cos )u θ φ θ φ θ= . 

3.2.2 Displacement 

For a photon located at ( )0 0, 0,x y z traveling a distance sΔ  in the 

direction ( ), ,x y zu u u , the new coordinates are given by 

 
0 x

0 y

0 z

x x   u s
y = y   u s 

z = z   u s

= + Δ
+ Δ

+ Δ

 

The total displacement sΔ  is a measure of 0x x−  and is dimensionless since the 

direction cosines specify the resultant in vector space. 
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3.2.3 Rotation in Vector Space 

Rotations are used in particle transport for the calculation of resultant scattering 

directions after an interaction as well as for determining critical angles for different 

types of detectors.  To compute a total rotation through a given azimuth and elevation 

( ),θ φ  we first calculate the rotations separately.  The relationship between a system x  

and another system x′ which has been rotated by an angle of φ around the z axis is 

defined as: 

 

cos sin 0
sin cos 0

0 0 1

x x
y y
z z

φ φ
φ φ

′−⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟′=⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟′⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ . 

Rotating the same system by the angle θ around the y axis is given by 

 

cos 0 sin
0 1 0

sin 0 cos

x x
y y
z z

θ θ

θ θ

′⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟′=⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟′−⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ . 

Multiplying the two rotation matrices yields the transformation for use when rotating by 

two angles: 

 

cos cos sin sin cos
cos sin cos sin sin

sin 0 cos

x x
y y
z z

θ φ φ θ φ
θ φ φ θ φ

θ θ

′−⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟′=⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟′−⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠  . 

This rotation matrix has a determinant that is always equal to unity and the inverse of 

the matrix is also its transpose. 
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In order to translate a vector to a new coordinate system the vector is first rotated 

to travel along the z-axis.  Then the vector is rotated to the new coordinate system 

specified by the angles, (θ , φ).  Finally the vector is rotated back to the original 

coordinate system.   Using this system, if a photon is scattered at an angle (θ , φ) from 

the direction (µx, µy, µz) then the new direction is specified by 

 

( )

( )

2

2

2

sin cos sin cos
1
sin cos sin cos
1

1 sin cos cos

x x z y x

z

y y z x y

z

z z z

θμ μ μ ϕ μ ϕ μ θ
μ
θμ μ μ ϕ μ ϕ μ θ
μ

μ μ θ ϕ μ θ

′ = − +
−

′ = − +
−

′ = − + .

 

If the angle is too close to the normal the following formulas should be used 

 

'

'

' '

sin cos

sin sin

cos

x

y

x x z

μ θ θ
μ θ ϕ

μ μ μ ϕ

=

=

=

.  
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Figure 12: Coordinate system of the Monte Carlo simulation. The Cartesian coordinate 

system and how the photon’s direction cosines are specified (A).  How θ and φ are 
specified when a photon is scattered (B) [39]. 

3.3 The Atomic Cross Section  

The probability of a particle interacting with an atom or nucleus is expressed by 

a quantity known as the microscopic cross-section σ .  It is related to the geometric cross 

sectional area of the system in which it scatters.  When particles are passing through a 

volume we often refer to the macroscopic cross-section, Σ , which gives the probability of 

interaction of all atoms in a material per unit volume.  Finally, the probability of a 

particle scattering at a given azimuth and elevation is represented by the differential 

cross-section. 
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3.3.1 The Microscopic Cross Section 

The microscopic cross-section is a measure of the probability of an interaction 

between incident radiation and a collection of atoms.  This is important for Monte Carlo 

simulations of particle transport since a particle may pass through a volume without 

interacting with it.  It has units of barns (b), a unit of area where one barn is equivalent 

to 28 210 m− .  The value of the microscopic cross-sectionσ  depends on the type of atom 

and the type and energy of the incident particle.  

For a scattering interaction the resultant particle can emerge in different 

directions according to the distribution assigned to the particular event.  The probability 

of scattering in a given direction Ω within a solid angle dΩ  around this direction is 

given by the differential cross-section.  Since the direction Ω is a function of the polar 

angle, θ , and the azimuthal angleφ , we can express dΩ as 

 sind d dθ θ φΩ = . 

Ifσ is the scattering cross section for all angles, then the differential cross-section 

is 

 cos
d d
d d d

σ σ
θ φ

=
Ω . 

Figure 13 shows the relationship of the polar angle θ and the azimuthal angle φ 

to the calculation of the differential cross-section. 
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Figure 13: A change in direction from z to Ω  within the solid angle dΩ . 

3.3.2 The Macroscopic Cross Section 

The macroscopic cross-section deals with the interaction probability of radiation 

with the collection of atoms that make up a medium.  The macroscopic cross-

section μ expressed as barns per unit volume is related to the total cross section σ by the 

number of atoms per unit volume, N 

  
a

i i i
N
A

ρμ σ σ= Ν =
. 

N is independent of σ and ρ is the mass density of the medium, aN is Avogadro’s 

number and A is the atomic weight of the medium. 
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For compounds the macroscopic cross-section can be calculated from the 

individual microscopic cross-sections of the individual materials that make up the 

compound 

 
i i

i

σΣ = Ν∑
. 

The microscopic cross-section accurately describes the interaction probability for 

particles, however it is observed thatσ varies with the energy of the incident particle 

and explains the difficulty in modeling interactions for a large ensemble of particles. 

Data used for calculating linear interaction coefficients and cross section tables 

are frequently expressed as the ratio of μ to the mass density ρ .  This value is called the 

mass interaction coefficient 

 
i iNμ σ

ρ ρ
=

. 

This value is used because it is less dependent on the properties of the interacting 

medium[20]. 

3.3.3 Mean Free Path 

The mean free path L is related to the microscopic cross-section σ and gives the 

average distance between scatterings. The scatterings are distributed within a distance d 

of a material as 

 exp ( )oN d
A
σρ−  
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 where No is Avogadro’s number, ρ , is the mass density of scattering centers and A is 

the atomic weight.   

This relationship can be described as follows; suppose N particles pass through a 

slab of material of thickness dx.  The chance of scattering depends on the probability of 

striking a nucleus.  If the number of nuclei per unit area is oN d
A
σρ  and each nucleus 

has an effective transverse area of � then the probability to scatter is 

odN N N d dx
A
σρ⎛ ⎞= − ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
 which has the solution 

 (x) (0) exp( )oN N N d
A
σρ= −

.
  

The mean free path L is then. 

 

2 11 [ ]( / )oN d gm cm
L A

σρ
ρ

−=
. 

3.4 Photon Interactions  

Photon interactions with matter can be described by kinematic effects as well as 

by the probability of the various interactions.   Kinematic effects include the energy 

transferred to other particles and the resultant angles between the incident photon and 

the scattered particle for a given process. The probability distributions describing 

photon interactions are described by the interaction cross-sections which represent the 

likelihood that a particular reaction mechanism will take place as a function of incident 

photon energy and the atomic number of the medium.  The probability that a particle 
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traverses the medium without interaction is xe μ−  where u is the attenuation coefficient 

for the medium expressed in units of 1/cm if the distance traveled by the particle is 

expressed in cm.   

As the particles generated by the x-ray tube pass through the medium there are 

three possible outcomes.  The particle may pass through the material without 

interaction, the particle may undergo a scattering event, or the particle may be absorbed.  

Absorption and scattering are considered attenuating events. 

Different interactions dominate for different photon energies, as shown in Figure 

15. In rough order of increasing energy they are: 
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Table 3: Summary of Photon Interactions 
Coherent elastic scattering (σ COH) Photons are deflected with negligible 

loss of energy at a small angle.  This 
comprises Rayleigh scattering from 

atomic electrons together with 
Thompson scattering from nuclear 

charge. Such processes do not excite 
atoms or cause energy loss, so they are 
have little effect on image formation. 

The photoelectric effect (τ) The photon is completely absorbed in 
the atom and an orbital electron is 
ejected.  The cross section depends 

strongly on atomic charge number Z 
and at high energies varies roughly as 

Z5. It may be seen that for 1 MeV 
photons it is much higher for lead than 

for carbon. 
 

Compton scattering (σ INCOH) The incident x-ray photon ejects an 
electron from an atom and a photon of 

lower energy is scattered from the 
atom. 

The photon scatters from an electron 
which recoils and carries off a fraction 

of the photons energy. A scattered 
photon also will leave the interaction 
(unlike the photoelectric process) but 

with reduced energy.  
Pair  production (Kn) When a photon has energy greater than 

twice the rest mass of an electron it has 
enough energy to create an electron and 

its anti-particle, a positron.   The 
process is only significant for high 

energy particles, generally out of the 
diagnostic energy range. 

 

In diagnostic radiography the most common interactions are Compton scattering 

and photoelectric absorption.  Generally the other interactions can be neglected so the 

linear attenuation coefficient for the medium is the product of these two interactions 
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 ( )( )x x xe e eμ σ τ

μ σ τ
− − −

= +

=
. 

The linear attenuation coefficient depends on the density and atomic number Z 

of the material.  It is important to distinguish between linear and mass coefficients which 

are obtained by dividing the linear attenuation coefficient by the density of the medium. 

3.4.1 Incoherent Scattering 

The elastic scattering of a photon with an available electron is described by the 

Compton Effect.    A photon of energy E collides with a free electron.  The photon is 

scattered at a polar angle of  θ  and an azimuthal angle of φ  from the incident direction. 

 

 

A Compton interaction occurs when a photon of energy E �interacts with an 

essentially free and stationary electron. The electron is considered free as long as the 

energy of the photon is much greater than the binding energy of the electron in a shell. 

The electron receives some energy from the photon and is ejected at an angle θ, while 

Figure 14: Geometry of an incoherent scattering event.  The photon will be 
scattered at an angle θ relative to the original direction and can be rotated by 

an arbitrary angle φ. 

θ

Ε  

′Ε

φ
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the resulting less energetic photon will be scattered at an angle φ. The Compton process 

leaves the atom with an electron vacancy in one of its atomic shells. 

The collision process can be described by applying the laws of conservation of 

momentum and energy 

 -e

(1-cos )T =hv
1 (1-cos )

γ θ
γ θ+

 

where the parameterγ has a value 2
0

hv
m c

γ = where 2
0 .511m c MeV= , h is Planck’s 

constant, E hv=  is the energy of the incoming photon and -e
T is the energy of the recoil 

electron.  The scattering event results in the scattered photon having an energy of hv′  

such that 

 E =
1 (1-cos )

E
E θ

′
+

  

 2
0

(1 cos )E
m c

λ λ θ′ − = −   

and 

 cot (1 ) tan( / 2)ϕ γ θ= + .  

Given that a scattering event occurs it is possible to determine the probability of 

a particular scattering angle by sampling the Klein-Nishina cross section 

 

( )
( )

( )

2

2 22 2

2 0
2

1 1 cos
1 cos1 1 cos2 1 1 cos

e

E
r mcE

E
mc

mc

θδσ
θθδ θ

⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎡ ⎤ −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎡ ⎤ ⎢ ⎥ ⎝ ⎠= × × ⎢ ⎥+ +⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥+ −Ω ⎣ ⎦ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ + −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ . 
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The value of scattering angle θ  follows the probability distribution  

 
( ) ( )2 sinp d dδσθ θθ π θδ

=
Ω . 

The energy of the incident photon E and the energy of the outgoing photon E’ must 

conserve momentum and energy in a closed system 

 
( )

2

2

21 1 cos
mc

mc
mc

θ

Ε
′Ε = Ε+ −

. 

The energy transferred to the electron is dependent on the scattering angle θ.  At a 

scattering angle of zero degrees there is no energy transferred. 

3.4.2 Coherent Scattering 

Thomson scattering or Rayleigh scattering occurs when an x-ray photon interacts 

with a complete atom.  The photon is scattered with no change in internal energy of the 

scattering atom or the photon.  The coherent scattering cross section[40] is given as 

 ( )
2

2 2cos ( , )
2

coh ed r= 1+ F x Z
d
σ θ
Ω

 

where F(x,Z) is the atomic form factor, ( )sin 2 /x θ λ= is the momentum transfer 

equation, λ is the photon wavelength and er is the classical electron radius defined as 

 
2

2
0 04e
er
m cπε

= . 
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The form factor F(x,Z) will approach the atomic number Z for low photon energies and 

interactions that result in small changes of direction.  The angular distribution of 

coherently scattered photons is strongly biased in the forward direction resulting in 

small changes of direction.  For this reason it is frequently disregarded in calculations. 

3.4.3 Photoelectric Absorption 

The photoelectric effect occurs when an incident photon collides with an orbital 

electron of the inner shell of the atom. If the electron has a binding energy that is less 

than the energy of the incident photon then all of the photon energy is transferred to the 

electron and the electron will depart the atom with an energy given by 

 max 0K h hν ν= −  

where hv  is the photon energy, maxK is the maximum photon energy and 0hν is the 

electron binding energy.  The photoelectric cross section PEσ  represents the effective 

cross sectional area of an atom, and is in units of barns/atom.   For energies in the 

diagnostic range the cross section can be approximated by 

 
4.5

3

1
PE

Z
E

σ −=  

when Z is the atomic number of the target and E is the energy of the photon in keV. 

3.4.4 Dominant Interactions 

Coherent scattering effects are in competition with Compton scattering.  In this 

type of interaction the energy loss of the photon is preserved since the recoil momentum 
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of the Rayleigh interaction is absorbed by the atom.  The scattering angles of these 

interactions are small, for 1 MeV photons scattering coherently from iron atoms 75% of 

the photons are scattered within a cone of less than a 4° half-angle[41].  

 
Figure 15: Relative frequency of particle interactions. Comparison of scattering, 

photoelectric-effect, and pair-production cross sections for photon interactions in 
lead.  Illustration from [40]. 

As is apparent from Figure 15, coherent scattering cross sections may greatly 

exceed incoherent scattering cross sections, especially for low-energy photons and high-

Z materials. Because coherent scattering has little effect on photon energy and direction, 

it is common practice to ignore the effect [18]. 
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3.5  Generating Random Numbers  

A Monte Carlo simulation requires the creation of a large set of truly random 

numbers. We can attempt to estimate the number of random numbers needed by the 

code. A voxel space of 256x256x128 would require the calculation of 600 million 

photons. Each generated photon requires three random numbers to determine its initial 

energy and direction. At each voxel, one random number determines the type of 

interaction that occurs and then two more are needed to determine the outgoing 

direction. If a photon traverses a number of voxels on the order of 256 and if we assume 

as a worst case scenario that the interaction at each voxel is a scatter, then there may be 

approximately 1011 random numbers calculated for any given simulation. 

The task of generating random variables computationally creates many unique 

problems.   Since any event created programmatically on a computer cannot be 

considered truly random an approximation to true randomness is necessary.  Random 

variables are ideal mathematical concepts in any case and describing physical systems in 

such a matter can only be approximated through experimentation.  Very close 

approximations to true random distributions can be obtained by sampling a naturally 

occurring stochastic process such as electrical noise or temperature variations.  Since it 

would be expensive and difficult to maintain a computer system capable of sampling 

some natural phenomenon we rely instead on pseudorandom numbers. 

We may ignore the methods for producing random numbers if we can make sure 

the set of random numbers satisfies certain special tests.   Samples created from a 
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mathematical equation that simulates a random variable Z are called pseudorandom.  

The samples satisfy a test that makes them independent values of Z. 

The most useful test of independence is to measure the entropy of the set of 

random numbers.  The higher this value the more difficult it would be to predict the 

next random number generated. To combat the problem of efficient random number 

generation, Makoto Matsumoto and Takuji Nishimura developed the Mersenne 

Twister[42].  The algorithm is a linear feedback shift register which insures that the 

sequence is distributed equally in 623 dimensions. The best linear congruential 

generator can only guarantee 5 dimensions.  

The algorithm is considered computationally efficient since it uses approximately 

3 kilobytes of static memory and is requires significantly less in memory usage. 

Benchmarking of this code has produced results 4 times as fast the standard random 

number generator included with C party because the algorithm avoids the used of the 

modulo and divide functions.   This method is used within our particle transport code. 

3.6 Particle Random Walks 

As the particle passes through the medium it is subject to a number of possible 

events including scattering and absorption.  A photon moves between events in a linear 

fashion and the energy and direction remain constant along the path.  The random walk 

is terminated if the particle escapes the medium or reaches an energy below a given 

limit.  A particle may not re-enter the medium after escape. 
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We can describe the random walk for a photon completely if we can provide the 

state of the photon as each event occurs.  Assume there are N events that occur along a 

random walk.  Then by using the dynamic variables describing a particle from section 

3.2 we can define a state vector nα for the particle  

 { }, , ,n n n n nx u E wα = . 

Here the state nα vector gives the properties of the particle in terms of particle position 

x , direction u ,and energy E immediately before the nth event.  The random walk can be 

described by the collection of state vectors after each event 

 [ ]1 2, , ,hist Nα α α α= … . 

The interactions that occur between each state are independent of any previous 

interactions.  The probability of a transition from a state αn to the next state αn+1  has a 

density function ( )1 |n np α α+ . 

3.6.1 Simulation Procedure 

The basic particle simulation procedure consists of generating photons and 

allowing them to scatter within the medium until their energy is below an acceptable 

level.  Photons will not be allowed to escape the medium undetected. Figure 16 shows a 

sample set of possible histories.  A sample of the simulation procedure for a single 

photon is described by the following events: 
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Figure 16: Simulation procedure for a sample particle track.  Numbers indicate 

individual photon history events that result in a change in particle weight. 

(1) Define a particle generated at the source position xwith state 

vector { }1 1 1 1, , ,p x u E w= . The initial direction is sampled isotropically 

according to 2.2.4 and the energy E is sampled from the calculated x-ray 

spectrum.  The weight of the particle is initialized 

as ( ) ( )1 1 1w xpec p xspec p′=  where ( )1xspec p′  is the modified spectrum 

used to sample the initial state of the particle.  For most cases 

( ) ( )1 1xspec p xspec p′= and the initial weight is unity. 

(2) The intersection of the ray { },x u with the detector plane is calculated as the 

point 2 { , ,0}x x y= . The distance to the detector is 2 1x x xΔ = − .  The particle 

is forced to escape the medium by adjusting the particle weight to reflect the 
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probability of escape.  The new state vector 

is { }2 1 1 1 1 int, , , (1 )p x x u E w p= + Δ × − .  The detector value at the bin location 

that contains the point 2 { , ,0}x x y= is adjusted by the weight and energy of 

the particle. 

(3) The original particle { }1 1 1 1, , ,p x u E w= is forced to scatter within the medium 

according to the distribution of attenuation along the path length between x 

and xΔ .  The weight is adjusted to reflect the probability of incoherent 

scattering inc
inc

tot
p μ

μ= .  A distance to interaction is sampled from the 

modified distribution and the new state vector is 

{ }3 3 3 int, ( , ), , (1 ) incp x d u R E w p pθ φ= + Δ × − × . 

(4) The scattered photon { }3 1 1 1, , ,p x u E w=  is forced into the detector.  The 

intersection of the ray path with the detector is calculated and the  detector 

value at the bin location that contains point  3 { , ,0}x x y= is updated to reflect 

the captured photon. 

(5) For multiple scattering the scattered photon is forced to scatter again along 

the path between point 3 and the detector.  The particle weight is adjusted 

and the particle is once again forced into the detector (6). 

A generated photon can scatter multiple times before its history is terminated.  After 

each scattering event the photon is checked to see if the energy level has fallen below 

and acceptable level. 
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3.6.2 Interaction Probability 

As a particle passes through a medium of a density greater than zero there is a 

probability of interaction at every point along the vectoru .   This probability of 

interaction is specified by the interaction coefficient ( , , , )totu x y z E which is dependent on 

the location and the energy E of the particle.  The interaction coefficient is directly 

related to the atomic number of the material and is described in reference to the 

absorption coefficient of water.  Cross section data is available for photoelectric 

absorption and both incoherent and coherent scattering depending on the material at the 

interaction site.   The type of interaction is selected using the relative probabilities of 

each type of interaction.  The total probability of an interaction occurring is 

 tot PhotoElectric Coherent Incoherentμ μ μ μ= + + . 

If this medium is homogeneous then the probability of interaction is only a 

function of the energy E of the particle ( )totu E . 

3.6.3 Survival Probability 

As the particle travels a distance sΔ  along a path the probability of the particle 

surviving without interaction over the distance is specified by 

 ( ) ( )0
, exp ( , )

s

esc totp s E s E dsμΔ = −∫
.
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The simplest assumption is that the medium is homogeneous and the attenuation 

coefficient is independent of position within the volume.  Under this assumption the 

probability of escape is  

 ( )( ) exp ( )esc totp E E sμ= − Δ . 

We draw a random number Z from the uniform distribution (0,1) to decide 

whether a particular photon escapes the medium during simulation.  If escZ p< then the 

photon escapes the medium otherwise it interacts at a point along the path. 

3.6.4 Sampling Interaction Distances 

The probability that a particle has undergone an interaction is related to the 

probability of escape within the distance sΔ is given by 

 ( ) ( )int , 1 ,escp s E p s EΔ = − Δ . 

For a homogeneous medium where the direction and energy of the particle are known 

the distance to an interaction is sampled from 

 ( )int ( ) ( ) exp ( )tot totp E E E sμ μ= − Δ . 

In order to sample this distribution we invert and map the resulting function to a 

uniform distribution over the range (0,1) such that 

 
1 ln(1 )
( )tot

s Z
Eμ

Δ = − − . 
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This distribution is valid for an infinite medium.  If the medium is finite then a test must 

be made to determine if max( )s sΔ > Δ .  If the path length results in a particle that 

resides outside the boundaries of the medium then the random walk is terminated.  This 

is equivalent to the case where the photon escapes without interacting. 

The procedure when the medium is not homogeneous is more complicated. We 

can assume that the behavior of the particle only depends on the properties of the 

medium at that exact location.  This is reasonable since the probability of a particle 

interacting at a given point is not dependent on the probability of a future interaction.  

Whenever the particle enters a region with different properties the path can be sampled 

again using the new variables. Another method is to convert the integral equation above 

to use the discrete set of distances and interaction coefficients and sample to determine 

the interaction point 

 
( )

0

log 1
s

i i
i

d Zμ
=

= − −∑
. 

3.6.5 Survival Probability for Discrete Volumes 

The method of section 3.6.4 for sampling interaction distances only works for the 

simple case of a medium with constant density.  For a volume segmented into voxels of 

different density the radiological path must be broken into segments. A particle passes 

through the volume at multiple angles and interacts with different portions of each 

voxel.  Along a given particle track there are a set of interaction coefficients iμ and a set 

of distances traveled il through each voxel defined geometrically.   
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A particular voxel density is defined as ),,( zyxμ  and the length contained in 

that voxel as ),,( zyxl where x, y, and z defines the location in coordinate space.  The 

radiological path may be written as a sum of paths so that 

 ( , , ) ( , , )
x y z

L x y z l x y zμ=∑∑∑ . 

A paper by Robert L. Siddon, “Fast calculation of the exact radiological path for a 

three-dimensional CT array” [43] gives an efficient method of determining this path 

with an order of 3N where N is the number parallel planes.  The algorithm first 

determines the intersections of the ray with the planes in each dimension (x,y,z).  The 

distance through the voxel in each plane is calculated separately and then recombined to 

form the set of voxel path lengths id . 

The algorithm reorganizes the plane intersection data in 3 dimensions into one 

set of intersection lengths. So the new radiological path is 

 
1 1

( ) ( ( ), ( ), ( )) ( ) ( )
k n k n

p
k k

d l k x k y k z k l k kμ μ
= =

= =

= =∑ ∑  

Figure 17: The path of a particle through discrete volume elements consists 
of multiple interaction lengths. 
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where n is the total number of voxels crossed and x(k), y(k), and z(k) give the density 

value of the voxel corresponding to the length l(k) within that voxel. 

 

 

 
Figure 18: The 2D path formed by voxels 

intersected by a ray. 

 
Figure 19: The 3D path through a voxel-

based volume. 

3.6.6 Sampling the Interaction Length for Discrete Volumes 

The problem of sampling the interactions of particles in heterogeneous volumes 

has typically been dealt with by assuming homogeneous material characteristics.   

Woodcock tracking is the most popular variation of this scheme and is used in MCNP 

and others[44]. Even in a non-homogeneous medium we can sample possible interaction 

points directly.  The probability that a particle will interact within the distance D is one 

minus the product of the probabilities of escaping each path segment without an 

interaction.  Using the result from the previous section we get a probability of 

interaction 

 
1

( ) 1 exp( ( ) ( ))
k n

p
k

P l l k kμ
=

=

= − = Ζ∑ . 
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Using the inversion method to select a point of interaction where ∫=
x

a
dxxpxP )()( and 

Z is a pseudo-random number 

 
0

( ) 1 exp{ ' '}
l

P l dl μ= − − = Ζ∫ . 

For a voxel-based system the total distance D across the medium is divided into 

N segments.   If a distance Z is sampled from the total distance, then there also exists a k, 

which is the closest voxel boundary greater than Z. Since the integral is a piecewise 

collection of segments the solution corresponds to finding the smallest value of k such 

that 

 
1

( ) ( ) ln
k

p
i

l i iμ
=

> − Ζ∑ . 

Once we have determined the closest voxel boundary k we can calculate the distance the 

particle traveled within the voxel bounded by the k-1 and the k planes. 

 
Figure 20: Path lengths may terminate at an arbitrary location within a voxel. 
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We need to solve for the final segment 3l to determine the total path length Z.  

Breaking the summation into two parts consisting of the portion of the path terminating 

at plane k-1 and the final segment  3l  we can compute the inequality 

 
1

1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ln
k

i
l i i l k u kμ

−

=

⎛ ⎞+ ≥ − Ζ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
∑  

where the only unknown is the length l(k) in the final voxel. Solving for the distance d 

now yields 

 
1

1

1( ) ln ( ) ( )
( )

k

i
l k Z l i i

k
μ

μ

−

=

⎛ ⎞= − −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∑ . 

3.6.7 Modeling Incoherent Scattering 

Given that a scattering event occurs it is possible to determine the probability of 

a particular scattering angle by sampling the Klein-Nishina cross section 

 ( )
( )

( )

2

2 22 2

2 0
2

1 1 cos
1 cos1 1 cos2 1 1 cos

e

E
r mcE

E
mc

mc

θδσ
θθδ θ

⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎡ ⎤ −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎡ ⎤ ⎢ ⎥ ⎝ ⎠= × × ⎢ ⎥+ +⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥+ −Ω ⎣ ⎦ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ + −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ .

 

The value of scattering angle θ  follows the probability distribution  

 ( ) ( )2 sinp d dδσθ θθ π θδ
=

Ω .
 

The energy E of the incident photon  and the energy of the outgoing photon E’ must 

conserve momentum and energy in a closed system 
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( )

2

2

21 1 cos
mc

mc
mc

θ

Ε
′Ε = Ε+ −

. 

The energy transferred to the electron is dependent on the scattering angleθ .  At a 

scattering angle of zero degrees there is no energy transferred[17]. 

The azimuthal angle φ  is sampled from the uniform distribution (0,2π).  It is 

possible to integrate the above equation but it is impossible to obtain an analytic 

expression using inversion.  Here the rejection method of Kahn may be used to sample 

the scattering angle[7].  An efficient method requires the sampling three random 

numbers, 1 2 3, ,Ζ Ζ Ζ from the uniform distribution (0,1). The sampling method is 

summarized in the diagram below[45]. 

 
The rejection method divides the distribution into two separate distributions.  

These distributions are sampled by two random variables.  If both variables fall within 

Figure 21: Method for sampling the Klein-Nishina Formula. 
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the bounds of the original distribution then the sample is accepted.  For this case the 

rejection portion of the algorithm occurs when computing the inequality involving Z3.  If 

the inequality is false then the three random numbers are rejected and the process begins 

again.   

3.7 Variance Reduction 

The design of efficient Monte Carlo estimators can reduce overall computation 

time.  A more efficient estimator can obtain a lower variance with a lower calculation 

time.  There are several methods of reducing the variance of an estimator. 

The first is to reduce the dimension of the sample space.  If a given estimator 

samples from two variables in the domain it is obviously more efficient to reduce this to 

one variable if possible.  If the estimator is of the form 

 
( )
( )

,
,
n n

N
n n

f X Y
F

p X Y
=  

then it is necessary to include a weighting variable every time the modified estimator is 

used.  The weighting variable can be expressed as: 

 
( )
( )
n

N
n

f x
W

f x
=

′
 

where x is a random variable ( )nf x is the modified distribution and ( )nf x′ is the true 

distribution. 
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3.7.1 Particle Weighting 

If the Monte Carlo simulation were used to model physical transport exactly then 

each particle history would represent only one physical particle and would have a 

weight of one.  This analog method of sampling would be cumbersome for the large 

number of particles required to simulate a diagnostic x-ray (on the order of 107).  Each 

particle history might also represent a number w of particles emitted from a source, 

where w is the initial weight of the particle.  The w physical particles all would have 

different random walks, but the single simulated particle representing these w physical 

particles would have one random walk.   This is not an exact simulation but the true 

number of physical particles is preserved in the sense of statistical averages. 

Each simulated particle is multiplied by its weight so that the effective results of 

the full w particles are represented in the final tallies.  This allows for biasing techniques 

to increase the number of particles that sample a part of the problem of interest.  This 

can be used to improve the precision of selected results without the added 

computational cost.  In the case of the x-ray simulation, an obvious application would be 

to only sample more particles that leave in the direction of the film since other particles 

do not contribute to the image. 

In conclusion, particle weight is a number kept with each history that represents 

the relative contribution of the particle to the final tallies.   The magnitude of the weight 

is determined from the distributions describing the system to ensure that the expected 

result is preserved when the simulation deviates from an exact simulation of the physics. 
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3.7.2 Interaction Forcing 

In a radiographic simulation there are potentially a very large number of photons 

that will never reach the target, either due to absorption, scattering outside the medium, 

or simply not having a direct path to the detector.  If this number becomes very large a 

significant quantity of CPU time will be wasted calculating particles that do not 

contribute to the image.   It is impossible to calculate the occurrence of such an event in 

advance, so each particle path must be calculated before determining whether the 

particle is of importance.   

If the particle does not escape the voxel volume after traveling the path length 

then an interaction may occur.  After the particle interacts with the medium it will have 

a new energy E’ and direction (θ,φ) relative to the initial direction of travel.  The 

coefficient of interaction can be written as a differential function of these variables: 

 ( ) ( ), ,p Eμ μ θ φ′= Ε . 

Since E’ is dependent on φ it is possible to sample the conditional probability 

distribution 

 

( ) ( , , )
, |

( , , )
pp
d p

θ φθ φ
θ φ

′Ε′ =Ε
′Ω Ε∫ . 

A solution to this problem is to only calculate paths for particles that will be of 

importance to the simulation at hand.  As described before the probability of a photon 

interaction occurring within a medium is 
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 int 0
( , ) exp( ( , ) )

s

tot totp s E s E s dsμ μ= −∫ . 

Here the range of Δs is bounded by infinity so that 0 ≤ Δs ≤ ∞.  If we wish to restrict the 

distance within which the particle may interact to a new range so that 0 ≤ Δs ≤ Δmax, we 

can construct a new probability distribution.  For an interaction at a distance Δs when 

Δmax is the distance to escape 

 
( )

( )int

exp ( )
( , ) 0 max

1 exp ( ) max
tot tot

tot

E s
p s E s

E
μ μ

μ
− Δ

Δ = ≤ Δ ≤ Δ
− − Δ

 

for a homogenous medium when ( , , , ) ( )tot totu x y z E u E= .  The cumulative distribution 

of the interaction distance is given by 

 
( )

( )int0

1 exp ( )
( , ) ( , )

1 exp ( ) max
s tot

cum
tot

E s
P s E p s E ds

E
μ

μ
− − Δ

Δ = Δ =
− − Δ∫

.
 

 If we choose a uniform random number Z on the range (0,1) and map it to the 

cumulative distribution so that ( )cumZ P l= and solve we find that 

 ( ) ( )1 ln 1 1 exp( ( ) maxtot
tot

s Z E
E

μ
μ

Δ = − − + − Δ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ . 

Since the sampled photon does not represent the actual underlying distribution 

anymore we must modify the particle weight accordingly so that 

 ( )max1 eω ω −Δ′ = −  

whereω is the weighting factor before the interaction. 
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3.7.3 Interaction Forcing for Discrete Volume Elements 

Forming the modified pdf is somewhat more difficult than for a homogeneous 

medium.  The modified pdf is weighted by the total probability of interaction.  The 

probability of interaction is a sum of the probability of interacting along the partial path 

length in the final voxel plus the probability of interacting in all the segments up to the 

final voxel 

 ( )

1 1

1 1

1

1 exp ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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p p
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p
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=
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. 

Solving for the distance d yields the following equation 

 
( ) ( )

1

1 1

( )1 ln 1 1 exp ( ) ( ) 1 ( )
k N k n

p
p

k kp p

k
d Z l k k l k

n n
μ

μ
μ μ

= = −

= =

⎛ ⎞⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞= − − − − + −⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦ ⎝ ⎠
∑ ∑  

and by replacing the summation we get 

 
( )

1 1

1 1 1

1 ln 1 1 exp ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
k N k n k n

p p
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μ
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This algorithm is tractable assuming all of the voxel segments are calculated ahead of 

time using Siddon’s method. It requires additional computation time to determine the 

final voxel position k, when the voxel segments are not of equal length.  

The weight of the photon must be modified by the probability of interaction 

within the entire path length 

 out
1

W 1 exp( ( ) ( ))
k N

in p
k

W l k kμ
=

=

⎡ ⎤= × − −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
∑ . 

3.7.4 Survival Biasing 

Survival biasing is a form of variance reduction that gives all particles the 

opportunity to reveal themselves in the outcome.   The possibility of absorption or 

escape in a direction away from the detector is not allowed. When a particle avoids 

absorption the interaction is assigned a weight W, where aμ and tμ are the absorption 

and total interaction coefficients of the particle.   If the particle has an initial weight of 

Win then it will have a weight following the interaction of Wout 

 
( )

( )
a

out in
t

EW W E
μ

μ
⎛ ⎞= ×⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

. 

3.7.5 Restricting Scattering Angles 

A Compton scattering event can result in a photon that travels in any direction.  

Since we are only interested in photon histories that result in detected photons it is 

desirable to limit the range of scattering angles.  The requires modifying the distribution 

of scattering angles and the corresponding weighting function. 
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 Recall that the energy E’ of the photon after an incoherent scattering event is 

 E =
1 (1-cos )

E
γ θ

′
+

 

where 2
0

hv
m c

γ = and can be rearranged as 

 
E =1 (1-cos )
E

γ θ+
′ .

 

The differential cross section is given as 

 
2 22

2sin
2
e cmE E Er

steradianE E E
δσ θ
δ

′ ′⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= × × + −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥Ω ′⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦
. 

We need to make this probability distribution a function of θ so we define 

 
E( ) 1 (1 cos )
E

g θ γ θ= = + −
′

. 

Substituting g(θ ) gives the differential cross section as a function of scattering angle θ 

1θ  

Ε  

2θ  1θ

Ε

2θ

A) B) 

Figure 22: Examples of limiting the scattering angle.  In case A) θmin=0 and 
θmax =max(θ1, θ2).  In case B) ) θmin= min(θ1, θ2) and θmax =max(θ1, θ2).  
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 ( ) ( ) ( )
2 22

21 1 cos 1)
2
e cmr g

g g steradian
δσ θ θ

θ θδ
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ + + −= × ×⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥Ω ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

 

since  

 
( ) 1

cos
gγ θ

θ
γ

− −
=  

by substituting for cos θ 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )2 2 22 1 11( , ) 1)

2
e cmgrp g gg steradiang

γ θθ γ θθ θ γ

⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ − −⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤= × × ⎢ ⎥+ + −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦
. 

Given a maximum and minimum desired scattering angle we can calculate the 

corresponding value for g(θ ) 

 
( )
( )

min min

max max

1 (1 cos )

1 (1 cos )

g

g

θ γ θ
θ γ θ

= + −

= + −
 

The weighting factor for scattering from the modified pdf is 
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0

( , )

( , )
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g
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W

p g dg
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π
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θ γ
=
∫
∫

 

and the lower integral is limited to a range of 0 to π since scattering is symmetrical over 

the axis parallel to the direction of travel. 

Determining the particle weight adjustment is a somewhat complex and we cite 

Beck[46] for the details of the calculation.  However our derivation differs in that we 
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calculated the ( )( , )p g θ γ correctly.   Solving the integral yields the weight variable for 

forcing this interaction 

( ) ( )
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. 

It is very difficult to invert p(u).  In order to sample it we must use the Kahn 

Rejection technique and decompose the system into the form 

 1 1 2 2( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )p u Ag u T u Bg u T uα = + . 

The g functions are the distributions and the T functions are for testing the sampled 

value 

 1 (min)
( )

(max) (min)
u

u

duZ g u
u u

= =
−∫  

which yields ( )(min)(max)(min) uuZuu −+= and: 

 
( )2 2(min)

(max) (min)( )
(max) (min)

u

u

u u duZ g u
u u u

= =
−∫  

and 

 ( )
(max) (min)

(max) (max) (min)
u uu

u Z u u
=

− −
. 

The testing functions are 
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( )
1 2

2
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2

4 1
( )

1 1 1( )
2

u
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u
uT u u

u
α

α

−
=

⎡ ⎤− −⎛ ⎞= +⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
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To keep equivalence to ( , )p u α  we set the modifiers A and B as 

 
( )
( )

1 (max) (min)
4
2 (max) (min)

(max) (min)

A u u

u u
B

u u

= −

−
=

. 

The rejection process is illustrated in the next figure using the rejection criterion of 

A/(A+B): 
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81
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A
A B

u u

=
+ +
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Figure 23: Kahn Rejection Technique for sampling from the modified Klein-Nishina 

Formula. 

3.7.6 Terminating a Photon History  

Propagating a photon with a minuscule weight yields little information, and the 

value of the weight will never reach zero since there is always some probability of the 

event occuring.  You have the option of absorbing or discarding all the remaining 

weight after the weight falls below a minimum.  This skews the absorption profile or 
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violates energy conservation.  A technique called roulette can be used to terminate a 

photon once its weight drops below a specified minimum.  

The user supplies an upper and a lower weight bound. The upper weight bound 

is a user-specified multiple of the lower weight bound. These weight bounds define a 

window of acceptable weights. If a particle is below the lower weight bound, Russian 

roulette is performed and the weight of the particle is either increased to a value within 

the window or the particle is terminated. If a particle is above the upper weight bound, 

it is split so that all the split particles are within the window. No action is taken for 

particles within the window. 

The photon is thereby killed in an unbiased fashion, without sacrificing energy 

conservation and without the computational burden of continuing propagation until the 

weight reaches zero.  For this technique the following are specified: 

WL, the lower weight bound, 

Ws, the survival weight for particles playing roulette, and 

Wu , the upper weight bound. 

3.8 Algorithms for Three Dimensional Particle Transport 

There are several general purpose particle transport codes available; however 

none are specific to our goals. The detection algorithm described in Chapter 4 requires 

the calculation of a large set of replica images.  In order to produce the number of 

images required in a reasonable amount of time it is necessary to reduce the 

computational overhead of traditional algorithms and provide maximum efficiency 
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when simulating the radiographic imaging process.   We will achieve this by restricting 

the physical model to only the processes present in radiographic imaging, by reducing 

memory and storage requirements, and using efficient sampling techniques. 

 

Figure 24: Organization of the particle tracking code.  The software is divided into 
levels for data abstraction.  The user interface operates at the highest level. 

Our particle transport software is implemented entirely in C++ and is portable 

across platforms.  The code is object oriented and is divided in to a collection of classes 

that emulate the various components of the imaging system.   Each class encapsulates a 

set of variables that define the object it represents and a set of functions to manipulate 

and access the class.   In the following sections we will provide a brief overview of the 

relevant classes and their use. 
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Figure 25: The architecture of the Advanced Particle Transport Code.  Different 

portions of the code simulate the various physical processes. 

This software differs from other  

3.8.1 A Material Library 

For accurate simulation of material properties encountered along a ray path we 

have encoded a material library.  The properties of the materials used are found in the 

International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) Report No. 

44[27] and report No. 46[27].  This provides scattering cross section values for all the 

elements as well as 48 compounds encountered in radiography.   These compounds 

include several materials specific to mammography including adipose tissue, glandular 
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tissue, skin, and muscle.  The scattering cross sections are a function of the incident 

particle energy. 

A significant amount of computation time is spent accessing these functions to 

determine the specific linear attenuation coefficient for a given energy.   While it is 

possible to fit a polynomial to the function, an efficient table lookup provides a 

significant performance gain.  Approximately 500 values of the linear attenuation 

coefficient have been pre-computed for each material and stored in a file.  Only values 

that fall within the specific energy range used by the simulation are stored to minimize 

storage requirements during the simulation.  By using a monotonic function and pre-

computing the gradient we can access a specific element with only 3 floating point 

operations.  With a sufficiently large number of elements, linear interpolation between 

elements results in a reasonably accurate result.   Accuracy can be increased simply by 

increasing the number of pre-computed values. 

3.8.2 The Medium and Voxel Structure 

Functions are included for importing voxel volumes from a variety of sources.   

Each voxel volume consists of an array of pointers to individual voxels.  This reduces the 

memory requires of the structure since there are far fewer voxels than materials.   A 

large number of voxels may reference a particular material. 
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The voxel volume is stored in an array that can be accessed with three 

dimensional coordinates.  By provided a direct mapping between a given coordinate 

and the index in the array we can avoid a computationally expensive voxel lookup.  

Neighboring pixels are accessed by adjusting a single index and thus a collection of 

voxels that line a linear path can be collected efficiently. 

3.8.3 Fast Calculation of the Path Integral 

The bulk of the computation involved in sampling the path length occurs while 

traversing the voxels along the path.  We have reduced the traversal time by combining 

consecutive elements of similar material into a new representative voxel of the 

concatenated path length. 

 

f(i,j,k)
VoxelsVoxel Volume 

z 
 

Material Library 

Air 

Fat

Bone 

ptr* 

ptr* 

(0,0,0) 

Figure 26: Describing the voxel volume.  Voxels are mapped to materials stored in 
memory. This decreases memory usage and allows for efficient path mapping.  

Multiple voxels may reference the same material. 
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Figure 27: Representation of paths through a grid of voxels. Voxels of similar material 
along the path structure are concatenated to reduce sampling time and storage 

requirements. 

Calculating the radiological path through the volume is time consuming since 

each possible intersection with the six sides of the voxel must be considered. We turn to 

Siddon[43] for help in quickly calculating the intersections. Siddon’s algorithm for 

constructing a radiological path treats the volume as a collection of orthogonal and 

equally spaced planes. 
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The parametric equation for the line segment between point 1 and point 2 is  

 
1 2 1

1 2 1

1 2 1

( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )

X X X X
Y Y Y Y
Z Z Z Z

α α
α α
α α

= + −
= + −
= + −

 

where α indicates the percentage of the total distance on the range (0,1).  The voxel 

medium is divided into planes and there are Nx, Ny and Nz are the number of planes in 

each direction.  

We form three arrays containing the αx, αy and αz values which give the 

intersection of the ray with the x, y and z planes. The αx array, and likewise the arrays 

for αy and αz, are formed with the use of the following 

Yplane(1) 

x axis 

y axis 

Xplane(1) 

P1 

dy 

(1,1) Nx 

Ny 

  dx 

 P2 

αmin 

αmax 

Xplane(Nx) 

Figure 28: Description of the two-dimensional path problem.  The ray travels from 
P1 to P2 . The entrance and exit points of the ray through the pixel grid define αmin

and αmax. The planes defined by the x-axis have a spacing of dx and the y-axis 
planes a spacing of dy. 
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 min max{ } { ( ),..., ( )}x x xi iα α α=  

where the parametric equation in relation to the plane is given by 

 1 2 1( ) ( ) ( )x planei X i X X Xα ⎡ ⎤= − −⎣ ⎦  

and the range of indices (imin,imax) are calculated as  

 
min min 2 1 1

max 1 max 2 1

( ) ( )

1 ( ) (1)

x plane x x

plane x

i N X N X X X d

i X X X X d

α

α

⎡ ⎤= − − − −⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤= + + − −⎣ ⎦

. 

A set { }α  representing the intersections of the ray with all the planes in three 

dimensions are found by merging the αx, αy and αz arrays : 

min max, , , ,x y zmergeα α α α α α⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ . 

Once the α array has been formed no further computation is required to determine the 

path through each voxel along the path.  

3.9 Validation of the Particle Transport Code 

An important issue when designing a particle transport simulation is how to 

verify if it is correct.   Since there is no exact solution to the output of an imaging system 

we are limited to comparisons with other Monte Carlo transport codes which may or 

may not be correct.  Another alternative is to test the individual physical processes that 

occur in the simulation for accuracy.  This is the method is used by Chan and Doi in a 

simulation of scattered radiation[47]. 
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The differential cross section per unit solid angle per atom for incoherently 

scattered photons is described by the Klein-Nishina formula 

[ ]⎥⎦
⎤

⎢
⎣

⎡
−++

−+⎥
⎦
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⎢
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−+⎥
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⎡ +=
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∂
)cos1(1)cos1(

)cos1(1
)cos1(1

1
2

cos1
2

2222
2

0 θαθ
θα

θα
θσ ZrKN . 

where ro is the classical electron radius, Z the atomic number and α is the photon energy 

in MeV divided by 0.511 MeV.  The differential cross section is thus a function of two 

variables: θ and photon energy. The total cross section at one energy can be calculated 

by integration of the differential formula over all angles θθπ ∂=Ω∂ .sin2 . An analytical 

expression for this total cross section is described in 3.4.1.    We can evaluate this 

expression using Monte Carlo methods and then compare to the analytical results. 

This algorithm has been implemented in C++.  The pseudorandom number 

generator included in the software package was used to generate 10000 photons.  The 

total cross section of water was calculated at a given energy from the ICRU cross section 

database.  The 10000 photons were forced to scatter at random angles and these angles 

were collected and recorded.   The distribution of angles was compared to the analytical 

distribution of scattering angles according to the Klein-Nishina formula. 
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Figure 29: Comparison of theoretical and angular values for the scattering cross-

section for a single material at an incident photon energy of 10 KeV 

Figure 29 shows a comparison of both the theoretical and Monte Carlo simulated 

angular distribution for incoherent scattering at a single energy. Good agreement was 

found in all cases tested. 
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Figure 30: Comparison of theoretical and angular values for the scattering cross-

section for a single material at an incident photon energy of 100 KeV. 

The scattering cross section can be checked for energy dependence by comparing 

the solution at different values of photon energy.  Notice in Figure 31 that the 

distribution of scattering direction is strongly peaked in the forward direction.  This is a 

characteristic of the incoherent scattering cross section frequently cited in the literature. 
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Figure 31: Comparison of theoretical and angular values for the scattering cross-
section for a single material at an incident photon energy of 1 MeV. 

These results verify that our software will generate incoherent scattering events 

according to the proper physical model.  We can also validate the output spectrum for 

each particular simulation.  The theoretical spectrum is calculated for the given 

parameters, we simulated a collection of 100,000 photons by random sampling.  These 

results are tabulated in Figure 32 and show good agreement between the theoretical and 

simulated values. 
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Figure 32: Comparison of the analytical spectrum to the simulated spectrum for 

100,000 values. 
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4. Lesion Detection in Radiographic Images 

The usefulness of an x-ray image should not be defined in terms of contrast, 

detail or other subjective factors.  Rather, the image quality should be quantified by the 

performance of the image in the predefined detection problem.  In this chapter we 

present a detection and localization problem that incorporates a priori knowledge about 

the uncertainty of the propagating medium.   Other Bayesian approaches to lesion 

detection have primarily used only a posteriori knowledge (i.e. the detected image).  By 

including the physics based model described in chapter 3 we can attempt to mitigate the 

uncertainty in the detection problem. 

The diagnostic task of locating a cancer within a tissue volume is first a binary 

classification task.  The central question is whether an abnormal growth is present or 

not.  The binary classification is mathematically performed by an observer that compares 

the test statistic with a threshold value to make a decision.  In the case of image data the 

test statistic is a scalar ( )t I  formed from the image vector I. if ( )t I threshold> then it 

will be decided that an abnormal growth is present.   

For an ensemble of image vectors a histogram of test statistic outcomes is 

collected for each hypothesis.  A decision error occurs when the histograms for each 

hypothesis overlap.  A receiver operating characteristic or ROC curve is an effective 

method of displaying and comparing the performance of various observers.  An ROC 

curve displays the true positive fractional probability for all possible false positive 

values.  Curves with a larger area indicate higher detection performance.  The 
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probability of detection PD is plotted against the probability of false alarm PF.  For a given 

threshold ξ the values of PD  and PF are calculated by 

 0

1

( ) ( ( | ) ),
( ) ( ( | ) ),

F

D

P P s H
P P s H

ξ λ ξ
ξ λ ξ

= ≥
= ≥

 

where the test statistic ( | )s Hλ is compared to the threshold. 

4.1 Bayes Decision Model 

The decision model focuses on finding the best hypothesis h, in a hypothesis 

space H, given a set of training data D. What is meant by the best hypothesis is that it is 

the most probable hypothesis given a data set D and any initial knowledge about the 

prior probabilities of various hypothesis in H. Machine learning problems can therefore 

be viewed as attempting to determine the probabilities of various hypothesis and 

choosing the hypothesis which has the highest probability given D[48]. 

We define the posterior probability ( | )P h D , to be the probability of a 

hypothesis h given that D applies. Bayes theorem provides a means to calculate 

posterior probabilities and is the basis of Bayesian learning 

 
( | ) ( )( | )

( )
P D h P hP h D
P D

= . 

The simplest Bayes classifiers operate on target function f(x) with a set of 

attribute values 1 2( , , )jA a a a= … and the target function f(x) can take on any value from 
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a pre-defined finite set 1 2( , , )jV v v v= … . The classifier calculates the most probable 

target value vmax and is defined as: 

 ( )max 1 2max | , ,..., .
j

j iv V
v P v a a a

∈
=  

Using Bayes theorem vmax can be rewritten as: 

 ( ) ( )max 1 2max , ,..., |
j

i j jv V
v P a a a v P v

∈
=  

under the assumption that attribute values are conditionally independent given the 

target value. The formula used by the naive Bayes classifier is 

 ( ) ( )max max |
j

j i jv V i

v P v P a v
∈

= ∏  

where maxv  is the target output of the classifier and ( )|i jP a v and ( )jP v can be 

calculated based on their frequency in the training data. 

4.1.1 Describing Signals 

For most diagnostic imaging applications we are most interested in what is 

different in a scene rather than what is common between scenes.  For cancer screening 

the object of interest is a lesion that may or not be present in the image signal.  The 

portion of the image containing the expected structures and features is generally 

considered the background signal. 

It is helpful to separate the received signal ( , )rI i j into a combination of the 

signal and background noise: 
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 ( , ) ( , ) ( , )r s bI i j I i j I i j= + . 

The two signals are not necessarily independent, the existence of ( , )sI i j may 

depend on ( , )bI i j .  If both signals are the result of sampling a random process and the 

statistical dependence the two processes is evaluated then we may consider them 

independent. 

Often  ( , )sI i j  is covers a smaller area than the background signal especially 

when generating multiple template images for estimation problems.  When attempting 

to estimate the most likely position of the template within the background signal.  The 

template image ( , )sI i j  has a support region of (m,n) where 0 ,0i m j n≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ and 

given the size (x,y) of the received signal then ,m x n y≤ ≤ . 

4.1.2 Distance Measures 

The simplest measure of the correspondence between two images is the distance 

measure or squared Euclidean distance.  The sum of the squared distance is measured as 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) 22
,

,

, 0 , ,R S R s
i j

d x y I i j I i x j y= = − − −⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦∑  

where ( ),RI i j  is the image and the sum is the support region of ( ),SI i j at position 

(x,y).   Here ( )2
, ,R Sd x y measures the degree of mismatch where a perfect match is 

indicated by ( )2
, , 0R Sd x y = .  For problems with any degree of uncertainty in the 

template image this algorithm will perform poorly. 
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4.1.3 Cross Correlation 

By expanding the sum of squares distance ( )2
, ,R Sd x y we have  

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

2 2 2
,

,

2 2

, , ,

, , 2 , , ,

, , 2 , ,

R S R R S S
i j

R S R S
i j i j i j

d u v I i j I i j I i x j y I i x j y

I i j I i x j y I i j I i x j y

⎡ ⎤= − − − + − −⎣ ⎦

= + − − − − −

∑

∑ ∑ ∑
 

the summation terms ( )2

,

,S
i j

I i x j y− −∑ and ( )2

,

,R
i j

I i j∑ are approximately constant. 

Since the constant terms do not effect any decision made with the correlation value the 

cross correlation can be expressed as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
,

, , ,R S
i j

c u v I i j I i x j y= − −∑ . 

This measure is sensitive to changes in orientation and scale and should only be 

used for images with statistics that do not vary over the search region. 

4.1.4 Normalized Cross Correlation 

If the total energy of the background varies within the support region than the 

standard cross correlation measure will fail. At every location within the received image 

( , )rI i j the normalized correlation coefficient is calculated over the support region of 

( , )sI i j  

x 

y 
i 

j

( , )RI i j  
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( , )sI i j . 

Figure 33: Computing the normalized correlation coefficient over the support region. 

The normalized correlation coefficient adjusts for variations in the energy of the 

background image and template[49].  The cross covariance of ( , )sI i j and ( , )RI i j is 

normalized the standard deviation of ( , )sI i j and ( , )RI i j over the support region.  Only 

non-zero pixels are included in the calculation since the template image may not occupy 

the entire support region.  The normalized correlation coefficient at ( ),r m n is expressed 

as 

    
( )

2 2
2 2

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
,

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )

s R S R
x y x y x y

R R S S
x y x y x y x y

M I i j I i j I i j I i j
r i j

M I i j I i j M I i j I i j

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
− ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠=

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
− −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑

                                

where M is the total number of non-zero pixels in the template region 

( ) ( )( , ) 0S
x y

M I i j x y≤ ≠ ≤ ⋅∑∑ .  This measure is not as sensitive to fluctuations in the 

background image. 

4.2 Signal Known Exactly Case 

If all of the parameters describing a lesion are known as well as the signal 

produced by a given lesion then the detection task is simple.  If we assume that the 

signal is just a combination of the lesion signal and the background signal then.  The 

detection task is binary one 

Under H0  (signal absent) : ( , ) ( , )r bI i j I i j=  
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Under H1 (signal present): ( , ) ( , ) ( , )r s bI i j I i j I i j= +  

so the probability of detection can be described by forming the PDF 

 0

0

( ( , ) | ) ( ( , ))
( ( , ) | ) ( ( , ) ( , ))
r b

r r b

p I i j H p I i j
p I i j H p I i j I i j

=
= −

. 

For this task the situations of interest are:  

Correct Localization: the processor indicates that the object is at the jth position and it 

actually is. 

Incorrect Localization:  the processor indicates that the object is at the jth position but it 

is really at another location or not present. 

Correct Rejection: the source is absent and the processor indicates it is absent. 

False Alarm: the source is absent and the processor indicates it is present at location j. 

This detection tasks reduces to simple matched filtering.  Given a known signal 

of the same dimensions as the input signal we can simply calculate the degree of 

correlation between the two signals and use a cutoff value to decide whether the 

template is a match.  Some of the earliest attempts at matching have been done using 

correlation methods, which are reviewed in detail in[50] .  

4.3 Uncertain Parameters 

The output of the receiver may not be known exactly but can be described by a 

parameter.  Often the shape of the signal is known but not the location. If the location 

, ,x y zL describes the center of the object in coordinates (x,y,z) then the PDF is now: 
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( ) ( )0 0 , , , ,( ( , ) | ) ( , ) | ,r r x y z x y zp I i j H p I i j H L p L dL

∞
= ∫ . 

The conditional density 0 , ,( ( , ) | , )r x y zp I i j H L is the density for the signal known 

exactly case if the parameters completely describe the signal.   If the signal and 

background are independent then the condition density can be rewritten as 

 ( ) ( )0 , , , ,( ( , ) | ) ( , ) ( , , )r r b x y z x y zp I i j H p I i j I i j L p L dL
∞

= −∫  

where the size of the search space depends on the number of parameters in the search 

space.  The space is called an ambiguity surface.   For this localization problem where 

the only uncertainty is in the location of the lesion we will describe the set of all signals 

at N locations ( )is L where the ith signal refers to the location.  The signal matrix ℜ is 

created using the particle transport code 

 1 2[ ( ), ( ), ( )]Ns L s L s Lℜ = … . 

For a localization problem where the location of the lesion as well as the shape of 

the lesion is unknown we define the set of all signals ( , )i js L Ψ given location L and 

shape description jΨ .  The signal matrix ℜ is now composed of all realizations of the 

signal which follow the probability density function ( ) ( )i jp L p Ψ  

 

1 1 1 2 1

2 1 2 2 2

1 2

( , ) ( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( , ) ( , )

( , ) ( , ) ( , )

M

M

N N N M

s L s L s L
s L s L s L

s L s L s L

Ψ Ψ Ψ⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥Ψ Ψ Ψ⎢ ⎥ℜ =
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥Ψ Ψ Ψ⎣ ⎦

. 

The Bayesian detector for ( , )i js L Ψ  begins with the test statistic ( )RIλ given by 
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1

0

( | , , ) ( ) ( )
( )

( | )
RL

R
R

p I H L p L p dLd
I

p I H
λ Ψ

Ψ Ψ Ψ
= ∫ ∫ . 

4.4 M-Ary Object Localization 

Given a 3-Dimensional Volume and a 2-Dimensional image we need to estimate 

the most likely position of the object within the volume.  There are multiple hypotheses 

under this assumption each corresponding to a different set of input parameters 

 

1 1,

2 2,

,

:
:

:

i i i

i i i

N i N i i

H x s n
H x s n
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= +
= +

= +

 

where Hypothesis 1 predicts that an object is at location 1, Hypothesis 2 predicts that an 

object is at location 2, and Hypothesis N predicts that an object is at location n. 
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Our goal is to create a classifier that will indicate which received pattern is the 

“most probable”.  There are M classes to which the received pattern x can belong to.  

These M classes are defined by their locations.  If there are M classes to which the 

received pattern x can belong to then we can form the a posteriori probabilities 

( | )iP M x  for 1,2,i M= …  

 ( ), , 1 1 1, ,i j k n n nM M i x x j y y k z z→ = = =… … … . 

The priori information tells us that the hypothesis space consists of the models 

1 nM M… and the volumes 1 nV V…  corresponding to the models.  We can write the 

posterior probabilities for both models given the prior information of the volume, V and 

the output data, X 

Y 

Z

15 cm 

Location 1 

Image 1 = S1,j 

Location 2 

Image 2 = S2,j 

X 

Figure 34: An example of binary detection where the object can be located at 
two possible positions. 
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1 1 1 1
1 1

1

( | ) ( | , )( | , )
( | )

( | ) ( | , )( | , )
( | )

n n n n
n n

n

p M V p X M Vp M X V
p X V

p M V p X M Vp M X V
p X V

=

=

. 

The quantity p(X|V) must satisfy the requirement that the sum of the posterior 

probabilities over the hypothesis space equal 1 

 
1

( | ) ( | ) ( | , )
NumLoc

i i
i

p X V p M V p X M V
=

= ∑  

We assume that the data, X, is a vector of measurements [ ]i NX x x= … that has 

additive Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of σ  so that 1,i i ix s n= + .  

The likelihood of the prior, ie the likelihood of observation vector [ ]i NX x x= …  

and a parameter of value M is given by: 

 

( )

( )

1 1,
1

,
1

( | , )

( | , )

N

i i
k

N

n i n i
k

p X M V p x s

p X M V p x s

=

=

= −

= −

∏

∏

 

Since uncorrelated Gaussian random variables are statistically independent, the 

conditional density function for each hypothesis is:  
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( )

( )
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2
1,

1 1/ 2 221

2
1,/ 2 22 1

1( | ) exp
22

1 1exp
22

N
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x s
p x M

x s

σπσ
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=

⎡ ⎤−
⎢ ⎥= −
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦
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∏
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Substituting in the posterior pdf given above: 

 
( )

( )

( ) ( )

2
1,/ 2 22 1

1
2

,/ 2 221 1

1 11 exp
22( | , )

1 1exp
22

N

i iN
k

NumLoc N

i j iN
j k

x s
NumLoc

p M X V
x s

σπσ

σπσ

=

= =

⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ − −⎜ ⎟ ⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎣ ⎦=
⎡ ⎤− −⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

∑

∑ ∑
. 

To choose the most likely location for the object we take the maximum value of all of the 

calculated posterior pdfs 

 
( )

( )2
1,/ 2 22 1

1 1expmax
22
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⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤− −= ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦

∑ . 
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5. Simulations with Theoretical Volumes 

We have investigated the effect of scattered radiation on image detection by 

simulating various 3 dimensional volumes.   Three different object localization and 

depth estimation experiments were performed using purely simulated data.   By 

including the scatter component of a radiographic image in the detection algorithm we 

have been able to demonstrate that in simulation the addition of scattered radiation to 

the detection process increases the overall probability of detection.   

5.1 M-Ary Lesion Detection Problem 

These investigations were performed with a phantom 10 10 10x x cm  and a voxel 

resolution of 1 mm .  The phantom is mostly comprised of water with a density of 

21.0 g cmρ =  and several objects with a density similar to bone, 21.85 g cmρ = .  These 

materials were selected in order to represent the normal mass density and atomic 

number values found in radiographic imaging 

To perform a simple localization experiment objects were placed at various 

locations throughout a 3-dimensional volume.     The objects were all of the constant 

density and 10mm in diameter.   The volume was a cube of 2003 voxels of uniform 

density.  The x-ray source was placed above the volume and the detector collected 

information with 40,000 equally sized bins.    

The x-ray tube is modeled as a point source focal spot and is assumed to irradiate 

uniformly.  The energy spectrum sampled is taken from published data on typical 
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diagnostic x-ray tubes[20].A cumulative distribution is calculated by inversion and 

sampled to produce individual particles.   We have used a 150KVP radiotherapy unit for 

this example. 

 
Figure 35: A basic simulation for source localization in a 3 dimensional volume. 

To improve efficiency we have forced all particles to be detected.  The detector 

can be considered an ideal detector with perfect efficiency.  The dose to each voxel is 

computed during the simulation as well. The incident flux of particle energy is binned 

and calculated in the detector model.   The 2-dimensional distribution of particle 

energies is used to create a grayscale image which represents the contrast of the medium 

and objects within.   

Simulated x-ray images were generated for 24 possible target locations.  A few of 

these generated images are shown below.  

Detector 

3d 
Volume

Incident  
Particles 
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Figure 36: A Sample of simulated images used for the localization simulation.  

Spheres with a density similar to a lesion are placed in an adipose tissue medium. 

The Optimum Uncertain Field Processor calculates the a posteriori object 

position probability density function,  P(position|I), where I is the set of 2-dimensional 

contrast images, I = [i1,i2….in ]. 

The set of 24 contrast images will be used with the OUFP to calculate the a 

posteriori probability distribution of object position.   Since the particle transport code 

generates separable images consisting of only scatter or only direct particles we can 
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compare performance of the detector using this information.   So in this case our set of 

images increases to Idirect = [d1,d2….dn ] and Iscattered = [s1,s2….sn]. 

Our assumption is that the processor will perform ‘better’ in the presence of the 

scattered information.  This deviates from the typical assumption that scattered 

radiation is merely noise. The problem can be viewed as 2 M+1 hypothesis problem. 

Figure 37: Results of the lesion localization algorithm.  There is little uncertainty in 
the medium and thus detection results are optimal for this case. 

The results of the simulation yield nearly perfect detection with some ambiguity 

for nearby objects.  This indicates that our detection algorithm is correct and we will use 

this case as the baseline for other algorithms. 

5.2 Depth Estimation 

The scattering pattern created by an object within a medium is dependent on the 

depth of the object as well as the materials of the object.  Here we will simulation 

spherical lesions placed at arbitrary depths within the medium to determine if we can 

estimate the depth of the lesion if all other parameters are held constant. 
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We will use the particle transport code described in chapter 3 for this experiment.  

A set of 20 images were generated for lesions placed a different depths within a medium 

consisting of adipose tissue. 

 

Figure 38: Depth Estimation simulation parameters. For the depth estimation problem 
we place spherical lesions at a range of depths between 1cm and 10cm.  Particles are 

propagated through the medium to form the image. 

In the cases where lesions are located closer to the detector there is less distance 

for the scattered photons to diverge and thus the scattered pattern will differ from cases 

where the lesion is located close to the source.  This also occurs for the image formed by 

photons that have not scattered (the direct image) since the x-ray source is a point 

however the effects are amplified because of the distribution of scattering angles and the 

increase distance in which a photon can diverge from the path. 

3d 
Volume 

Incident  
Particles 

Depth = 
1cm

Depth = 10cm Detector 
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Figure 39: Direct projection images for a range of lesion depths. Simulated lesions 
were placed at depths ranging from 1cm to 10cm and the x-ray source was located at 

20cm above the detector plane. 
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Figure 40: Scattering patterns for a range of lesion depths. Simulated lesions were 
placed at depths ranging from 1cm to 10cm and the x-ray source was located at 20cm 

above the detector plane. 

Given the variation the scattering pattern the detection algorithm will compute 

the a posteriori probability of lesion depth. 

The OUFP for object localization computes the a posteriori probability 

( )|p Depth r  of lesion Depth given the data vector r which contains the collection of 

received replica images is .  The replica images are created at a range of depths bound by 
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the limits of the medium but at a specific location in the X and Y plane.  The other 

parameters are specified by the variable Ψ which can include uncertainty in the 

medium as well as the size of the lesion. 

The simulated images ( ),is Depth Ψ   generated by our code are a function of 

lesion depth and the environment is fixed otherwise. All signals are discrete where i is 

the ith time sample index and include an additive noise component, in so that: 

 ( ),i i ir s Depth n= Ψ +  

Assume spatially and temporally independent Gaussian noise, with a mean of 

zero and variance of 2
nσ . For the discrete case if we assume that ir  results from 

sequential samples ( )ir t , the probability density function of the data conditional to a 

particular multipath arrival pattern, is ,  can be expressed as: 

 ( ) ( )( )2

1

,1| exp
22

n
n

i i

i nn

r s Depth
p r s

σπσ =

⎛ ⎞− Ψ⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟= −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
∑  

Assuming that the a priori probabilities of Ψ and Depth are statistically 

independent, the a posteriori probability of lesion depth is 

 ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )| | ,

p Depth
p Depth r p r Depth p d

p r Ψ

= Ψ Ψ Ψ∫  

anywhere within a specified 3 dimensional area.  Here ( )p Ψ is the a priori probability 

of the environmental parameters.  Combining results 
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 ( ) ( )
( )

( )( ) ( )
2

1

,1| exp
22

n
n

i i

i nn

r s Depthp Depth
p Depth r p d

p r σπσ =Ψ

⎛ ⎞− Ψ⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟= − Ψ Ψ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
∑∫  

( )p r is a normalizing constant so ( )|p Depth r is a probability density function. The 

final equation for the a posteriori probability of Depth given data vector r  is expressed 

as: 

( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )

2

1

,1 1| exp
22,

n
n

i i

i nn
r

r s DepthNp Depth r p d
p r Depth σπσ =Ψ

⎛ ⎞− Ψ⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟= − Ψ Ψ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
∑∫∑

. 

The detector has calculated the probability of detection, PD, and the probability 

of false alarm, PF for all the possible replica images.  The two distributions are compared 

at the threshold value supplied to decide the combined detector performance.  PD and 

PF are formed by sampling the probability of the likelihood ratio for each hypothesis 

 
1

0

( | )

( | )

PD P H d

PF P H d

β

β

λ λ

λ λ

∞

∞

=

=

∫

∫
. 

The results for the detection problem stated above were compiled for a range of 20 

lesion depths.  The results indicate that depth estimation is possible using only the direct 

image however detection performance was increased when both the scattered and direct 

images were used.   The ROC was calculated for all possible depths for a total of 400 

possible combinations. 
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Figure 41: Receiver Operating Characteristic for the depth estimation problem.  

Detection performance is increased when both the scattered and direct images are 
used. 

5.3 Detection of Obscured Objects 

Since the results of the depth estimation problem of the previous section were 

also dependent on the image formed by the direct photons we will attempt to remove 

that variable.  We have attempted a problem where the direct image would be the same 

or similar in all cases.  Since objects in the volume can obscure the path of direct photons 

we will attempt to place a larger density object close to the source.  In this fashion the 

images formed by direct photons will be equivalent even though other objects in the 

medium may have arbitrary locations.  An investigation was performed with a phantom 

10 10 10x x cm  and a voxel resolution of 1mm .  The phantom is mostly comprised of water 

with a density of 21.0 g cmρ = and a spherical object with a density similar to bone, 
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21.85 g cmρ = that was obscuring another object with a density similar to soft tissue.  

These materials were selected in order to represent the normal mass density and atomic 

number values found in radiographic imaging.  

 
Figure 42: Volume model for a depth estimation problem with an obscuring medium.  

Here the spherical lesion may vary in depth over a range of 1 to 10cm. 

To perform a simple detection task objects were placed at various depths beneath 

the obscuring material.  The goal is to use objects would be difficult if not impossible to 

on a standard projection radiograph. The objects were all of constant density and 10mm 

in diameter.   The volume was a cube of 2003 voxels of uniform density.  The x-ray 

source was placed above the volume and the detector collected information with 40,000 

equally sized bins. 

Depth Range 
= 1-10cm 

Incident 
Photons
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Depth = 9.4cm Depth = 8.9cm Depth = 8.3cm

Depth = 6.1cm Depth = 5.6cm Depth = 5cm

Depth = 2.8cm Depth = 2.2cm Depth = 1.7cm

 
Figure 43: Simulated images for the obscured object case.  20 simulations were 

performed for a concealed lesion at a range of depths.  Depth is the distance from the 
detector in cm. 
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Figure 44: Detection Performance comparison for images with and without scattered 

radiation.  Detection performance is increased with the addition of scattered 
radiation. 

 

It was shown that the addition of scattered radiation was a positive factor in 

detector performance.  The image formed by the direct photons will still vary since the 

material is not totally occluding.  This is however an important result since the scattered 

image is not though to contribute to the detection process. 

5.4 Depth Estimation with Realistic Voxel Phantoms 

In Chapter 6 we describe software that has been written to generate 3-

dimensional voxel phantoms of breasts with varying density.  The probability of lesion 

detection decreases dramatically with increasing density of the breast[51].   In this 
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experiment we will extend the depth estimation problem to a more realistic case.   The 

goal of this experiment is to determine the detection performance of the object 

localization algorithm for masses imbedded in a 3-dimensional breast volume at varying 

depths. 

The 3D breast phantom consists of a voxel array with an ellipsoidal region that 

contains the important tissue elements.  The value of each voxel within the volume 

specifies the linear attenuation coefficient, providing the relative radiographic density of 

the material at that position.  Our notion of an anomaly is a localized region within the 

image that differs from our prior expectations for that image.  If we assume that the 

background image and anomaly image are independent we can calculate a range of 

possible anomaly regions. We will classify anomalies by the parameters of size, material, 

and location.  
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Figure 45: A single replica image formed by performing a particle transport 

simulation through the voxel phantom.  The density for this image is approximately 
50% glandular. 

In order to test the performance of the detection algorithm we have created a set 

synthetic breast models in four density categories 0%, <25%, 25-50%, 50-75% and >75%.  

These models are created to simulate the range of tissue complexity found 

diagnostically.  Simulated tumors will be added to the breast model at 15 specific 

depths.    Lesion size will range between 5mm and 15mm.  We will present a plot of the 

posterior detection probability for each combination of breast density and lesion 

location. This experiment required that 120 individual replica images be generated. 
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We performed the experiment for each individual phantom.   Figure 46 shows 

the estimation results for a phantom of %50 glandular density as a baseline case.  The 

curves were formed for 100 comparison of replica images for each of 10 lesion depths.  

The curves represent the combined detection performance over the range of depths. 

 
Figure 46: Depth estimation results for a single phantom of %50 glandular density. 

The m-ary detection problem of section 4.4 was run using the range of possible 

depths.  For each breast phantom density results were accumulated and the ROC curves 

plotted.   From this we can compare the performance of the algorithm for increasing 

density. 
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Figure 47: Performance of the depth estimation algorithm using complex breast 

phantoms of varying density.  The performance decreases with increasing density. 

As was expected performance decreased with the increase in density.  This is 

because the material properties of the lesion are very similar to the properties of 

glandular tissue.   If glandular tissue comprises more than 75% of the breast volume 

then there is little to produce contrast in the image.    
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6. A Mathematical Breast Phantom 

The task of mathematically describing the structure of the human breast or any 

structure within the body is daunting.  The chaotic arrangement of tissue, vessels and 

bones is unique for each individual.  However we can attempt to suggest a general 

model that conveys the import features for whatever imaging modality we are studying.  

In the case of x-ray mammography it is of interest to generate simulated mammograms 

that are visually similar to real mammograms.  The phantom may not exactly describe 

the relevant geometry but still produce a realistic image when exposed to x-ray 

radiation. 

Examining radiographs of a structurally complex medium such as the breast is 

challenging due to the large variation in density and materials present.    There is such a 

wide dynamic range of potential breast densities that high contrast images of all 

important features within the breast are difficult to produce.  The 3d tissue structure 

contains the ductal system and a complex arrangement of adipose tissue compartments 

along with varying thicknesses of skin, fat and muscle.   The background structure or 

texture seen in a typical diagnostic mammogram is created by the 2-dimensional 

projection image of all of these overlapping structures.   The background texture can 

mask abnormalities or create false positives.  The effect of background texture on 

detection has been analyzed extensively in the literature [51, 52]. 

A texture is defined as a region in an image where the local statistics are 

constant, slowly varying, or periodic.  This is of course a wide range of definitions to 
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consider and textures can be described by histograms or spectral properties in the 

Fourier domain.  Several studies have examined the textures present in real 

mammograms and a review of the topic is found here[53].  The overlapping structures 

are superimposed to create the characteristic pattern seen in the 2D mammogram known 

as the parenchymal pattern.  This pattern is important since it the primary source of 

noise that impedes detection of abnormalities.  The mathematical characteristics of this 

pattern have not been extensively studied however it is clear that the type of pattern 

present is correlated to breast cancer risk.[54]  

6.1 Existing Software Models 

There have been several attempts at creating realistic software models of the 

human breast.   The simplest phantoms model the breast a simple homogenous slab of 

material with lesions and other objects inserted using geometric equations.  This use of 

geometric primitives makes Monte Carlo particle transport codes more tractable since 

the intersection of particles with objects can be calculated explicitly. 

More realistic phantoms have followed; Bakic et al[55] created a 3D software 

phantom containing the relevant breast tissues and structures.  The internal structure 

was modeled with randomly placed spherical compartments of fat.  A deformation 

model was created to simulate compression using the elastic properties of tissue and 

synthetic X–ray mammograms were generated to approximate a real mammogram.  The 

physics based model was limited to two dimensions. 
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Hoeschen et al[56] took the direct route to creating a phantom by incorporating a 

CT scan of breast material into a 3 dimensional voxel volume.  The complexity was 

limited by the segmentation of only 3 tissue materials.  This model was intended for 

basic dosimetry experiments however and did not include a method for varying the 

composition of the phantom. 

The most complex model to date is presented by Bliznakova et al[57].  This 

model incorporates a 3D voxel array with geometric primitives, a ductal network, and a 

model for lesions.  The model was subjected to x-ray fan beams to generate simulated 

mammograms that were compared to real mammograms for similarity.  The goal of this 

model was to generate realistic appearing mammograms. 

The majority of models are concerned with modeling the deformation of the 

breast when subjected to compression.  There are multiple physics based models that 

describe the elastic properties of tissue are presented in the literature[58-60].  These 

models are not generally concerned with replicating the tissue structure exactly; rather 

to exhibit the proper biomechanical properties of the tissue volume as a whole.  

6.2 Anatomy 

The breast anatomy consists of skin over a layer of adipose tissue.  The average 

skin thickness is between 0.5 and 1mm.  The superficial layer (fascia) is separated from 

the skin by a subcutaneous adipose tissue layer of thickness between 0.5 and 2.5cm[61] 

Within the volume is a mix of fatty sections and fibrous connective tissue.  The 

collections of fat form large lobes which are also divided into smaller lobules.  There are 
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15 to 20 lobes in all of which contains a branching structure of ducts[62].  6-8 of the lobes 

have a ductal network that terminates in the nipple and rest drain into the ampulla, a 

channel beneath the nipple. The duct is composed of glandular epithelial tissue 

surrounded by fibro-glandular tissue.  Major ducts are 2 to 4.5 mm in diameter with 

each successive branch decreasing in size and terminated with rounded alveoli[62].  The 

glandular tissue surrounds the lobes and fills the space between.   There are also various 

other structures such as blood vessels, nerves, and lymphatics that traverse the 

structure.  

 
Figure 48: Normal anatomy of the breast[63]. 

Coopers ligaments connect the fascia to the subcutaneous layer of skin. There is 

also a layer of retromammary adipose tissue separating the breast from the pectoral 

muscle. 
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6.2.1 Breast Abnormalities 

The most common form of breast lesion presents as a mass, frequently 

accompanied by a collection of calcifications.  A mass may be round, oval, lobular, and 

irregular.  A non cancerous fluid filled cyst may also appear as a lesion which can be 

distinguished from a cancerous lesion by biopsy.  Carcinomas are generally 

accompanied by local changes in tissue density and composition. The density of lesions 

is similar to that of glandular tissue making it difficult to distinguish subtle differences 

in a mammogram. 

The radiologist considers the size, shape, and density of a suspicious mass when 

making a diagnosis.   The margins or boundaries of the mass are especially important.  

Benign lesions are typically roughly circular or elliptical and well circumscribed with 

respect to the surrounding tissue.   

  

Figure 49: Types of malignant lesions.  (A) Malignant lesion with prominent edges. 
(B)Malignant lesion with radiating spicules.[64] 
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Cancerous lesions tend to invade the surround tissue and exhibit a radiating 

pattern of linear spicules[65].  Invasive cancers, such as infiltrating ductal carcinoma 

occur when the cancerous cells breach the membrane that surrounds the underlying 

connective structure in the breast.   This type of cancer makes up between 70 and 80% of 

all cases.  However both types of masses may exhibit these characteristics. 

6.2.2 Breast Materials 

The breast anatomy is primarily composed of fibro-glandular tissue, adipose 

tissue, ductal tissue, pectoral muscle and skin.  It is important to model the constituent 

tissues of the breast accurately.  Breast organs vary in composition between individuals 

and age is a significant factor.  The linear and mass attenuations coefficients can be 

calculated by using their elemental composition data as presented by Hammerstein et 

al.[66].  

6.3 The Noise Model 

A texture can be described as a stationary random process.  Fourier analysis is 

important for analyzing textures since all the properties of a texture can be completely 

described by its Fourier transform.  The Fourier transform provides a complex output 

where the modulus describes the collection of spatial frequencies and the phase gives 

the position of objects and shapes in the image.  Phase information is generally 

disregarded in texture analysis since two images with the same modulus and differing 

phase information would produce the same statistical texture.    
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Analysis of the mathematical properties of background texture has suggested 

that the amplitude spectrum of the background image is of the form 

 ( ) 1P f
f α=  

when theα  factor relates to the Hausdorff dimension for fractal structure.  

Mammograms specifically possess a range ofα values between 1.5 and 3 [67].  The 

observed mammogram is the results of a linear filter applied to the random input image 

( ),x yf fI  in the Fourier domain: 

 ( ) ( ), ,x y x yObserved f f f fI af Iα−= . 

The inverse Fourier transform of ( ),x yObserved f fI results in a realistic mammographic 

image.  Evaluation of a many mammograms has shown that the phase of the input 

image is random and can be considered an uncorrelated random variable.  We will 

extend this to three dimensions and create a voxel volume containing a background 

texture that will be mapped into the breast volume.   When a projection image is formed 

from the voxel volume it will approximate the characteristics of a statistically average 

mammogram. 

6.3.1 Calculating the Power Spectrum 

The power spectrum of an image at a given frequency will be the two 

dimensional power spectrum at that frequency and direction added to the two 
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dimensional power spectrum at all frequencies that project onto this component.  

Mathematically speaking the spectrum in the x direction is defined as: 

 ( ) ( , )u u v
∞

−∞
Γ = Γ∫  

where u is the frequency in the x direction and v is the frequency in the y direction.  For 

a two dimensional PSD that is only dependent on the radial frequency ω such that 

2 2u vω = + .  The periodogram estimator[68] of the power spectral density (PSD) is 

given as 

 ( ) ( )*

10

( , ) ,ˆ , 10 log
F u v F u v

u v
MN

⎛ ⎞×
Γ = ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
 

Where ( ),F u v  is the 2-D fourier transform of the image with size M N×  

 ( ) 2 ( ), ( , ) j ux vy

x y
F u v f x y e ππ− +=∑∑  

This method of estimating the spectral density evaluates the spectrum across 

multiple directions and combines the result.  The spectral estimates are averaged to give 

a tradeoff between frequency resolution and variance.  The slope of the line fitted to the 

PSD plots on a log-log scale gives an estimate of alpha 

 log( )A f A
f α αΓ = = − +  
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6.3.2 Generating the 3D Noise Matrix 

The 3-dimensional grid of noise values are initialized by assigning M N P× ×  

independent samples of a Gaussian distribution  

 ( )
( )2

221
2

x

F x e
μ

σ

σ π

−
−

=  

where the mean µ equals 0 and the standard deviation σ is set to one. To create the 

expected 1/f power spectrum the random noise matrix is filtered with a digital finite 

impulse response filter of the following form: 

 
2 2 2

1 0
( , , )

1

i j k
H i j k

i j k otherwiseα α α

= = =⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬
+ +⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭

 

where [ ]( , , ) 0, ( 1, 1, 1)i j k I J K∈ − − − .  The filtering was performed in the frequency 

domain by use of the DFT. 
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Figure 50: Examples of 3D noise grids created with different values of alpha. 

Varying the α  factor in the 3-dimensional grid results in radically different 

textures as seen in Figure 50.   The collections of light and dark areas correspond to 

pockets of fatty and glandular tissue.    It has been suggested that the textures seen in 

mammograms arise from a combination of the large scale varying structure of fat and 

glandular tissue and the smaller structures that give rise to a higher frequency 

pattern[69]. 
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6.3.3 Validating the Noise Model 

3-dimensional software phantoms were generated at a spatial resolution of 400 

µm/pixel.  A group of 18 breast phantoms were tested; each was generated randomly 

using the available range of noise values.  Synthetic two-dimensional projection images 

were generated for each phantom using the Monte Carlo transport code. 

 
Figure 51: The Projection image is formed by passing photons through the 3-

dimensional noise grid. 

A total of 10 million photons were propagated through each volume and the 

accumulated signal at the detector was recorded.  Only direct transmission photons 
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were considered for this test. The first nine simulated mammograms that were 

generated are shown in Figure 52. 

 
Figure 52: First 9 Synthetic mammograms produced by propagating photons through 

the 3-D noise model. 

Since our goal is to mimic the spectral properties of real mammograms we have 

calculated the fractal dimension for the generated images.  Fractal-based texture analysis 

was introduced by Pentland in 1984[70]. The Hurst exponent H can be obtained by using 

the least-squares linear regression to estimate the slope of the gray- level difference 

GD(k) versus k  in log-log scales and k varies from 1 to the maximum value s where 
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The fractal dimension FD can be derived from the relation FD=3-H. The 

approximation error of the regression line fit should be determined to prove that the 

analyzed texture is fractal, and thus be efficiently described using fractal measures. A 

small value of the fractal dimension FD, implies to a the large value of the Hurst 

exponent H represents fine texture, while a large FD, implies to a smaller H value, 

corresponds to the coarse texture. 
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Figure 53: Validating the spectral noise model. Plots of the log of the frequency versus 
the log of the magnitude for the 9 simulated projection images. 

The average slope for all of the generated images was calculated as 1.98 which is 

in good correspondence with the alpha value of 2.0 that was used to generate the 3-

Dimensional noise grids.  This indicates that our algorithm can create realistic structures 

and still result in realistic mammographic image textures. 
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6.4 A Software Model for the Human Breast 

This work describes an algorithm for generating a realistic three dimensional 

model of the human breast.   Novel features of this work include a three dimensional 

fractal algorithm for approximating the noise spectrum of a typical mammogram, a 

method to accurately describe the distribution of various tissues within the volume and 

allow the user to vary the concentration of glandular tissue, a recursive duct generating 

algorithm, as well as a more complete tissue library. 

6.4.1 Modeling Breast Geometry 

The 3D breast phantom will be modeled as voxel array with an ellipsoidal region 

that contains the important tissue elements.  The value of each voxel within the volume 

specifies the linear attenuation coefficient, providing the relative radiographic density of 

the material at that position.  
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Figure 54: Basic ellipsoid geometry for the breast model. 

The breast geometry is modeled by a three dimensional half-ellipsoid whose 

parameters are determined by the range of standard breast sizes as measured by 

Egan[61].  The equation for the ellipsoid is 

 
( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2

0 0 0
2 2 2 1

x x y y z z
a b c
− − −

+ + =  

The values of the radii of the ellipsoid are randomly sampled from a the standard 

range of breast sizes as measured by Egan.[61].  The user may select from three basic 

breast sizes and then the radii values for the ellipsoid will be sampled randomly from 

the ranges given in Table 4. 
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Table 4: Default Ellipsoid Parameters for the Breast Model 

The pectoral muscle located behind the breast is simulated as a semi-sphere 

volume that extends into the volume of the ellipsoid.  The center of ellipsoid in relation 

to the origin is defined as ( , , ) (0, , )centerE x y z a b=  since the semi-ellipsoid is halved 

along the c radii direction. 

6.4.2 Modeling the Breast Ductal Network 

The fine network of ducts that make up the network can be defined as a directed, 

connected structure with boundaries defined by the breast volume.  Mathematically 

defining the relationships between branches within the network is somewhat difficult.  

3D models of the pulmonary arterial system for simulating blood flow distributions in 

the lung have been proposed[71]. These models attempt to define the network as a 

constrained optimization problem but there exist no similar studies for breast ducts.  

Therefore we will attempt to create realistic tree structures by defining a set of branching 

Overall Breast Size Ellipsoid Parameters 

Small A = B = C  = 40mm +/- 15mm 

Medium A  =  65mm +/- 10mm 
B = C = 55mm +/- 10mm 

Large A = C  = 80mm +/- 10mm 
B  =  70mm +/- 10mm 
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angles and duct diameters that are self-similar, meaning they relate to each of the 

previous levels within the tree 

.  
Figure 55: The ductal pattern is described as branching tree in three dimensions.[72] 

A tree is defined by two parameters: the branching angle θ and a scaling ratio r 

(between 0 and 1). A trunk bifurcates into two branches, one on the left and one on the 

right, with lengths equal to the scaling ratio and forming an angle theta with the 

extension of the trunk.  In most of trees, we consider that there is a certain similarity 

among their structures. Based on the self-similarity of a general tree shape, we construct 

our tree our model with four levels: main trunk, branch, first sub-branch, and second 

sub-branch. 
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Figure 56: Layout of the Branching Topological Tree 

The breast ductal system can modeled as a branching topological tree in 3 

dimensional space.   The networks of ducts form binary trees { }1, , nτ τ τ= … which are 

fully described by their edges { }1, , ne e e= … and vertices { }1, , nv v v= … . 

6.4.3 Describing Duct Geometry 

Each individual duct can be described as a roughly cylindrical tube of arbitrary 

length that which has a cross-sectional area that can be measured perpendicular to the 

direction of flow.  The cross-sections of these ducts are circular or elliptical in shape and 

the diameter of each cross-section may vary linearly along the axis.   

For ducts that are decreasing in cross-sectional diameter in a linear fashion the 

shape of each duct is described as a right circular cone centered about edge ne  that has 

been truncated by two planes perpendicular to the axis and separated by the length of 

the edge.  The surface ( )n nS v  of the cone can be described by the simple equation 
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 ( ) cosn n n n n nS u u e u e θ= −i  

where { }, , T
n n n nu x y z= describes the surface of the cone centered at the origin with axis 

1n n ne v v+= − .  

 
 

 

The radius of the cone at a chosen distance, d, between the two vertices nv and 

1nv + along edge ne is defined as 

 1( ) ( ) 0n n n n
n

dr d r r r d e
e+= + − < <  

when d is between 0 and ne .   The aperture θ of the cone can be determined using similar 

triangles and the relationship between the radii of the intersecting conic sections 

Figure 57: Cone shaped model of a single segment of duct within the 
breast ductal network. 
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 1 1( )tan n n

n

r r
e

θ − +
⎛ ⎞−= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

. 

 The vertex of the cone in three dimensional space can be calculated from the aperture 

and the center point vn. The vertex is defined as the point 

 
tann

n
v n n

rvtx v e
θ

= + ×  

and the implicit form of the equation for the circular cylinder is  

 ( )2 2 2 2( , , ) ( ( )) ( ( ) cos ( ( )) sin 0n n n n n n nS x y z x vtx x y vtx y z vtx zθ θ= + + + − + = . 

The internal region of the duct is defined as the set of points that belong to the local 

neighborhood of the duct axis en.  For a cylindrical volume the set of points must be 

within a distance from the axis equal to the radius of the duct.  A voxel with center 

{ }, , T
n n n nu x y z= is located within the truncated cone having vertex { }0 0 0, ,x y z and 

aperture θ if  

 { }2 2 2 2
0 0 0( ) ( ) cos ( ) sinn n nx x y y z zθ θ+ + + < + . 

An unfortunate consequence of using a voxel grid is that the edges of the 

cylindrical ducts can only achieve smoothness relative to the size of the voxels.   

6.4.4 The Duct Generating Algorithm 

The branching tree-like pattern of ducts is generated by a recursive algorithm.  

The main duct is modeled as a cylinder with a 1.5mm radius that starts at the nipple and 
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extends towards the center of the intersection of the ellipsoid and the chest wall.  The 

coordinates of the start of the main duct are related to the ellipsoid parameters by  

 

( , , ) ( ,0,0)

( 1,0,0)
start centerduct E x y z c

duct

= +

= −  

with the duct direction is initialized as tending directly towards the chest wall. 

 
Figure 58: The duct growing process.  The process starts at the nipple with the main 

duct. (A) bifurcation occurs at each interval, between 2 and 5 branches leave (B) 
Secondary ducts decrease in diameter and length(C) Process ends when the minimum 

branch length has been reached (D) 

We use a recursive function to create the tree structure.  The function places the 

initial point, P0, at the nipple and the endpoint of the duct, P1 is sampled from the 

uniform distribution [0 maxDuctLength].  At each branching point there are three 

possibilities, a smaller branch will exit the main branch at a different angle, the branch 

will bifurcate into two distinct but smaller branches at different angles, or no branching 

occurs. 
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The directions idir are computed as the normalized difference between the two 

points P0 and P1 and the normals are in are computed as the difference between the two 

directions idir and 1idir+  

 
Figure 59: Incoming and outgoing directions along a duct segment. 

The branching angles of arterial networks and bronchial networks have been 

measured to determine their average behavior[73]. We will use the arterial values for 

modeling the breast ductal network since arterial ducts are most likely more similar to 

breast ducts than bronchial airways since both are used to transport fluids. 
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The relationships between branching angles have been measured experimentally 

in the human coronary arterial trees[74].  The average branching angle is approximately 

37.5 degrees and falls within a range of 10 and 70 degrees.  We will approximate this 

result by sampling the branching angle from a normal distribution with a mean of 37.5 

and a standard deviation of 10.  The azimuthal angle β is sampled randomly from a 

range of 0 to 360 degrees.  Branches that bifurcate exit at azimuthal angles that are at 

least 90 degrees apart. 

Each successive branch is also scaled in diameter by relating the flows within the 

ducts.  The flows are conserved before and after branching as proposed by Murray[75]. 

Since the diameter of the parent duct d0 is related to the diameters of the daughter ducts 

d1 and d2 by the relationship 

Figure 60: Bifurcation of a duct.  Two ducts leave the central duct of length L1 
at elevation angles of Ө1 and Ө2 respectively and azimuthal angle β1 & β2. 

The diameters of the daughter ducts d1 and d2 are a fraction of the parent duct 
d0.  The lengths L1 and L2 are reduced by geometric decay. 
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 0 1 2d d dα α α= +  

where the constant 0α > is known as the diameter exponent and has been measured  

between 2.6 and 2.7 for arteries and between 2.4 and 2.9 for lungs[76]  If we define the 

dividing ratio r between the branches within a range of 0 to 0.5 then the diameters of the 

child ducts can be expressed as 

 
1

1

1 0

2 0 ( 1)

n

n

d d r

d d r

=

= −
 

if 1 2d d< .  The length of the each child duct is reduced in similar fashion and is 

simplified as being equivalent to roughly 8 times the starting radius for the segment.  

This corresponds to observed length to diameter ratios[77].  A dividing ratio of 0.5 will 

result in a perfectly symmetrical tree.  We will model the dividing ratio r as a random 

variable sampled uniformly between 0.2 and 0.5. 

The results of the 3D branching algorithm are shown in Figure 61 for a sample 

ductal network.  Only a single lobe is shown for simplicity. 
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Figure 61: One lobe of the ductal network simulated with 3D branching algorithm. 

The algorithm for generated the ductal network can be summarized as follows: 

• The host volume is defined as a voxel grid within which an ellipsoidal 

breast shape is imbedded. 

• The main duct is placed so that it terminates at the nipple and is directed 

towards the chest wall.  An imaginary line is placed through the center of 

the duct.  A vector is defined along this line that indicates the initial duct 

direction.  The initial duct diameter is defined in the function. 

• The length of the duct is sampled uniformly between zero and the 

maximum branch length as defined in the algorithm.  Each successive 

branching level will be allowed a smaller maximum branch length.  The 
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endpoint of the branch is checked to make sure the branch is within the 

ellipsoidal volume.  If the endpoint lies outside its length is reduced so 

that this condition is met. 

• At the termination of the duct one of three events will take place.  A 

branch will leave the duct and the duct will continue on, the duct will 

bifurcate into two branches of similar size but in different directions, or 

the duct will continue in the same or a slightly different location.  All 

events occur with equal probability. 

• In the case of a branching event the branch leaving the intersection is 

defined by an imaginary line through its center that starts at the sampled 

branching location.  The angle between the new branch and the parent 

branch is calculated and defined as the ‘branching angle’.  The branch 

angle is sampled uniformly between zero and the maximum allowed 

branching angle.  The diameter of the branched duct is reduced by a 

geometric decay function and depends on the diameter of the parent duct 

at the branching location. 

• In the case of bifurcation two new branching angles are sampled and the 

parent duct is terminated.  Two vectors are defined along the axis of the 

new ducts. The diameter of the new ducts is a fraction of the parent duct 

according to the relation 1 2d d dλ λ λ= + . 
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• If there is no branching the parent duct may change directions slightly 

within a small range of angles.  The maximum duct length is reduced as if 

a branching had occurred.  This limits the total size of the ductal network. 

• If the minimum duct length or diameter is reach the duct is terminated 

and no further branching may occur. 

6.4.5 Simulated Lesions and Calcifications 

As the goal of this research is to evaluate detection of lesions it is important to 

characterize them appropriately.  There are numerous studies evaluating the geometric 

properties of lesions as they appear in film radiographs, in addition there are libraries 

cataloguing a range of lesions that have appeared in radiographs[78].  A study of Rahbar 

et al. [79], listed the 2 dimensional features that may characterize lesion as malignant.  

Among the malignant cases 61% displayed an irregular shape, 67% were microlobulated 

, 67% had spiculated margins, and 40% had a width-to-depth ratio of 1.4 or less.   We 

will incorporate these characteristics into our lesion model. 

Generally the tumor consists of a relatively homogeneous center with more well 

defined margins which often contain a mixture of tumor cells and strands of the 

surrounding glandular parenchyma that has been infiltrated.  On a mammogram this 

margin appears as a stellate pattern that distorts the neighboring structures. 

We have used a 3 dimensional stochastic growth model similar to the 2-

dimensional model for simulating calcifications used by Burgess and Chakraborty[80]. 

To simulate the stellate pattern we started with a simple ellipsoidal shape.  The center of 
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the lesion is chosen as 0 0 0( , , )x y z within the volume of the breast.  The radii of the 

ellipsoid vary around the desired radius by sampling three random numbers 

1 2 3, ,Z Z Z from a zero mean normal distribution with a standard deviation of 1cm 

 
( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2

0 0 0
2 2 2

1 2 3

1
( ) ( ) ( )
x x y y z z
a Z b Z c Z

− − −
+ + =

+ + +
. 

Three concentric shells were created at boundaries of increasing radius 

surrounding the ellipsoid.   20% of the pixels were randomly selected within each of the 

three levels and assigned a value corresponding to the lesion.  The random points were 

thinned if their location was not near a point in the smaller concentric shell.  In this 

fashion the boundaries of the lesion are expanded into the surrounding tissue.  A 

smaller volume of random points is selected in each successive shell thus reducing the 

density of the lesion towards the outer edges. 
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Figure 62:  Lesions are simulated by selecting random points in concentric shells.  The 
boundaries are formed by selected the points connected across shell boundaries.  

In order to provide a challenging detection case we have chosen the average size 

of the three dimensional tumor to be 5 mm in diameter. This value was chosen since the 

probability of detecting a lesion this size in a somewhat dense breast is approximately 

50%. 

6.4.6 Combining the Elements of the Breast Phantom 

The complete breast phantom consists of the ellipsoidal volume, the noise grid 

matrix, the ductal system, and any generated lesions.  In order to simulate a real breast 

each voxel has to be assigned an exact tissue value from the available tissue library.    

The three dimensional noise grid was created to simulate the varying 

compartments of adipose and glandular tissue.  Later experiments will require breast 

phantoms of varying glandularity, therefore we will need to segment the noise matrix 

into the appropriate mixture of tissues.  Since the noise voxel grid is a continuous 

function we start by performing a simple intensity threshold on the region.   

Segmentation of the two breast tissues is performed via thresholding of voxel values 

within adjacent intervals. The position of the interval bounds are initialized by 

computing the means of the two breast tissues of interest. These mean values were used 

to initialize the threshold values at the interfaces between the corresponding tissue 

regions.  
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Figure 63: Mammograms representing various tissue densities. [81] 

We can create the desired glandularity of the tissue volume by manipulating the 

tissue mixture model.   For example, if a breast phantom that is 30% glandular tissue is 

desired then the mean used for the thresholding operation is computed from the lower 

thirty percent of voxel values.  Since the ductal system is comprised primarily of 

glandular tissue the total volume of the ductal system is considered when thresholding 

the volume. 
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Figure 64: The complete breast phantom. The three dimensional noise matrix has 

been imbedded within the ellipsoidal volume.  The ductal system is restricted by the 
boundaries of the ellipsoid as well. 

The result of combining the various phantom elements is shown in Figure 64.  

Here the attenuation of the ductal system was modified for easier viewing.   

6.5 Evaluating the Breast Voxel Phantoms 

The Monte Carlo transport code developed previously will be used to evaluate 

the voxel phantoms. The program tracks photons from the focal spot of the X-ray tube 

through the volume by simulating photoelelectric interactions as well as coherent and 

incoherent scattering. All energy deposited within the detector is recorded.  Our aim is 

to determine the detection performance of our object localization algorithm for masses 

imbedded in a 3 dimensional breast volume at varying depths.  The limit of detection as 

a function of mass size will be evaluated for a range of breast glandularity.  The term 

‘glandularity’ refers to the fraction by weight of glandular and ductal tissues within the 
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central region of the breast. The performance of the algorithm will be compared to the 

detection performance when no scattered information is included. 

In order to test the performance of the detection algorithm we will create a set 

synthetic breast models in four density categories 0%, <25%, 25-50%, 50-75% and >75%.  

These models will simulate the range of tissue complexity found diagnostically.  

Simulated tumors will be added to the breast models at three specific depths.  Lesion 

size will range between 5mm and 15mm.  We will present a plot of the a posterior 

detection probability for each combination of breast density and lesion location.  

If scattered information is a beneficial factor in detection then there should be a 

measurable increase in performance for lesions located closer to the tube.  This is 

because photons scattered from the lesion have a larger distance to travel off axis and 

result in a greater contribution to the total signal.  Objects located near the film would 

have fewer off axis scattering detections since the bulk of scattered particles travel in the 

forward direction. 

A series of mathematical voxel phantoms is produced using random numbers to 

sample the size, shape, and location of the various breast structures within the volume.  

The properties of these structures are chosen to mimic an array of realistic breasts.   A 

voxel size of 300µm was chosen for both the 3 dimensional voxel grid as well as the 

detector. 
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7. Ray Tracing Code for Ocean Acoustic Propagation 

7.1 Introduction 

The ocean environment is a complex system that is inhomogeneous in three 

spatial dimensions as well as time. To completely describe this requires a conceptual 

model capable of handling the intricacies of the real ocean. For most applications further 

approximations are necessary.  A short overview of the relevant coupled dynamic 

models is given here. 

Most existing models are based on similar assumptions of boundary conditions 

and acoustic frequency, all being solutions or approximations to the Helmholtz 

equation. These models include Ray Models, Parabolic Equation Models, Normal Mode 

Models and Gaussian Beams and inversion among others. Many of these have been 

implemented in usable software packages and are presented in great detail elsewhere. 

The limiting factor in terms of real-world usability for most of these packages is the 

computational complexity required to simulate a 3-dimensional environment.  Many of 

these algorithms are also crippled by insufficient or inaccurate environmental 

measurements such as bathymetry, SSP, and surface or bottom parameters.   Many of 

the models are mathematically superior to time-domain ray tracing but are limited to 2-

dimensions or extremely simple environments. 
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In the field of underwater acoustics, the availability of a fast, accurate, and 

adjustable computer model for calculating ray paths would be an important first step in 

modeling and studying sound propagation in the ocean. 

7.2 Ocean Propagation Models 

An essential overview of acoustic modeling[82] presents the advantages and 

disadvantages of all types of sonar models. Originally, ocean acoustic tomography was 

based on ray theory, since ray travel times gave the necessary information for 

calculating the sound speed and thus the bathymetry.  If the ray arrivals can be 

identified at the receiver location, then analysis of multiple measurements could result 

in the extraction of the sound speed along the ray path and finally at discrete points in 

the water column. The problem is normally solved by discretization of the ray path and 

the use of orthogonal functions to describe the sound speed variations. 

Ray theory uses the Helmholtz equation to model wave propagation as a surface 

of constant phase, called the eikonal, leaving a source.  This surface can be described as a 

collection of rays traveling perpendicular to the surface of the wave front.  The direction 

each rays travel is dependent on the sound speed profile in the ocean.  Ray theory 

requires a large signal frequency compared to the gradient of the sound peed profile.  

Ray theory models are usually range dependent and allow for the properties of the 

ocean to vary with distance from the source. 

An alternative approach is to identify the modal arrivals instead of rays. Normal 

mode methods have been used for many years and started with a simple two-layer 
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model of the ocean[83].  Normal mode methods involve solving a depth-dependent 

representation of the linear acoustic wave equation.  This technique models the complete 

acoustic field as collection of contributing modes weighted with accordance to source 

depth. The modal velocity is defined as: 

 
0

gn
n

v
k ω

ω∂=
∂

. 

Where kn is the eigenvalue of order n, when the problem is solved using normal-

mode theory. The formula associating modal travel time variations with respect to a 

background environment is of the form 

 
0

( )n
n

S

Q c x dx
ω

δτ δ
ω

∂=
∂∫ . 

The integration is performed over S, the area of sound speed variation. The 

function Qn is calculated for the specific environment. For most practical applications 

modeling a point source in a cylindrical geometry the system is assumed to be 

symmetrical in range. Normal modes are relatively fast to compute and can be adapted 

to accommodate both compression and shear waves. This method is essentially range 

independent; however it has been extended to include a range-dependent environment 

by allowing for either full mode or the simpler adiabatic approach. 

The parabolic equation method solves a parabolic equation which approximates 

the Helmholtz equation and assumes that the received field results from only a 

restricted cone of source launch angles. Parabolic equation methods were first applied to 
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radio propagation problems over long ranges and then later to ocean acoustics in the 

1940s. This method transforms the elliptic wave equation into the parabolic wave 

equation[84].  Two methods used to evaluate this form of the wave equation are the 

split-step Fourier algorithm and the finite-element method. This method is popular 

because it is somewhat more computationally feasible than other methods and can more 

easily accommodate range-dependent environments. 

Many propagation models are limited in some fashion: 

Ray Theory –This method is generally range-dependent and reequires a large 

frequency relative to the differential of the sound speed profile.  The solution of the 

ordinary differential equations can only only handle a one dimensional SSP. 

Normal Mode – This method assumes symmetry and limits range-dependence to 

two dimensions.  It performs poorly in shallow water or environments that vary across 

dimensions. 

Parabolic Equation models – These equations attempt to simplifies wave model 

with a parabolic model. Computation must be limited by assuming symmetry or a 

limiting angle. 

There is unfortunately a trade-off between mathematical accuracy and 

sensitivity.  For most sonar detection and localization problems the most important 

question to answer is whether or not a source is present and secondly, where the object 

is located. Ideally an algorithm would always answer the first question correctly and be 

reasonable accurate at the second in a tractable amount of time.  It is important that any 
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ocean acoustic code work for a large range of environmental measurement error given 

the transient nature of ocean conditions and sensor locations. 

7.3 First Attempts 

 In our initial design, we implemented software to perform the generation of 

acoustic wave fronts, as a function of space (2-Dimensional vertical slice) and time, using 

time-domain acoustic ray tracing.  This can be generalized to 2 ½ dimensions.  The 

software traces an actual fan of rays through the ocean environment with a given 

bathymetry and sound. In addition we have integrated and saved propagation times 

along each ray in order to derive the time front at any instant in time.   

Our first time-domain acoustic ray tracing implementation incorporated the 

‘RAY’ software package; a publicly available implementation in C by Bowlin [85]. This 

package solves a system of four differential equations to propagate a large collection of 

rays.  A fan of rays is projected through the ocean environment along a single plane 

specified by a two dimensional bathymetry and sound profile.  The integration of the 

differential equations is the bulk of the computation and is implemented in C.  We 

adapted an implementation of a ray tracing code written in C from the ocean acoustics 

library and modified it to compute time fronts for a shallow water environment.   This C 

code can in turn be called from a basic shell MATLAB code for that calculates the OUFP.  

The C implementation of the time front portion of the OUFP with a similar step-size of 

integration runs on the order of 10 times faster than the MATLAB code. The integration 

of the differential equations is the bulk of the computation load.   
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All of the path information (including propagation time) along each computed 

ray is stored for a given source position and ocean environment. From this data it is easy 

to calculate the time-domain wave front computed at any specific location in the ocean 

environment.  The fan of rays is linearly distributed by angle about the source but we 

have modified the algorithm to increase accuracy in a specific region of interest.  The 

algorithm can be run multiple times to generate a set of wave fronts for every possible 

source positions.  The code lends itself to being implemented in a parallel fashion as 

each ray is an independent calculation. 

The two figures below show the progression of an acoustic time front in time for 

a simple shallow ocean environment.  The depth is a constant 100 meters and it is 

assumed that rays are perfectly reflected from the bottom.  The sound speed profile is 

linear and is equal to 1500 m/s at the surface and 1480 m/s at a depth of 100 meters.  The 

theoretical source was placed at depths of 20 and 50 meters.  All distances are in meters.   
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It is clear that the multipath time structure is quite distinct at these two depths. 

 

Figure 65: Progression of the Acoustic Wave Front in Time for 
a Source Depth of 50 Meters 

Figure 66: The progression of the Acoustic Wave Front in 
Time for a Source Depth of 50 Meters 
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The software was able to accept a wide variety of inputs but was sadly limited to 

a 2-dimensional vertical plane.   The accuracy was dependent on the integration method 

used and several integration variables are available that have a dramatic effect on the 

results. 

All of the range-dependent ray tracing software codes available are similarly not 

useful for our purpose since our goal is to attempt to re-create the arrival time pattern of 

the acoustic pulse.   A range-varying step size algorithm introduces too much error into 

the result since every time measurement has a different degree of accuracy based on the 

step-size.  We attempted to use the RAY software to solve the more complex 3-

dimensional bistatic case but the results varied erratically.  We determined that the 

problem was not our localization algorithm but error in the simulated signal.  Since 

there does not currently exist a time-dependent ray-tracing software package in 3-

dimensions (or 2-dimensions for that matter); we turn to Ziomek. 

7.4 Iterative Ray Acoustics 

Lawrence Ziomek used a somewhat an obscure optical ray-tracing algorithm that 

was expressed in terms of refraction indices[86].  Since the algorithm calculated similar 

variables to those desired for ocean ray tracing: position, angles of propagation, and 

path-length in 3 dimensions he was able to incorporate the necessary ocean parameters.  

The new algorithm is expressed in terms of the sound speed profile rather than the 

index of refraction, an oddly similar but not usually spatially varying quantity.  Unlike a 

solution requiring differential equations Ziomek’s algorithm can handle a 3-dimensional 
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SSP and other varying parameters.  Each step is only dependent on the previous one and 

the environment can change at each calculation.  

The derivation is somewhat complex and given elsewhere so it is not necessary 

to reiterate.   The basic assumption is that the sonar pulse is a plane wave of simple 

geometric form and that the acoustic source is a time-harmonic oscillator.  Combining 

the plane wave amplitude equation and the Helmholtz equation gives a separable 

equation modeling energy and directional (phase) propagation.  Using vector math and 

the fact that the ray path is perpendicular to the phase front an equation can be formed 

relating the change of phase along a ray path. 

  
Figure 67: A linear sound speed profile results in a constant radius of curvature for 

projected rays. 

To simplify, the essence of the equation states that a small change in the wave 

front results from the product of the index of refraction and an incremental step along 

the ray path normal to the front. For a linear sound speed profile the radius of curvature 

is constant, but in a more complex profile the curvature is computed on every step 
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Although the ray path actually bends it is a valid assumption to assume the path 

is straight for a small step size.  Since the primary problem with the other ray tracing 

codes is computational complexity, it is necessary to reduce the equation to an iterative 

solution.  This assumption allows the equation to be reduced to single-step equation 

where the next step is only dependent on the previous step[83].   
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This equation gives the final RRA implementation where S is the 3-D distance 

along the current path and r is the index of refraction. 

This equation can be reduced to finite difference form as shown in Ziomek’s 

paper.  Below is the summarized RRA algorithm: 
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 If the step size is kept relatively small the only calculation required at each step 

is to determine the new normal to the wave front.  
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Figure 68: Sample acoustic ray trace generated by our software.  We have modified the 

algorithm to make time the independent variable in order to compute the multipath 
arrivals in a step-wise fashion 

Figure 68 is a sample ray trace generated by our software.  We have modified the 

algorithm to make time the independent variable in order to compute the multipath 

arrivals in a step-wise fashion.  Decreasing the time step results in a direct increase in 

computation time.   The ray traces have been compared to benchmark ray traces and 

show a high degree of accuracy given the greatly reduced computation time. 
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Figure 69: Multipath arrival pattern for the ray trace shown in Figure 68 for a receiver 
placed at a range of 8 km and a depth of 150 meters. 
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7.5 Incorporating Attenuation and Transmission Loss 

The attenuation of acoustic energy in sea water is due to several loss 

mechanisms; however we will focus on the relaxation process.  The attenuation occurs 

when a sound wave interacts with the ocean medium and a net transfer of energy occurs 

between the sound wave and the molecules of water.  Sound attenuation due to 

relaxation is a function of temperature, pressure, and salinity.  The variation of these 

parameters results in spatial variation of sound as a function of depth which must be 

accounted for at each ray propagation step.   

The total transmission loss of acoustic energy includes losses from environmental 

factors such as water volume absorption, reflection attenuation, and spreading effects.  

As acoustic energy travels a distance r through the water, a portion is converted to 

thermal energy[83]. This absorption loss can be calculated as 

 ( , )absTL f depth rμ=  

where µ is the absorption coefficient for a signal of a specific frequency and depth[83]. 

Each interaction with the surface or bottom results in acoustic energy loss.  As 

the pressure wave interacts with the seafloor a portion is absorbed by the medium and a 

portion is reflected in multiple directions.  The acoustic reflectivity is dependent on the 

materials that form the bottom as well as other variables including depth, roughness, 

and even the time the material has been undisturbed.  There are many models available 

to model these effects however we will use a calculated sound speed for the materials 

found in the area of interest[87]. 
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Our other goal was to verify our amplitude estimates for the arrivals of the 

pressure wave.  We are calculating a generalized Transmission loss ,TL as the standard 

normalized measure of the change in signal strength with range. It is defined as the ratio 

in decibels between the acoustic intensity at a receiver point and the intensity at 1-m 

distance from the source: 

 
0 0

( , )( , )10 log 20log [ 1
( 1)abs

p r zI z rTL db re m
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This equation relies on the fact that the intensity is proportional to the square of 

the pressure amplitude has been used.  The reference pressure at 1-m distance is 

determined by the approximation for a source in free space: 
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We used an estimated source intensity of 150dB and obtained our amplitude 

estimates by accumulating an estimated attenuation of each ray for every step taken.   

We have also incorporated propagation loss into our amplitude estimates.  We are using 

the equation fitted by Schulkin and Marsh[88] which gives the attenuation coefficient (α) 

as 

 
2 2
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where S=Salinity in parts per thousand, Tf = temperature dependent relaxation 

frequency, and F = signal frequency. 
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7.6 Validating the 3D Ray Tracing Code 

In Ziomek’s paper “The RRA algorithm: Recursive Ray Acoustics for Three-

Dimensional Speeds of Sound”, the ray tracing algorithm is tested against the popular 

ray tracing code ‘HARPO’.  HARPO ray traces by solving a system of four first-order 

differential equations.  There are of course errors in all these methods of simulation so 

this test is for comparison only. Ziomek found that the RRA algorithm was ‘very 

accurate’ for the test cases used.  The test cases included linear as well as complex sound 

speed profiles.  The error was on the order of 1 micro-second over a range of 10 km and 

.05 meters over 14 seconds of propagation.  By reducing the arc-length step size, the 

accuracy is increased. 

Since the ODE method has already been used as a comparison we chose to 

compare the results of our algorithm is a finite difference method calculation.   The error 

of this method depends on the grid used to approximate the equations and the order of 

the finite difference equations.  Interpolating results or using non-gridded estimates can 

result in extremely high error.  

 For this test we have obtained a finite difference method simulation for a simple 

environment.  The depth was limited to 100 meters to allow for multiple reflections.  We 

used a constant sound speed (1500 m/s) for this run and placed 4 targets within the 

environment.  We also assumed a simple flat bottom and surface 

The results shown below are for the comparison of our algorithm to the finite-

difference method.  Our results are shown in red and inverted for ease of viewing.  The 
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finite-difference method results are shown in blue.   We used a similar step-size to 

calculate the results.  

The results generally agree for the direct arrivals (rays that did not reflect from a 

surface).  The results tend to diverge as the number of steps approaches 10,000.  Since 

the error is acceptable for comparisons with the ODE method we will assume that our 

code calculating the RRA method correctly.   Since the direct and early arrivals are 

correct and error increases with later arrivals we can assume that the error of our 

algorithm is generally range dependent.  
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Figure 70: Beam Extension for 3-Dimensional Volumes 

With the RAY package we used previously we were limited to calculating an 

arrival time based on when a ray passed near a target.  Thus a large number of rays had 

to be calculated in order to simulate the wave front passing through a target.   We were 

plagued with difficulties in converting the results of each ray simulation into a time-

based acoustic signal.  Since the software was range dependent rays, could not be 

calculated in parallel or in 3-dimensions.  Luckily the new implementation allows for a 

much more creative approach. 
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Rather than propagating single rays and recording when the ray passes nearby 

we can calculate a large group of rays in parallel and determine when an object passes 

within the volume defined by the group of rays.  This is possible since time is the 

stepping variable and it is possible to obtain a ‘snapshot’ of the position of the entire 

wavefront at a particular moment.  This eliminates the problem we had previously with 

multiple recorded detections from the same wave front.    Rather than propagating a set 

of rays we are now propagating a volume!  The ‘depth’ of this volume is determined by 

the step size. 

 
Figure 71: The volume enclosed by a set of rays can be modeled as a beam. (A) A 
single ray, (B) Four rays forming a beam and (C) Twenty beams forming a lobe. 

  
Unfortunately, efficiently deciding if a point is within this volume is much more 

difficult than it seems. In order to determine whether a point is inside the frustum it is 

necessary to compute the vertices of each plane making up the frustum.   Each plane can 

be written in the form, Ax + By + Cz + D = 0. The constants A,B,C,D can be calculated 

from any three points on the planes (since all four points are coplanar) say (x1,y1,z1), 

(x2,y2,z2), and (x3,y3,z3) as follows:  
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A = y1 (z2 - z3) + y2 (z3 - z1) + y3 (z1> - z2) 
B = z1 (x2 - x3) + z2 (x3 - x1) + z3 (x1 - x2) 
C = x1 (y2 - y3) + x2 (y3 - y1) + x3 (y1 - y2) 
- D = x1 (y2 z3 - y3 z2) + x2 (y3 z1 - y1 z3) + x3 (y1 z2 - y2 z1) 

 

In order to test whether a point (x,y,z) is on the left or right of the plane compute Ax + By 

+ Cz + D. If the result is greater than zero then the point is on the same side as the normal 

(A,B,C), if less than zero then the point is on the opposite side, if the value is zero then it 

lies on the plane.  

7.7 The Ocean as a Filter 

The propagation of small-amplitude acoustic signals in an inhomogeneous fluid 

medium can be described by a linear wave equation. Because of this, we can treat the 

fluid medium as a linear filter. The mathematics of linear, time-domain signal 

processing provides a straightforward system for modeling acoustic pulse propagation. 

A linear filter that varies in space and time is one that satisfies the principle of 

superposition but has properties that change with time and space[83]. In this software 

package the ocean medium is treated as a linear, time and space invariant filter.  Our 

iterative ray acoustics code calculates the spatial impulse response of the ocean medium. 

Underwater acoustic channels are characterized by time-varying multipath 

phenomenon. This speed of variation is partly due to the variations of the characteristics 

of the medium (change of celerity, nature of the sea-bed, form of surface). A first 

possible approach to model these variations is as a collection of transmission events. The 
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impulse response is modeled in this case by a 2-dimensional random process collecting 

the sum of N contributions shifted in time, out of phase and attenuated in amplitude. 

 
1

( , ) ( ) ( ( ))
N

i i
i

h t t t tτ α δ τ
=

= −∑  

Synthetic time–varying channels with certain shapes of fading can be modeled 

by the application of laws of variations on amplitudes �i delays �i and phases.  Then, 

the application of simple geometrical laws allows us to define the multipath 

characteristics within the channel. 

7.8  Boundary Interactions 

For our first simulations the surface was considered an ideal pressure release 

boundary. The ocean bottom is fluid like quartz sand with density p=2070 kg/m3 and 

speed of sound c=343 m/s.  The ocean surface is exposed to air with density p=1.21 kg/m3 

and speed of sound c=1730 m/s.  Since the speed of sound in the ocean bottom is greater 

than that within the ocean medium itself, the critical angle of incidence for bottom 

reflections is given by 

 1sin medium
critical

bottom

c
c

θ − ⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 

For the given sound speed values the critical angle incidence is calculated to be 

approximately 60 degrees, for all incident rays of less than this angle, the amount of 

energy reflected is very small.  Therefore we limit the launched rays to directions of 

greater than this critical angle. 
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The algorithm will launch rays using a calculated step size of .01 degrees and an 

arc length step size of .5 meters.  If the rays pass within a given tolerance of the receiver 

then they will be considered contributing rays. 

 

Multipath 
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 Bottom 
 

Target 

Array 
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9.3o

φ  

Figure 72: Description of boundary interactions for a ray 
tracing problem. 
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8. Bistatic Ocean Acoustic Source Localization 

Source localization is referred to the problem of identifying the position of a 

sound source. Most of the methods that have been proposed so far exploit matched-field 

or matched-mode processing algorithms. These techniques for detecting and localizing 

underwater targets in shallow water make use of environmental information about the 

ocean waveguide in order to achieve improved performance over conventional array 

processing techniques. 

The need for accurate source localization emerges in practically all the 

applications of underwater acoustics. Knowing the exact position of the source is critical 

information for solving large classes of inverse problems, including ocean acoustic 

tomography and bottom recognition.   The recognition problem consists of three parts: 

collecting measurements in the acoustic field using an array of sensors, selecting an 

appropriate propagation model for computing the acoustic field at the specified ranges 

and depths, finding a best estimate of range and depth given the measured acoustic field 

and the computed replica field. 

8.1 Correlation Measures 

Matched Field Processing (MFP) can be used to solve estimation problems 

involving localization in range, depth and bearing of passive sources, determination of 

environmental parameters and evaluation of model accuracies. 
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8.1.1 Matched Filter 

Matched filters unlike MFP do not require any information concerning the 

acoustic environment; however they do require that the input signal be known. The 

classic matched filter is a filter that performs the cross-correlation between the input 

signal and a known reference signal. The coefficients of the matched filter are taken to be 

the reverse of the reference signal, the output of the matched is as follows:  

 
N

out in ref in ref
i=0

s =s (n)  s (-n) = s (i)s (n-i)    ∑i . 

The goal of the matched filter is to maximize the output signal to noise ratio (SoutNoutR). 

The optimal matched filter coefficients for minimizing noise can be obtained from the 

time reversal of the input signal plus a constant delay T 

 mf inh (t) = s (T-t)  

where hmf(t) is the matched filter coefficient.  

In the frequency domain, the matched filter coefficient becomes 

 
-jwt -jwt * -jwT

mf mf in inH (w) = h (t) e dt = s (T - t) e dt = S (w) e   ∫ ∫  

where  Sin(ω) = FT(sin(t)) and S*in: is the conjugate of Sin.  We see that in order to get 

Hmf(ω), the magnitude of Sin(ω) is unchanged, the phase however is reversed and is 

shifted by T.     
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8.1.2 The Broadband OUFP 

Matched-field processing techniques for source localization compare recorded 

acoustic data with a set of calculated fields known as replica fields.  There have been 

many advances in this field however all are limited by the effects of environmental 

uncertainty.  The local properties of the ocean such as sound speed, attenuation, 

geometry, sediment and surface models must be provided for the propagation model.  

Seemingly minor differences between these parameters and their actual values can 

result in sub-optimal performance. 

The OUFP is a basic Bayesian approach introduced by Nolte and Richardson at 

Duke University[89] for source localization where the range and depth of an acoustic 

source as well as the ocean environmental parameters (sound speed, ocean depth, etc.) 

are uncertain. The earlier research was oriented towards narrowband long-range 

detection, localization and tracking in deep water, while more recent research has 

applied the OUFP to narrowband shallow water scenarios.  The basic broadband OUFP 

approach was formulated by Nolte and Jeff  Shorey[90] at Duke University.  This 

algorithm estimates the range and depth of an acoustic source by exploiting the time 

pattern of the multipath arrivals which are in turn parameterized by the range and 

depth of the source, as well as the ocean environmental parameters.  The broadband 

OUFP algorithm computes the a posteriori probability of the source range and depth 

given the actual received multipath arrival time pattern of the data.  We see it as a 

promising technique for distinguishing sources of sound based on the multipath arrival 
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structure.  It also enables us to place upper bounds on source localization as a function 

of uncertainties in the ocean environmental parameters and source uncertainties. 

To put the broadband OUFP in perspective, the received time-front data inr ,  at 

the array which is used by the OUFP, consists of a received signal component, ),(, Ss in Ψ  

and an additive noise component, inw ,  

ininin wSsr ,,, ),( +Ψ=  

where n  specifies the receiver array sensor index and i is the ith time sample index. 

The received time front at the array generated by our code, as represented 

by ),(, Ss in Ψ , is a function of S , the source range and depth, as well as Ψ , the ocean 

environmental parameters.  The time domain wideband OUFP computes the a posteriori 

probability )|( rSp , of S , the source range and depth, given the entire space-time data 

matrix r .  From this one can compute the probability that the source of the signal is from 

the surface versus a submerged target 

 
( )( | ) ( | , ) ( | ) .
( )
p Sp S r p r S p S d
p r Ψ

= Ψ Ψ Ψ∫  

Here )(Sp  is the a priori probability of the source position in range and depth, 

∑ ∫ ΨΨΨ=
ΨallS

dSpSrpSprp )|(),|()()(  is a normalizing constant, and )|( Sp Ψ  is the a 

priori probability of the ocean environmental parameters conditional to the source 

position.  It is reasonable to assume that )()|( Ψ=Ψ pSp , i.e. the ocean environmental 
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parameters are independent of the source position.  Typically we choose a uniform 

distribution for )(Sp  and )(Ψp , although this is not necessary.   

If we assume spatially and temporally independent Gaussian noise,  
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In this case, 
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The time-consuming part of the algorithm is the integration which is a Monte 

Carlo integration over a large number of representative time fronts in which ),|( ΨSrp  

needs to be computed numerically using the time domain wideband time front 

algorithm we have developed as a function of Ψ and S .  This is why we are looking at 

the sensitivity to the ocean environmental parameters so that the set Ψ includes the 

more important parameters, both from the standpoint prioritizing the more important 

ocean environmental data to collect as well as making the algorithm computer faster.  

However, the proper integration over the uncertainty in the ocean environment is the 

key to robustness of the wideband OUFP.   An important part of our future effort on this 

task will be to speed up this code. 
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8.2 Generating Replica Fields 

A major component of the broadband OUFP algorithm contains an algorithm 

that generates time-fronts as a function of the ocean environmental parameters.  

Although there are both frequency and time domain approaches to computing the 

multipath arrival structure, we are initially implementing it in the time domain. The 

OUFP achieves robustness to the ocean environmental uncertainties by integrating over 

representative time fronts that represent that uncertainty. 

In order to implement the broadband OUFP algorithm in the time domain, 

arrival time patterns need to be generated for each source position in range and depth, 

as a function of ocean environmental parameters, using an ocean model.   Initially we 

computed time fronts as a function of space and time in a 2-D vertical range-depth slice.  

From these time fronts, the multipath arrival time patterns can be obtained for arbitrary 

array sensor locations.   

A central issue in processing for uncertain environments is the speed and 

efficiency of the algorithm, since replica fields must be calculated for a large number of 

parameters.  A straightforward method is to generate fields for a multidimensional grid 

of possible parameters.  Other algorithms exist that decide on the value of calculated a 

particular field based on the sensitivity of the detection algorithm to that particular 

parameter.[91]. 

Matched field processing algorithms are sensitive to sound speed profile 

mismatch[92].  However mismatch at greater depths results in less detection error; 
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therefore it is necessary to consider a larger range of possible sound speeds at shallow 

depths when computing replica fields. 

 
Figure 73: An example received signal showing the relative amplitudes of various 

signal components 

8.3 Backpropagation of Replica Fields 

If the ocean field is considered a passive environment then the reciprocity and 

superposition properties of the ocean wave-guide apply.  These properties state that the 

measured pressure field at a given receiver can be considered a source if the geometry at 

the time of transmission is the same for the back-propagated signal.  The pressure field 

used as the source in the back propagation step is the conjugate of the measured field 

obtained in the forward propagation step but weighted by the range.[93] 

By interchanging the source and receiver positions we can generate all of replica 

fields for a given set of environmental parameters and receiver position in a single ray 

tracing propagation step. 
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If a delta function is propagated through the channel then the acoustic impulse 

response of the channel between the potential target and the receiver is equivalent to the 

signal at the receiver. 

 ( )( ) ( ) ( )r t h t n tδ τ τ
∞

−∞
= − +∫  

Since our algorithm effectively transmits a delta function through the medium 

then the simulated received signal is equivalent to the impulse response: 
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Figure 74: Signal propagation model. Simultaneous calculation of a set of N 

replica fields for a given set of targets.
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In order to simulation a signal received from a bistatic scenario three quantities 

must be calculated.   The direct signal is the acoustic wavefront including multipath that 

results from the direct path between source and receiver.   
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The signal received at the target is expressed as: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )* ( )S T R S R S T T Rr t r t r t h t n tτ→ → → → →= + − +  

where ( )S Rr t→ is the direct signal received at the target without reflection. N(t) is zero-

mean Gaussian noise statistically independent of s(t) and the last term of the equation is 

a sum of M multipath components. On reflection, ( )S Tr t→  is modified by a transfer 

function h(t).  The reflected wave is shifted in time and altered in amplitude by a time 

delay. The signal received at the target comprises a delayed (and scaled) version of the 

direct signal received by the receiver plus a set of image signals. This signal is calculated 

for every possible target location within the allowable range. 
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The replica field at each target location is a function of the geometry of the 

system.  For each search location and source pair the geometry will give an expected 

time of arrival of S T S Td cτ → →= where c is the sound speed of the medium. 

8.4 Creating an Ambiguity Surface 

Matched field processing is a full-field signal processing method in which 

measured acoustic fields from a sound source are compared to modeled fields calculated 

for a specific source-receiver geometry and ocean waveguide environment. The 

matching is carried out for many candidate target locations within a specific search 

region (range and depth) to form ambiguity surface whose values indicate the likelihood 

that a source is present. Optimum performance (i.e. localization) is achieved when the 

modeled ocean environment and experimental geometry match the true conditions[94]. 

Source 

Possible 
Target 
Locations 

( )tδ

( ) ( )S Tr h tδ τ τ→ = −

S Td →

S Rd →

T Rd →

( )( ) ( )T R T R T Rr r h tτ δ τ τ→ → →= −  

Figure 75: Calculation of the set of replica fields for a bistatic scenario.
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The global maximum of the ambiguity surface corresponds to the statistically 

best measure of range and depth.  However the degree of separation between the peak 

and other neighboring peaks can give a measure of the certainty of the estimate. 

 

8.5 Effects of Bottom Uncertainty 

The OUFP computes the a posteriori probability of the source range and depth 

by exploiting the multipath structure of the ocean.  However, this range and depth 

estimation can be quite sensitive if one assumes a mean ocean model and the actual 

ocean environment is different.  Here we will analyze the sensitivity of range and depth 

estimation to ocean environmental uncertainties.  

For this experiment we choose a simple environment with a varying bottom.   

The simulated data was produced with a bottom depth of 100 meters.  We then ran 5 

source localization simulations with a bottom depth mismatch of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 meters.  

For all of the experiments the sound speed profile is linear and is equal to 1500 m/s at 

the surface and 1480 m/s at a depth of 100 meters.  
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Figure 76: Scenario for determining the effects of environmental mismatch. 

With the specified ocean environment we generated a simulated received signal 

with the bottom fixed at 100 meters.   Then we generated replica fields for 400 different 

locations in a 2 km area around the source using the ray tracing software.  The time 

based correlation data was mapped to an image to simulate a simple source localization 

problem. 

To test the sensitivity of the replica fields to the assumed bathymetry 

measurements we repeated the localization problem for 4 different bathymetries.   Each 

time dropping the processor assumed depth by 1 meter.   The received signal generated 

with a 100 meter depth was kept constant. 
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Figure 77: Source localization results for the bottom mismatch case.  The source has a 

range of 1km and a depth of 25m.  Each image is formed from 400 replica signals. 

 

8.6 Bistatic Detection in 2 Dimensions 

We have extended the detection problem involving a single unknown source and 

a static array of receivers.  The bistatic problem will include a stationary source and 

receiver(s) and a passive target of unknown position.    The target position is unknown 

but suspected to be somewhere between the source and receiver(s). 
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Acoustic energy in the ocean channel can propagate with little attenuation for 

thousands of kilometers.  When an acoustic wavefront encounters an object within the 

channel some of the energy is reflected and the wavefront is altered.  If the direct path 

between the source and receiver is blocked by the object then the only observed arrivals 

may be due to reflections from the object.  Since objects in the ocean can have an 

arbitrary orientation and reflective properties is difficult to simulate the reflection of a 

single acoustic ray mathematically. 

Since it is possible to simulate the acoustic ray pattern from a single source to a 

single receiver we can get an estimate of the acoustic transfer function of the ocean 

between the target and the receiver.  This impulse response can then be used to estimate 

the reflected signal that is received at another location.  The changes in the acoustic 

wavefront due to interference by the object will not be included in this model but the 

arrival time pattern is preserved.  Since acoustic attenuation is somewhat difficult to 

simulate the OUFP will use the arrival time information of the signal to estimate the 

position of the target. 

The figure shows the 2-D experimental setup we are using for the simulation.  

The source and the receiver are fixed at 0 and 10 km respectively.  The target is assumed 

to be located at any depth within a 4 to 6 km range from the source.  The bottom is flat 

and has an uncertainty of 5 meters.  The sound speed profile used for the simulation is 

assumed to be linear with no uncertainty.  
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In order to create a reasonable estimate of the signal at the receiver we must 

predict the possible ray paths between the source and receiver and combine these paths 

into an estimate of the received signal.  Acoustic rays are propagated between the source 

and the target to generate a received time-front.  Then a new set of rays are propagated 

from the target to the receiver to calculate the impulse response of the channel.  Finally a 

set of rays are propagated from the source directly to the receiver. 

 

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

Src Tgt Src Tgt

Tgt Rcv Tgt Rcv

Src Rcv Src Rcv

R n S n w n

R n S n w n
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− −

= +
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Since the propagated signal is an acoustic impulse the acoustic impulse response 

of the channel between the potential target and the receiver is equivalent to the signal at 

the receiver 
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Figure 78: Geometry for the simple bistatic detection case. 
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 ( ) ( )* ( )Src Rcv Src RcvH t R n tδ− −= . 

Thus the combined signal at the receiver is the signal received at the target 

filtered by the impulse response of the channel.   The time-front received directly from 

the source is added this signal. 

 ( )* ( ) ( )combined Src Tgt Src Rcv Src RcvR R n H t R n− − −= − +  

This signal is calculated for every possible target location within the allowable 

range and for a range of possible bottom depths from 97 to 103 meters.  The OUFP can 

then be used to generate a grid showing the probability that the target is located at a 

particular location. 

 

8.7 Results for the 2-Dimensional Study 

 Within the volume of possible detection between 4 and 6 kilometers we 

calculated the received signal at 779 target locations for each of 9 depths.  From each of 

these 779 target locations we calculated the impulse response to the receiver.  Lastly, the 

direct signal from source to target (no reflected) was generated.    

For this simulation the depth resolution is finer than the range resolution 

although we have not yet determined how sensitive the algorithm is to depth or range. 

The results were consistent with those of the mono-static case and in several cases 

actually better most likely due to the increased information coming from the reflected 
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signal.  Using a flat bottom actually makes the results more ambiguous since there is 

some symmetry in the reflection properties of the channel. 

These plots are a test of stability with varying position between grid points.  The 

target range was increased by 2 meters at a time and the Depth by 1 meter.  The Bottom 

depth used to simulate was also varied by 1 meter.  You can see that the estimated depth 

of the target switches from the grid point at 30 meters to the grid point at 35 meters.  The 

sensitivity of the OUFP to the Bathymetry estimate appears to be greater than one meter.   
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Figure 79: Sensitivity of the localization algorithm to non-computed grid points.   

Here the target was placed at locations not explicitly calculated by the replica field 
generator.  There is some ambiguity between possible target locations but no non-

linearities were observed. 
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9. Target Depth Estimation in Uncertain Environments 

A received active sonar signal can be represented as the transmitted waveform 

( )s τ convolved with the impulse response of the environment, in this case S Rh →  

represents the impulse response of the ocean channel between the source and receiver.  

There is also an additive noise component ( )n t . 

The received time series, measured at a hydrophone, for a signal transmitted 

from a fixed source through a known ocean environment is related to the transmitted 

signal ( )s τ by the convolution 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )S R S Rr t s h t d n tτ τ τ
∞

→ →−∞
= − +∫  

Here S Rh →  depends on the source and receiver locations and the physics of the 

environment (bathymetry, seafloor properties, SSP, etc). 

In a bistatic scenario the received sonar signal can be broken into two 

components; the transmitted waveform is convolved with the impulse response of the 

channel between the source and target.  This signal received at the target is then 

retransmitted to the receiver and convolved with the impulse response of the channel 

between the target and receiver. 

The time series received by a target S Tr → , located at a specific position (x) 

resulting from the transmission of a signal ( )s τ  from a fixed source can be represented 

as: 
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 ( ) ( ) ( )S T S Rr t s h t dτ τ τ
∞

→ →−∞
= −∫  

where S Th → is the impulse response of the channel between the Source and the Target. 

Assuming that the Target is a perfect reflector, the signal recorded at the Receiver 

will be the sum of the direct signal (no reflection) ( )S Rr t→ and the signal received by the 

target and reflected through the channel  ( ),S Tr t x→  so: 

 ( ) ( ), ( , ) ,S T R S R S R T Rr t x r r x h t x dτ τ τ
∞

→ → → → →−∞
= + −∫  

 In practice we are unsure of the impulse response of the channel.  We can create 

an estimate of the channel impulse response by transmitting a delta function.  Our 

software model computes a collection of multipath arrival times ia  for a single pulse 

transmitted through the channel.    These ray arrival times ia  corresponding to the 

collection of multipath arrivals can be combined to approximate the impulse response 

for the channel.  The software generates a collection of N multipath arrival delays id and 

the corresponding amplitude values ia .  An impulse response is calculated from the 

combination of ray arrivals in time. 

 ( ) ( )
0

0 i

N
d t

S T i
i

h t a dt
∞

−
→

=−∞

= ∑∫  

where ( )0 1id t− =  when id t= . Note that this simple approximation assumes all 

arrivals are of equal amplitude.  The amplitude calculations occur in a separate process. 
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There are several methods of computing the ray arrivals; we have implemented a 

3-dimensional system where 4 rays define a volume.  The pressure at any point between 

the rays decreases as the rays spread spherically.  The arrivals are recorded whenever 

the target passes within the volume defined by the 4 rays.  

9.1 The Broadband OUFP Algorithm for Depth Estimation 

The time domain wideband OUFP computes the a posteriori probability 

( )|p Depth r  of target Depth given the data vector r which contains the collection of 

received multipath arrival patterns is .  The fields are created over a space-time matrix 

specified by target Depth and Range as well as the specific environmental 

parameters Ψ . 

The received multipath arrival pattern ( ), ,is Range DepthΨ   generated by our 

code is a function of target depth and range and Ψ , the ocean environmental 

parameters.  Ψ can indicate uncertainty of the bathymetry, the sound speed profile, 

surface and bottom attenuation, or any other environmental parameter that can be 

simulated.   Range is a two dimensional function of down-range, X, and cross-range, Z 

so that 2 2( , )Range X Z X Z= + . 

All signals are discrete where i is the ith time sample index and include an 

additive noise component, in so that: 

 ( ), ,i i ir s Range Depth n= Ψ + . 
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Assume spatially and temporally independent Gaussian noise, with a mean of 

zero and variance of 2
nσ . For the discrete case if we assume that ir  results from 

sequential samples ( )ir t , the probability density function of the data conditional to a 

particular multipath arrival pattern, is ,  can be expressed as: 

 ( ) ( )( )2

1

, ,1| exp
22

n
n

i i

i nn

r s Range Depth
p r s

σπσ =

⎛ ⎞− Ψ⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟= −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
∑  

 

 
Assuming that the a priori probabilities of Ψ , Range, and Depth are statistically 

independent, the a posteriori probability of target depth is  

 ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )| | , ,

Range

p Depth
p Depth r p r Range Depth p p Range d dRange

p r Ψ

= Ψ Ψ Ψ∫ ∫  

anywhere within a specified 3 dimensional area.   

Here ( )p Range  is the a priori probability of the target range, and ( )p Ψ is the a 

priori probability of the environmental parameters.  Combining results 

( ) ( )
( )

( )( ) ( ) ( )
2

1

, ,1| exp
22

n
n

i i

i nRange n

r s R Depthp Depth
p Depth r p p R d dR

p r σπσ =Ψ

⎛ ⎞− Ψ⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟= − Ψ Ψ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
∑∫ ∫  

( )p r is a normalizing constant so ( )|p Depth r is a probability density function. The 

final equation for the a posteriori probability of Depth given data vector r  is expressed 

as 
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( ) ( )
( )( ) ( ) ( )

2

1

, ,1 1| exp
22,

n
n

i i

i nR n
r

r s R DepthNp Depth r p p R d dR
p r Depth σπσ =Ψ

⎛ ⎞− Ψ⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟= − Ψ Ψ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
∑∫ ∫∑

. 

For the purposes of this simulation we are only looking at the received multipath arrival 

patterns at possible target locations.    This information is combined in the wideband 

OUFP with the provided signal data to produce an a posteriori probability of target 

depth. 

9.2 Environment and Test Scenario 

Figure 80 shows the environmental setup for a depth estimation simulation.  The 

search area for the depth estimation problem is indicated by the black box.  Within the 

routine the size of the search area can be expanded or restricted. 

 
We used test data provided by RDA for the experiment.   The target was located 

approximately 8.5 km from the source.  The source was located roughly 2km from the 
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Figure 80: Geometry for the bistatic detection scenario. The search area was 
restricted to a column (indicated by the black box) around the likely target range.
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receiver which creates a nearly monostatic test environment.  The table gives the exact 

parameters used for the simulation. 

Table 5: Simulation Variables for the Bistatic Scenario 
Variable Value 

Source Position X = 0m,  Z = 0m,  Depth = 198m 

Receiver Position X = 2852m,  Z = 148m,  Depth = 160m  

Target Position X = 8508m,  Z = 1185m,  Depth = ?? 

Possible Bottom Depths 700m 725m 750m 775m 800m 

Search Locations 2500 

Grid Size X = 8500 +/- 100m, Z = 1185 +/- 100m 

 

Since the bottom depth was uncertain we generated multipath arrival patterns 

for 5 possible bathymetries centered around 750 meters (the provided bathymetry 

estimate).    We assumed a perfectly flat bottom with minimal acoustic absorption.   The 

X and Z range (horizontal plane) was approximately known for the Target so we limited 

the search to a 200m by 200m square column centered on the target location. 
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Figure 81: A Posteriori Probability of Target Depth. 
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20,000 multipath arrival patterns were calculated for the simulation.  The 

wideband OUFP was used to calculate the a posteriori probability of target depth.   The 

results of the simulation are displayed in a 3-dimensional format. It should be noted that 

the highest values are concentrated around a target depth of 152 meters.   The simulation 

produced the highest a posteriori probability of target depth at 162 meters. Red 

represents a higher probability of target location. 
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Figure 82: A Posteriori Probability of Target Depth a 3D view. 



 

9.3 Large Area Source Localization 

We performed a similar simulation assuming that the range to the target was 

unknown.  The search area was expanded to cover a larger area.  25,000 replica signals 

covering 5 different bathymetry estimates were computed for the simulation.   

Table 6: Variables for Large area Source Localization 
Variable Value 

Source Position X = 0m,  Z = 0m,  Depth = 198m 
Receiver Position X = 2852m,  Z = 148m,  Depth = 160m  
Target Position X = 8508m,  Z = 1185m,  Depth = ?? 

Possible Bottom Depths 700m 725m 750m 775m 800m 
Search Locations 4000 

Grid Size X = 8500 +/- 1000m, Z = 1185 +/- 300m 
The output of the OUFP for each possible target location is shown below.   The 

actual depth of the target was not provided so the estimate of target depth cannot be 

validated.  The highest a posteriori probability was actually found at the nearest grid 

point to the given value.  A finer grid might find an even closer estimate.  Note that the 

parameters for this simulation are the same as the depth estimate simulation in the 

previous sections, only the search range in the X and Z direction has been increased.   
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Figure 83: OUFP output for Source Localization with Uncertainty of Bathymetry and 

Range.



 

9.4 Wideband OUFP Processing of Test Data 

The wideband OUFP has been applied to real bistatic data from an area near the 

New Jersey shelf.  The diagram gives a rough idea of the spatial relationship between 

the source and receiver.    The following environmental characteristics were used for the 

simulation as provided.  

 

 
Table 7: Parameters for the Bistatic Detection Simulation 

Bottom Depth Uncertain – between 700 and 800m 
Sound Speed 0,1542; 50,1545; 100,1527; 200,1504; 300,1495; 400,1490; 500,1488; 

600,1487; 700,1488 
Source Position X = 0; Z = 0; Depth = 198m 

Receiver Position X=5077m; Z=922m; Depth = 160m 
Estimated Target X=13706m;   Z = 463m; Depth Unknown 

Time of initial signal Unknown – signal shortened 

Figure 84: Scenario for Bistatic Test Data
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Time of arrival at Rec. Unknown – only echo information 
Sampling Rate 627.45 

 

An initial search area was used that covered a range of 5000 m in the X direction 

and 1500m in the Z direction for all possible depths.  Replica fields for roughly 2000 

possible target locations were calculated at 5 possible bottom depths. 

The signal provided below was used for the wide band OUFP to determine the 

best a posteriori probability of target location  The results and output of the simulation 

are as shown below.  The simulation found the three following locations as the most 

likely target position: 

Best match at x = 12057 z = -3 d = 217 

2nd Best match at x = 11950 z = -120 d = 83 

3rd Best match at x = 12057 z = -3 d = 190 

 
Figure 85: Results for the bistatic test scenario. 
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This first view gives an idea of the accuracy in the X range direction.  The plot is 

a map of the a posteriori probabilities for every possible target location calculated.  
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Figure 86  Bistatic signal used for testing the wideband OUFP 
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10. Conclusion 

We have presented two methods of stochastic simulation in the somewhat 

disparate fields of ocean acoustics and medical imaging.   Stochastic simulation methods 

are sometimes dismissed as time-consuming and brute force methods.  However these 

methods are frequently the only method of expressing the detailed physics of the 

underlying system.  Frequently information is present in the portion of the signal 

considered noise.   We have studied two such cases and presented them in this 

dissertation. 

We have developed and tested a new particle transport software package for 

simulating radiographic imaging systems.  This software allows us to use detailed 

representations of physical objects so that we may study the effect of uncertainty on the 

imaging process.  The algorithms for particle transport are more physically accurate 

than other available software codes that make many generalizations and thus can 

capture subtle changes in the volume.   The software is computationally efficient and 

directed for the primary purpose of producing multiple images in a reasonable amount 

of time. 

The difficulty in creating an accurate particle transport model for radiography 

has yielded an unexpected result.  An analysis of the scattered component of the created 

image yields information about the structure of the media.   While the scattered image 
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would be difficult for a radiologist to interpret it is certainly possible to include this 

information in computer detection algorithms.   Removal of the anti-scatter grid in a 

radiographic system would result in significantly reduced dose to the patient.   It also 

presents the possibility of incorporating the scattered radiation that has traveled in 

directions away from the detector.  This is a technique already used in non-destructive 

testing systems.  For future work we would like to investigate this possibility.  We hope 

that the software breast phantom described in this thesis will be a useful tool for other 

research. 

In the field of ocean acoustics we have developed a time-domain ray tracing 

algorithm for simulating the propagating of an ocean wavefront.  We compared and 

evaluated several other methods of performing this simulation.  Other similar models 

were limited to two dimensions or did not use time as the dependent variable.  We have 

developed a novel method of iteratively simulating the path of the propagating wave 

front in time.   This software is fast and has an accuracy that increases linearly with the 

number of rays propagated.  We have compared the results to finite element calculations 

and have determined that the model is sufficient for detection problems. 

By modeling the ocean channel as a linear system we were able to solve a bistatic 

detection problem.  A novel feature of the propagation code is that it allows for a large 

number of target locations in the detection area to be sampled simultaneously.  By only 

requiring two propagation simulations we were able to reduce the calculation time to 
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the order of minutes.  This is in comparison to the many hours a similar calculation 

would require with other ocean modeling software. 

We have used this propagation code to model a bistatic detection case in the 

ocean.  This case is exceptionally difficult since the propagating wave interacts and is 

reflected from a passive object of unknown orientation and position.   By modeling the 

various reflections of the propagating wave in the ocean we can produce solutions to the 

transport equation at many possible target locations.  The propagation code was 

compared to a similar model that used finite element analysis and showed good 

agreement.  We used the results of these propagation studies to solve a bistatic detection 

case in the presence of environmental uncertainty.   The propagation code shows great 

promise as a modeling and estimation tool for complex environmental models. 
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Appendix A 

A.1 Breast  Phantom Software  

function [vol] = BreastPhantom(breastSize,voxSize,density,fname) 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% BreastPhantom Compute a 3-dimensional breast phantom 

% 

%VARIABLES: 

%   breastSize -    Choose from values of 1,2, or 3 for small, medium 

%                   or large breast (default = 2) 

%   voxSize -       The length of one side of the square voxel in  

%                   milimeters (default = .5) 

%   density -       The percent of glandular tissue in the breast 

%                   25 = less dense 50 = Half Glandular  75=more dense 

%   fname -         Filename to store the volume 

% 

%Example: 

%  Generate a medium sized phantom with a voxel size of .5mm and 30% 

%  density and store it in the filename 'breastphantom.raw' 
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% 

% >BreastPhantom(2, 0.5, 30, 'breastphantom.raw'); 

% 

% Written by Jamie M Shorey -- jshorey@ee.duke.edu 

% 8 Jan, 2007 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

if (nargin == 0)        %Defaults if no arguments 

    voxSize = .4;       %size of each voxel in mm 

    breastSize = 2;      %1 = small    2 = medium      3 = large 

    density = 10;       %Percentage of Glandular tissue in the breast 

    fname = 'breast.raw'; 

end; 

global voxSize center vol radii Air Adipose Duct Glandular Lesion Skin Muscle 

Calcification Duct; 

%material list 

Air = 1; 

Adipose = 2; 

Glandular = 3; 

Lesion = 4; 

Skin = 5; 
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Muscle = 6; 

Calcification = 7; 

Duct = 8; 

 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 %Initialize the shape parameters 

Xrange = [40 55 80];       % Range of X Values for small - medium large breasts in mm 

 Yrange = [40 55 70];       % Range of Y Values for small - medium large breast in mm 

  Zrange = [40 65 90];      % Range of Z Values for small - medium large breast in mm 

 

 xSize = ((Xrange(breastSize))+(rand(1)*20-10))/voxSize; 

 ySize = ((Yrange(breastSize))+(rand(1)*20-10))/voxSize; 

 zSize = ((Zrange(breastSize))+(rand(1)*20-10))/voxSize; 

  

xNum = round(xSize/2)*2; 

yNum = round(ySize)*2; 

zNum = round(zSize)*2; 

 xCenter = 1; 

 yCenter = yNum/2; 

 zCenter = zNum/2; 

%Center of the ellipsoidal volume 
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 center = [xCenter yCenter zCenter];     

radii =  [xSize ySize zSize];          %Radii of the ellipsoidal volume 

 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 %Create the power spectrum noise 

 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 alpha = 1+rand;                  %the Hausdorff dimension  

 vol = createNoisyImage3d(xNum,yNum,zNum,alpha); 

 pack; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 %Assign tissue values to the 3D volume 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%v

ol = smooth3(vol,'gaussian'); 

save tempVol vol; 

vol = reshape(vol,numel(vol),1); 

vol = sort(vol); 

nCompare = numel(vol); 

divider = round((nCompare-1)*density/100+1);   

%Find the percentile ranges 

divider = vol(divider); 

load tempVol; 
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bigger = find(vol>=divider);         

smaller = find(vol<divider); 

vol(smaller)=Glandular;                %Assign the perecentage glandular 

vol(bigger)=Adipose;                   %Assign the percentage adipose 

clear bigger smaller avg; 

vol = Dilate3d(vol);              %Expand fatty regions to be contiguous 

delete tempVol.mat 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%%Create Skin Layer 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

skinDepth = 2/voxSize;          % Set the skindepth to 1mm 

%create an ellipsoid centered at the left wall 

%ellipsoid =    (X-xCenter)^2     (Y-yCenter)^2     (Z-zCenter)^2 

 %               --------  +  --------  +  --------  =  1 

 %                xSize^2         ySize^2         zSize^2 

  

[X,Y,Z] = ndgrid(0:(xNum-1),0:(yNum-1),0:(zNum-1)); 

volmap = ((X-xCenter).^2./ (xSize^2)+ (Y-yCenter).^2./(ySize^2) + (Z-

zCenter).^2./(zSize^2))<1; 
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volmap2 = ((X-xCenter).^2./ ((xSize-skinDepth)^2)+ (Y-yCenter).^2./((ySize-

skinDepth)^2)     + (Z-zCenter).^2./((zSize-skinDepth)^2))>1; 

clear X Y Z; 

vol = vol.*volmap; 

vol(volmap2) = Air; 

vol(volmap & volmap2)=Skin; 

clear volmap volmap2 skinDepth; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%% Create the duct system 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

ductHeightStart = 8;       %Initial duct length in mm 

ductRadius = 1.5;             %Initial duct radius in mm 

pt1 = [xSize,yCenter,zCenter];     %Starting point for the duct 

direction = [-1 0 0];              %initial direction towards chest  

global pdx pdy pdz dot; 

%Generate 9 lobes 

for k = -1:1:1, 

    for j = -1:1:1, 
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    pt1 = 

[xSize,yCenter+(j*ductRadius*(1+rand))/voxSize,zCenter+(k*ductRadius*(1+rand))/voxSi

ze]; 

    pt2 = [xSize-

ductHeightStart/voxSize,yCenter+(j*ductRadius*(5+rand))/voxSize,zCenter+(k*ductRadi

us*(5+rand))/voxSize]; 

    newDirection = (pt2-pt1)./sqrt(sum((pt2-pt1).^2)); 

    pt1 = 

createDuct(pt1,newDirection,ductRadius/voxSize,(ductHeightStart+rand)/voxSize); 

    newDirection = changeDirection(newDirection,15); 

    createDuctRandom(pt1,newDirection,ductRadius/voxSize,0); 

end; 

end; 

vol(1:6,:,:)=Muscle; 

vol(vol==0)=Air; 

fid = fopen(fname,'w'); 

fwrite(fid,xNum,'int'); 

fwrite(fid,yNum,'int'); 

fwrite(fid,zNum,'int'); 

fwrite(fid,voxSize/10,'double'); 
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fwrite(fid,uint16(vol),'uint16'); 

fclose(fid); 

%% Plot It 

trim = .3; 

plotVolume(vol(round(xNum*trim):xNum,round(yNum*trim):round(yNum*(1-

trim)),round(zNum*trim):round(zNum*(1-trim))),hot,10);  

alphamap('decrease'); 

A.2 Duct Growing Algorithm  

function [] = createDuctRandom(pt1,direction,rad,level) 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% createDuctRandom - Recursive function to compute the  

%  ductal network in 3 dimensions 

% 

%   VARIABLES: 

%     pt1 - Starting point of the duct in form [x,y,z] 

% 

%     direction - vector that indicates the direction of the duct - 

%     specified by direction cosines 

% 
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%     rad -  The radius of the duct at the current level 

% 

% Written by Jamie M Shorey -- jshorey@ee.duke.edu 

% 8 Nov, 2006 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%g

lobal pdx pdy pdz dot voxSize center vol radii Air Adipose Glandular Lesion Skin 

Muscle Calcification Duct; 

if ( ((rad)>=voxSize) && (level< 8) ) 

    %%%%%%%%%%Constants 

    n = 3.5;                      %Radius Expansion variable 

    meanBranchingAngle = 40;       

%Mean branching angle off axis in degrees 

    stdBranchingAngle = 20;       %STD of the branching angle 

    maxDist = rad*8;              %Maximum distance the duct can travel 

    dist = maxDist*(1-rand*.6);    

%Guarantee it travels at least half the dist 

    theta = atan((rad*.1)/maxDist); 

    endRadius = rad-dist*tan(theta); 

%Cone angle function to reduce radius 

    pt2 = (pt1+direction.*dist); 
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    if (( sum(((pt2-center).^2)./((radii-2/voxSize).^2)) < 1) && (round(pt2(1))>0)&& 

(vol(round(pt2(1)),round(pt2(2)),round(pt2(3))) ~= Duct)) 

        direction = (pt2-pt1)./dist; 

        if (~exist('pdx','var') || isempty(pdx)) 

            [pdx,pdy,pdz] = ndgrid(0:(size(vol,1)-1),0:(size(vol,2)-1),0:(size(vol,3)-1)); 

        end; 

        %translate so pt1 is origin. 

        pdx = pdx-pt1(1); 

        pdy = pdy-pt1(2); 

        pdz = pdz-pt1(3); 

        % Dot the d and pd vectors to see if point lies behind the 

        % cylinder cap at pt1.x, pt1.y, pt1.z 

        dot = (pdx .* direction(1) + pdy .* direction(2) + pdz .* direction(3)); 

        q = find(dot >= 0); 

        q=q((dot(q) <= dist)); 

        q=q(((pdx(q).^2 + pdy(q).^2 + pdz(q).^2) - dot(q).*dot(q)) <= rad.^2); 

        vol(q)=Duct; 

        pdx = pdx+pt1(1); 

        pdy = pdy+pt1(2); 

        pdz = pdz+pt1(3); 
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        %%%  Create ducts from the ends of the ducts 

        %% Sample from three posibilities equally 

        numBranches =  floor(4.*rand); 

        level = level + dist/maxDist; 

        %level = level+1; 

        if (numBranches ==0)     %Create no branches, continue on 

            newDirection = changeDirection(direction,(rand*15)); 

            createDuctRandom(pt2,newDirection,endRadius,level) 

        elseif (numBranches ==1)    %Create a new branch 

            newDirection1 = changeDirection(direction,(rand*10),0,pi); 

            angle = (meanBranchingAngle+stdBranchingAngle*randn);       

%Generate branching angle 

            newDirection2 = changeDirection(direction,angle,pi,2*pi); 

            r = rand*.3+.2; 

            radius2= endRadius*r^(1/n); 

            radius1= endRadius*(1-r)^(1/n); 

            createDuctRandom(pt2,newDirection1,radius1,level) 

            createDuctRandom(pt2,newDirection2,radius2,level) 

        else    %Split the branches 

            angle = (meanBranchingAngle+stdBranchingAngle*randn); 
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            newDirection1 = changeDirection(direction,angle,0,pi); 

            angle = (meanBranchingAngle+stdBranchingAngle*randn); 

            newDirection2 = changeDirection(direction,angle,pi,2*pi); 

            r = rand*.3+.2; 

            radius2= endRadius*r^(1/n); 

            radius1= endRadius*(1-r)^(1/n); 

            createDuctRandom(pt2,newDirection1,radius1,level) 

            createDuctRandom(pt2,newDirection2,radius2,level) 

        end; 

    end; 

A.3 Duct Directions  

function [newDir]= changeDirection(direction,theta,minPhi,maxPhi) 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% changeDirection - change the direction vector by a specified theta 

%      

%  VARIABLES:        

%   direction - Initial direction of the vector - 

%               specified by direction cosines 

% 
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%   theta -     angle to rotate away from the axis given in degrees 

%    

%   minPhi -    (optional) lower range of Azimuthal angle of rotation 

%   maxPhi -    (optional) upper range of Azimuthal angle of rotation 

% 

% Written by Jamie M Shorey -- jshorey@ee.duke.edu 

% 8 Nov, 2006 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

if (nargin > 2) 

    phi = rand*(maxPhi-minPhi)+minPhi; 

else 

phi = rand*2.0*pi; 

end; 

theta = theta*pi/180; 

uX = direction(1); 

uY = direction(2); 

uZ = direction(3); 

cosPhi = cos(phi); 

sinPhi = sin(phi); 

cosTheta = cos(theta); 
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sinTheta = sin(theta); 

temp = sqrt(1-uZ^2); 

if (temp ~= 0)   

        newuX = uX*cosTheta + sinTheta*(uX*uZ*cosPhi - uY*sinPhi)/temp; 

        uY = uY*cosTheta + sinTheta*(uY*uZ*cosPhi+uX*sinPhi)/temp; 

        uZ = uZ*cosTheta - temp*sinTheta*cosPhi; 

        uX = newuX; 

else 

        uX = sinTheta* cosPhi; 

        uY = sinTheta*sinPhi; 

        uZ = uZ*cosTheta;        

    end; 

    newDir = [uX uY uZ]; 

        magnitude = sqrt(sum(newDir.^2)); 

    newDir = newDir./magnitude; 

A.4 3D Noise Grid Algorithm  

function img = createNoisyImage3d(xSize,ySize,zSize, beta) 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% createNoisyImage3d - create the 1/f^n 3D noise grid with a specified dimension 
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% 

%   VARIABLES: 

%   xSize - Size of the noise image in the x Dimension 

%   ySize - Size of the noise image in the y Dimension 

%   zSize - Size of the noise image in the z Dimension 

% 

%   beta - the exponent specifying the amplitude spectrum 

%           Recommended value between 1 & 3 

% 

% Written by Jamie M Shorey -- jshorey@ee.duke.edu 

% 8 Nov, 2006 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

if (nargin < 4) 

    beta = 2; 

end; 

% Construct the filter. 

[x,y,z] = ndgrid(-xSize/2 : (xSize/2 - 1),-ySize/2 : (ySize/2 - 1),-zSize/2 : (zSize/2 - 1)); 

% Matrix values contain radius from center 

radius = sqrt(x.^2 + y.^2+z.^2); 

radius(xSize/2+1,ySize/2+1,zSize/2+1) = 1; 
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radius = 1./(radius.^beta); 

clear x y z; 

pack; 

img = randn(xSize,ySize,zSize); 

img = fftn(img);                   % Take fft of image. 

img = fftshift(img);            % Shift 0 frequency to the middle. 

 img = atan2(imag(img),real(img)); 

% Reconstruct fft of noise image with the specified amplitude spectrum 

img =  radius .* exp(i*img); 

clear radius; 

img = fftshift(img); 

% Inverse fft to obtain final noise image 

img = real(ifftn(img)); 

  

A.5 Lesion Creation  

function [] = createLesion(xLoc,yLoc,zLoc,xSize,ySize,zSize) 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% createDuctRandom - Insert a lesion at a random location within the volume 

% 
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%   VARIABLES: 

%     x,y,z - location to place the lesion 

% 

%     xSize,ySize,zSize -  radius of the lesion in 3 dimensions 

% 

% Written by Jamie M Shorey -- jshorey@ee.duke.edu 

% 8 Nov, 2006 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

global voxSize center vol radii Air Adipose Glandular Lesion Skin Muscle Calcification 

Duct; 

if (nargin < 1) 

    xSize = (randn+7)/voxSize; 

    ySize = (randn+5)/voxSize; 

    zSize = (randn+5)/voxSize; 

    ducts = find(vol==Duct); 

    %Choose a random location near a duct as the center 

    [xLoc,yLoc,zLoc]=ind2sub(ducts(round(rand*numel(ducts)))); 

    clear ducts; 

end; 

%create an ellipsoid centered at the left wall 
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%ellipsoid =    (X-xCenter)^2     (Y-yCenter)^2     (Z-zCenter)^2 

%               --------  +  --------  +  --------  =  1 

%                xSize^2         ySize^2         zSize^2 

vol = zeros(xNum,yNum,zNum); 

[X,Y,Z] = ndgrid(0:(xNum-1),0:(yNum-1),0:(zNum-1)); 

volmap = ((X-xLoc).^2./ (xSize^2)+ (Y-yLoc).^2./(ySize^2) + (Z-zLoc).^2./(zSize^2))<=1; 

vol(volmap)=Lesion; 

ringSize = 2/voxSize; 

% Create variable margins 

for index = 0:2, 

    volmap = find(((X-xLoc).^2./ ((xSize+ringSize*(index+1))^2)+ (Y-

yLoc).^2./((ySize+ringSize*(index+1))^2) + (Z-zLoc).^2./(zSize+ringSize*(index+1))^2)<=1); 

    volmap = volmap(((X(volmap)-xLoc).^2./ ((xSize+ringSize*index)^2)+ (Y(volmap)-

yLoc).^2./(ySize+ringSize*index)^2 + (Z(volmap)-zLoc).^2./(zSize+ringSize*index)^2)>1); 

    volmap = volmap(floor(4*rand(numel(volmap),1))<1); 

    vol(volmap)=Lesion; 

    for q = 1:numel(volmap) 

        [i j k] = ind2sub(size(vol),volmap(q)); 

        middle = vol(i,j,k); 

        grid = vol((i-1):(i+1),(j-1):(j+1),(k-1):(k+1)); 
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        grid(2,2,2) = 0; 

        if(length(find(grid==Lesion))<5) 

            vol(i,j,k)=median(median(median(grid))); 

        end; 

    end; 

    vol = smooth3(vol,'gaussian'); 

end; 

plotVolume(vol(round(xNum*trim):xNum,round(yNum*trim):round(yNum*(1-

trim)),round(zNum*trim):round(zNum*(1-trim))),hot,1); 
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